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nl'm SiGK OF having DO SBbbl 
For a slower Mao jusn 

because mu nuogen suoKs 
Sometimes Newer Is Smarter Than Ne • 
In a perfect world, we all would buy a new, 

top-of-the-line Mac right now. Of course, there's that 

little thing called money, the stuff most of us don't 

more machines to the list with faster processor 

speeds as you read this. With a MAXpowr G3 card!, 

you'll have a faster processor with a much faster 

have coming out of our ears. That's 

why you need a Newer Technology 

MAXpowr G3 processor upgrade 

card. They 're easy to install and 

save you thousands of dollars 

Chee~ oun Th85B PBPPOPmance SPBCS cache. In fact, the MAXpowr G3 ca 
PowerMac 6100/60 I ld f h 

with Newer G3 / 240 = =----880% can ma <e your 0 Mac one 0 t e 
PowerMac 8600/200 

with Newer G3 / 275 =-· 340% 
PowerCenter Pro 180 

with Newer 63 / 275 

SuperMac 5900/200 
with Newer 63 / 275 260% 

fastest desktop computers availab e 

even compared to Apple's new 

screaming G3 machines. Thanks to 

.,., 

compared to buying a whole new system. Newer Technology, your older, slower Power Mac has 

Newer Technology makes processor upgrade 

cards for almost every Power Mac and are adding 

new life which makes waiting for a brand new 

machine a lot less painful. 

n > neUJert:echnulug 

To find out how to make your old Mac newer vi . 
www.newertech.com or call 1-316-943-0222 



Disk Drive Tuneup 2.0 gives you: 
• Blazing fast reacts! The slower your drive, the greater 

the improvement. Ideal for Zip™, Jaz™, MO, SyQuest™ 
and older hard drives 

• Faster Bootups too! 
• More Reliable IDE & SCSI drive support 
• Supports HFS and HFS+ formats 

• "Smart drivers" automatically con ~gure to optimize 
reads & writes for your specific dri"'e! 

"Tune Up" your disk drive just l' ke your car! 
,...,...,... Just like an expert mechanic, Disk Drive TuneUp optimizes d~ver settings to get the 

most from your drive on your Mac system. Our exclusive "multi-level caching" architecture 
combines your Mac's internal RAM memory with the speed of , our internal hard disk 
to leverage multiple reads from slower removable media drive , older hard disks and 
most external disk drives. On line help guides you through thJ cache setup so you can 
optimize for the type of work you are doing. Save time, be 1ore productive! 

Normal Mac: 

Brand "F" drivers: 

O'lo 50% 100% 150% 100% 150% JOO,, 35°'' 

MacBench 3.0 Disk Mix Using Zip8 Drive 

/ 
1 Ziff Davis, MacBench® 3.0 scores using as Iomega® Zip' drive on an Apple Macintosh Perfonna 6400/180 running Mac OS 8.0 with 

24 MB RAM and VM on. All products used in this test were shipping versions available 10 the general public. This test and its results 
were not verified by Ziff-Davis. lndividual.gainsdepcOOonthetypcofmediauscd,cachingpammeterscstablishcd?s~specifics.. 

,I 

Get Disk Drive Tuneup & CD/DVD 
Drive Tuneup at: / 

,,; 

COMP USA: SOO; COMPUSA 
MAC ZONE~ 800-2 48-0800 

Tuneup is: 

Now Faster 

'.I Easier 

./ Affordable 

Work Faster Now! 

RESELLERS CALL: 

ING RAM 
I ~'4 I (!I :;I•l 
800-456-8000 MAC WAREHOUSE: 800-255-623 7 

MAC MALL: 800-222-2808 
Disk Drive TuneUp SKU: #596358 

CD/DVD Drive TuneUp SKU: #596359 

Copyright c 1997-98. All rights reserved. Disk Drive TuneUp, CD/DVD Drive Tuneup and the SAI logo are trademarks of Software Architects, Inc. Zip is a registered trademark 
of Iomega Corporation. Mac OS is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. All other trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 



IT'S NOT THE BLUE screen of death for 
Windows NT, but it's darned close! 

JUST BE SURE you're playing William Tell 
and not William S. Burroughs. 

TAKE THY BEAK from out my heart- hey, what 
are you looking at? Didn't you know Poe was 
color-blind? 

) 

SEPTEMBER 1998 

OUR BRAWNY, benevolent 
despot with the six-color 
palette was created by 
John Ueland. 

BILL GATES BOUGHT ONE, so how about you? Get them now before supplies run 
out, or their ethics kick in- whichever comes first. 
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Editor's Note 
Halfway through 1998, our predictions are coming true. Well, except for 
that Mac OS license for Umax. 

Letters 
The iMac inspires an Oedipus complex. Intrigued? So were we. 

Motorola and IBM go their separate ways on the PowerPC chip design, 
but that's not a bad thing. Plus, we delve into USB versus USSB, and we 
give you a new MacAddict Index. 

Cravings 
Five fantastic Mac products to fan the flames of your burning desires. 

Reviews 
Can you stand it? We have the PowerBook G3, the Apple Studio Display, 
and Adobe Premiere 5.0 leading off a collection of great-and a few 
not-so-great-Mac products. 

Fun &Games 
We interview Al Schilling, MacSoft product guru, to get the lowdown 
on the business of porting Mac games. Plus, we offer up previews of 
Myth II: Soulbligher and Total Annihilation, and we even give you the 
scoop on Yoot's Tower and Duality! 

When you ask, we answer-or at least we think about it, then throw up 
our hands and go home. We tell you how to protect against the newest 
Mac virus, boost your Performa's L2 cache, and add USB devices to 
older Macs with a free PCI slot. 

The last vestige of self-indulgence, we expose you to the full line of 
MacAddict Collectibles. Get 'em quick before they're gone! 
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Somebody buy Cheryl a TV. Just call him 
MarkOPINION Simmons. Adam, what's on your 
PowerBook? But what about Relic? 
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Access, of course, is everything. And if you're looking to AOL to provide it, you're 

*?!#out of luck. With Earth link, you'll find that we're up 99.9% of the time. 

You also won't be burdened with the annoying busy signals and disconnects AOL is 

famous for (nor their high prices: we're still $19.95 a month). And because we have 

more local access numbers than any other Internet Service Provider, you can also 

get on the Net more easily. Speaking of easily, that's how you can get in touch with 

us. Our phone number is cleverly listed below. Talk to you soon. 

is included on 



CREATING ANIMATION 
frames is easy. Ifs 
tile drawing part 
tllat's hard ... 

CREATE BLUE SCREENS from images to 
change backgrounds easilY and add 
coot ettects. 

YOU THINK THIS IS BAD? You oughta 
see my fridge! 

'® t;;;t 
~ ~ 

-
folder icon 

MAX - THE ORIGINAL fibers 

M 
fra me 

~ @ disk i con 

<W mini mi ze telepho ne 

thumb3 up 

~ @> ® CD icon. flip vertical 
, 

rotate 

~ 
disk icon 

telephone 

highlights 
Flash 3 Demo 
Creating animation and graphics for the Web has never been easier than it is with this 
feature-rich program. Build animations via image layers placed in the timeline, or create 
an interactive Web site using a variety of tools and adding sound. Plus, its Web-friendly 
optimizing capabilities ensure quicker download of your Web pages. 

Commotion 1.5.4 
If you're a serious cinematographer (or you just play one at home), Commotion is a real 
asset. This program gives you the tools you need to create and edit high-quality visual 
effects for video and film. Paint directly onto frames, set motion trackers, and create 
splines for effects production, then play it back in real time. 

ElectroMagnetic Poetry 
You've all played with those tiny magnets stuck on everybody's refrigerator. Now you can 
pour out your poetic heart on your Mac without the hassle of losing words under the 
fridge or up the vacuum cleaner. Choose from different word lists, tile colors, and back
grounds to create your own flowing poems that might make even Maya Angelou proud. 

Icon Tools 1.0 
If you're an iconoholic, Icon Tools will thrill you. Using contextual menus, this program 
allows you to create, edit, layer, and manipulate any icon. It includes a huge collection of 
symbols to stamp onto icons, various framing and background options, and an assort
ment of tools for creating different effects, all with just a couple of keystrokes. It doesn't 
get any easier than this! 

WE SENT MAX 
THROUGH THE RINGER 
just to show you 
how much Icon Tools 
can do. 

® 
small eyes 

AFTER All, WHEN tile cupcake's all gone, tllere's 
still the cheesy clip movie! 

WHENEVER 
you see this 
icon in the 
magazine, 
pop in The 
Disc for a 
special treat. 
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If you choose to continue putting up with 
clogged bandwidth, too few local dial-up numbers, 
b sy signals, constant down time, system tie-ups, 
s ow-to-never e-mail delivery, outdated browsers, long 

a:its for tech support, no java, and just a bad Mac 
attitude making your Internet experience very drain
ing on your psyche and your pocketbook, you might 
c ns · der this handy dandy plumber's helper. 

But if you would rather have unlimited 
temet access in over 4,000 local cities and towns, 24/7 

oll free Mac tech support, no busy signals, 56.6Kbps 
etvice, with e-mail, news groups, and links to all the 

stuff on the net for only $19.84, you need us. 

984 toll free or sign up on line at www.maclink.net 



this month's goods 
MetaSynth 2.0, Midi Thru 2.1, Miles 
Apart 2.0.5, MovieUtilities CMM 1.3, 
Peter's Player 1.3, PhotoAnimator 
1.0, PhotoGIF 2.1.5, ProJPEG 2.1 .2, 
RGB Calculator Ill, Singer 1.1, Slides 
& Sound Plus, SndSampler 3.5.2, 
SoundEffects 0.9.2, SoundFront FX 
1.0, Tesselation 1.25, Tracer 1.0.3, • Apple Ultra Recorder 2.4, VideolN 3.1.1 

Apple Displays 1.6, Disk First Aid 8.2, 
Drive Setup 1.5, G3 Ethernet Driver ~ Information 
2.0.4, QuickTime 3.0 AudioCD Weblnfo 1.0.2, HourWorld 

0 
Lite 2.0.3, MacAppraiser 2.2, 

:(;:ff Communication Twistory 1.0 
ChatNet 2.1, ClearPhone 4.5.8, 
ClearPhonePro 5.0, Combadge 1.0.1, ® Productivity 
EIMS 2.1 , Email Checker 2.6.3, Aetiket Label Printer 2.5.2, Audiofile 4, 
Eudora Pro 4.0.1, FastEmailCheck Audiofile Internet Companion, autoZIP 
1.5, FM Multi-URL Opener 1.0, Mail List Manager, Clockwork 1.0, 
Internet Launcher 1.0.5, IPNetMonitor ComparaDocs Lite, lntelliProp 1.0, 
1.4, Mailsmith 1.0.1, Snak 1.4.1 List Pad 1.1, MasterSpell 3.5, Midius 

ProjectPlanner 1.0, Midnight Express 

% Development 1.0.1, PhoneLog 2.0, Priority On~ 
3D WalkAround 2.0.1, Alpha 7.1, 1.8.1, Remember 3.2, SOFTracker 
Ficeworks 1.0, PageMover 1.0, 3.0.2, Tradex 1.2.2, WordCoach 1.1 
Python 1.5.1, Touch-3D 

/ Text Processing · 

(I?/ Disk & File Fonts Manager 3.8, Tex-Edit Plus 2.3, 
DiskTracker 1.1 .3, DOS-Namer 2.0, textSOAP 1.1.1, TykeWriter 2.0 
FnsBorf 1.2.5, iSearch 1.2b1 

~ 
Fun &Games 

@E@ Updates 
Year 2000 PP Translator 8-4 

Abyss of Pandemonium, Agitate 2.1.1 , 
Antibody 1.0, Battle for the Planets }~{ User Interface · 
2.1.1, Blobs 1.7.0, Crop Circles AliasMenu 2.0, Clicker 4.5.1, 
Preview, Cyberopoly 1.0, Dream Wars! ClippingNamer 1.0.3, CopyPaste 
1.0, Ele_ctroMagnetic Poetry, Galactic 4.2.1, Desktop Clock 1.0, DPC 
Revolt 1.0.1, Game Doctor 1.0, Bundle 1.1.2, Dumpster 3.0.1, Finder 
Hardwood Solitaire II 2.1.2, MacAttack 8.1 Menu Patch, Icon Tools 1.0, 
1.98, Millennium Diner Preview, On- lconDropper 3.0, iMac System Icons, 
Line Joke Book 3.0, QuickShot Deluxe Janet Parris Schemes, Jeremy's CS 
1.0.4, Shattered Stone 1.0, Slippy(E) Modules 1.9.1, Kineticon 1.2, Martha 
1.1.0, Starbound II .91, The Castle Royer Schemes, MiniWin 4.0, 
1.0.2, Ultimate Blackjack 1.3.3, Yacht- MyEyes 2.2.2, Mystic Textures II, 
3D 2.1, Yipe 1111.3 Power Windows 2.0.2, Prime Desktop 

Patterns, Program Switcher 4.5.0, 

?'!~))) Graphics & Sound SmoothType 2.0, StarDrive 3.5, 
Acrobat Reader 3.01, Amadeus 1.4.4, VisualFont 1.0.5 
Animals for Singer, Animation Maker 
3.1, BSmooth 2.1 Ob5, CD clef 0.9, 

~ Utilities 
Clixsounds, Commotion 1.5.4, CPIC AutoBoot 1.6.1, AutoTrash 1.0, 
1.8.0, D-SoundPRO 3.5r3, Flash 3 Clean-Install Assistant 1.0, 
Demo, Folder Icon Maker 1.5.1, Reanimator 2.0.2, Sad Mac 3.1.1, 
FreeStyle 2.0.2, GrooveMaker, Hot SimpleBackup 1.6, THE BLOCK, 
Door Harmony 1.0, Imagery 1.9.3, WormScanner 1.0, Yank 3.0.1 
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Our Disc Sponsors 
T o find immediate information from our sponsors, go to the index 

(Option-click any help screen). Or you can wait until you see a mes
sage from them in the lower right-hand comer of the main screen. Clicking 
on the message causes a lV screen to slide down from the top of the page, 
showcasing more information. You can also access sponsor information 
from the main window in the Finder. 

Bun. le--Myth 

I:! ldteli:I 
800-295-0060 
httpJ/www.bungie.com 
Myth is a tactical-level game of epic battle set in a fantasy world. A multi
metric game, Myth gives gamers unprecedented freedom to view the ter
rain and their forces, orbiting around the field or zooming in for a close-up. 
Mastery of formations and disciplined movement of annles are critical to 
success. Myth features cross-platform networking, while Bungie's 
MetaServer system makes Internet play simple. The game includes maps 
designed for networking, as well as alternate networking scenarios such as 
the split-second action of Steal the Bacon and the brutal mefee of last Man 
on the Hill. 

EarthLlnk-TotalAccess 

IM'~~I 
800-395-8425 
http://www.earthlin~net 
EarthLink Network has received consistently high marks as the nation's 
best Internet service provider, based on quality of service and tech support. 
EarthUnk membership includes unlimited Internet access; unlimited email; 
a free personalized start page that you can customize with local weather, 
stock infonnation, news, and sports scores; Web support: and all your 
favorite links. 

You also get a free 6MB of Web space; a free subscription to bUnk, 
EarthLink's helpful magazine; and the most popular Internet browser 
available-Netscape Navigator. There are two ways for you to connect: a 
standard 3-day trial or a special 14-day trial with a low-rate subscription 
to MacAddict 

For the 3-day trial, just install the software and enter all the information it 
prompts you for, induding a credit card number. You can test the service for 
3 days; after that, you will be billed for $19.95--unless you cancel. This 
includes full service and unlimited connect time. 

The 14-day trial is a bit different. Subscribe to MacAddict at a special low 
price, and you'll get 14 days to check out EarthLink. If you've already got 
a subscription and you take advantage of this offer, you'll get an extra 12 
Issues added to your account. What a deal! $19.95 a month gives you 
unlimited time online and all the goodies you'd ever want. And with two 
great trial plans available, you've got nothing to lose. 

FWB 

•:~r~ 
800-581-4392 
650-482-4800 
httpJ/www.lwb.com 
Spiffy summer savings bundle! Get two award-winning products for less 
than the price of one! For a limited time only, FWB Software is offering Hard 
Disk ToolKit Personal Edition 2.5 and the Spiffy-rated CD-ROM ToolKit 3.0 
for only $39.95. Simplify all your storage needs, supercharge CD-ROM per
formance, and save up to $100. Call your favorite catalog today. Offer ends 
September 30, 1998. 

MacLlnk-AbbotlChat 

http://www.maclink.net 
AbbottChat is a brand-new, server-independent chat program developed 
by Ken Abbott. You can download it in only 6 minutes or install it in 45 sec
onds. It allows private or group chat with anyone whose e-mail address 
you know. AbbottChat lets you talk to anyone! 

MacSoft-Real Pool 

IMAcS'.#J 
800-229-2714 
httpJ/www.wizworis.com/macsott 
Play the most realistic pool game ever! Experience the exhilaration of lin
ing up just the right shot Feel how the mouse moves just like a real pool 
cue. Size up your opponent in the Player Selection screen. Chat with other 
players over the Internet. It's not just the incredible photo-realistic graphics; 
everything about Real Poot is more realistic-the feel of the game, the 
physics, the trick shots, and morel 

Power On-Action Files ... 
800-344-9160 
httpJ/www.poweronsw.com 
Action Files from Power On Software may be the most powerful productiv
ity utility you can buy. It provides the easiest and fastest way to manage 
and organize files. All the power and control you need is contained in a 
custom menu bar, inserted into every app!Jcation's Open and Save win
dows. You can expand the menu bar to show vital file infonnation, and it 
allows one-click sorting by name, date, kind, and more. Additionally, a 
powerful search engine enables you to locate files by a multi1ude ot crite
ria from within the application itself. Designate files and folders as favorites 
and navigate back to them with a single click, or use the automatic 
rebound feature to return to any location. This is the ultimate replacement 
for Super Boomerang and is compatible with Mac OS 7.5 through 8.1. 

Vlllage Tronic-Picasso 540 30 card demo 

l~;:-.:: 1 
800-932·6442 
http://www.villagelronlc.com 
Did you ever work with a video card in your Mac that was able to: 
• do 30 rendering in a window? 
• run Glide games? 
• export an animation via video out to your VCR? 
• watch the current Apple commercial on ABC? 
• mix different audio sources? 
Never done that before? Catch your breath, it's here! Just fire up our appli
cation on The Disc and be stunned! 



the web 
highlights 
Countdown to Infinity 
As of this writing, Apple coyly says that the eagerly anticipated iMac will ship 
sometime in August, which means it'll probably arrive around the same time you 
get your mitts on this very issue. Check out our home page for the latest tidings of 
the iMac's advent, as well as updates on the progress of Mac OS 8.5. 

Workin' in a Web Mine 
We salute the working stiffs of the world with a Labor Day makeover. Come check it 
out on September 7, and remember-you have nothing to lose but your links! 

The Way It Was 
Is this issue's MacAddict retrospective not nostalgic and self-indulgent enough 
for you? Check out our MacAddict Retro feature at http://www.macaddict.com/ 
exclusive for a recounting of the magazine's troubled youth. 

MacAddict Network 
Spotlight: Deal-Mac 
Deal-mac is the Mac buyer's 
best friend on the Internet. The 
site helps those interested in 
getting the best deal wade 
through issues such as gray 

Wherc dld you helr'boot that klllerdcal? 

marketing, fraud, and customer -
service. Before you buy, go to ~ .. T.:::3;P"'...:.":.=..-:=.::'.'!."::::.. 

~'.;7::~~~6}Ei=:.~~ 
http://www.deal-mac.com. -~;.~=~=:::.~ -

every month 
www.macaddict.com 

http://www.macaddict.com/issues 

WHENEVER you 
see this icon in 
print, visit www 
.macaddict.com 
for links and 
additional 
resources. 

Links and extra resources to accompany the magazine you hold in your 
eager hands. 

http://www.maca,ddict.com/contact 
Yes, we want to hear from you! Here are email addresses and more. 

http://www.macaddict.com/subscribe 
Join us! Here's our fabulous free trial issue subscription offer. 

http://www.macaddict.com/service 
Subscription problems? Missing issues? Vexing questions? Visit our 
customer service pages. 

http://www.macaddict.com/cdrom 
Liner notes on the MacAddict CD-ROM, late-breaking info, and disc 
replacement forms. 

MacAddict 
NETWORK 

www.macaddictnetwo rk .com 

Iii 

• 
~ 

• 

http://www.macaddict.com/ 
You know us, right? Well, this is our funky Web site, 
updated daily with fresh fun and games. Come out 
and play! 

http://www.evangelist.macaddict.com/ 
Evangelist is the official home of Guy Kawasaki's 
mailing list, bastion of Mac advocacy and scourge 
of the infidel. 

http://www.maccentral.com/ 
Every day, MacCentral stuffs you to the gills with 
hot news, product announcements, and nifty special 
reports. 

http://www.macsurfer.com/ 
MacSurfer's Headline News constantly scours the 
Web for all the news that's fit to link on Apple and 
the Mac universe. 

http://www.versiontracker.com/ 
VersionTracker's up-to-the-minute listings keep tabs 
on every Mac software product that's new, 
improved, or in bleeding-edge beta form. 

http://www.macfixit.com/ 
MacFixlt brings you all the latest news on bugs, 
conflicts, and other Mac troubleshooting issues. 

http://www.macresource.com/ 
The Mac Resource Page provides timely news and 
reviews, special deals, bug reports. how-to primers. 
and the famed MRP RAMWatch pricing guide. 

http://deal-mac.com/ 
Deal-mac finds hot offers on cool products, helping 
Mac shoppers stay informed and save money. 

http://ogrady.com/ 
O'Grady's PowerPage is the ultimate resource for 
PowerBook users, with notebook news and mobility 
message boards. 

http://www.imgmagazine.com/ 
Inside Mac Games is a monthly CD-ROM magazine 
devoted to Mac games. with its own news-packed 
Web site. 

http://www.infoxczar.com/atat/ 
As the Apple Turns tunes in every day for the latest 
twists and turns of the Apple Computer soap opera. 

http://www.everymac.com/ 
EveryMac 's exhaustive catalog of Macs and Mac
compatibles provides complete specs and technical 
data-even on the semi-legendary Outbound note
books! 

http://www.iconfactory.com/ 
The lconfactory turns your drab desktop into a pixe
lated paradise with its fabulous selection of hand
crafted icons. 

http://www.saracen.com/applejedi.html 
AppleJedi is the tub-thumping e-zine for evangelists. 
developers, solutions providers, and Defenders of 
the OS. 
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On the World Wide Web, no one knows you're a dogcow. 

Sometimes, flames can do you good. In 
late June, I wrote an opinion piece for 
the MacAddict Web site in which I said 

that rumors of our imminent merger with 
MacHome journal were just that-rumors, 

with no basis-and that those 
who reported them 
should have called 
us at the magazine to 
find out whether or 
not the rumors were 
true. This is basic fact
checking, and it's part 
ofJournalism 101. (By 
the way, we're not 
merging. Period.) 

Well, who knew that 
such a stand would draw a 

vitriol-filled (and rather 
entertaining) rant? I thought my 

original piece was rather vanilla in 
flavor-short, direct, creamy good, and 
hardly the thing to draw a few hundred words 
of fire. But there it was on an opinion Web 
site-a visceral reaction to my piece. After 
reading it, I decided that my initial reaction to 
the false rumor was far too serious, so I 
rewrote my editor's note to take out the "oh, 
where is Web journalism taking us?" whining · 
refrain, although I still believe that journalists 
should check their facts. Here's what else this 
whole sequence of events drove home for me. 

A Place for News 
-and Rumors 
While some Web sites write stories that are 
nothing but rewritten press releases, there are 
sites that practice good journalism. My two 
favorite sites, MaclnTouch (http://www. 
macintouch.com) and the Macintosh 
Resource Page (http://www.macresource 
.com), are trustworthy and careful with their 
reporting, and they take the time to research 
their subjects. As far as rumors sites go, Mac 
OS Rumors (http://www.macosrumors.com) 
does a great job of reporting Mac rumors 

Common sense and skepticism 
go hand-in-hand- if a rumor 
seems too wild to be true, it 
probably is. 
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without being misleading. The good folks 
there practice integrity in their rumor mon
gering: They are up-front with how likely it is 
that a rumor is true, and they don't try to pass 
rumors off as facts. I may get up on my soap
box about solirces and fact-checking, but Mac 
OS Rumors offers titillation without confu
sion-it shows that responsible fact-checking 
doesn't have to take the fun out of rumors. 

A Place for Opinion 
Although I disagree with many of the stances 
taken by the folks who write for MacOpinion 
(http://www.macopinion.com) , I have to 
admire the site's mission-to provide a forum 
for the free exchange of said opinions. Passed 
off as fact, these screeds would be the height 
of irresponsibility-but when reading a site 
called MacOpinion, it takes an act of con
scious ignorance to mistake the site's content 
for researched news. These are people talking 
about the events of the day in the Mac world. 
The journalist in me just adores the free dis
course offered here. This exchange of opin
ions symbolizes one of the best aspects of 
the Web, its ability to act as the great equal
izer-after all, just about anyone with an 
ISP account can publish online. This aspect 
is also one of the most dangerous, because 
it's not always clear what is opinion, what is 
a factual article, and what lies in the gray 
area between the two. 

Telling the Difference 
The folks who use the Internet to gather 
information generally are a savvy lot, and 
those who do it on a Mac are even sharper. 
Even so, it's sometimes difficult to tell the 
difference between a well-researched article 
and some basement dweller's harangue dis
guised as an article. Think about the so
called big news outlets that have been 
recently fooled by bogus news-CNN, 
George, New Republic, The Boston G!.obe, 
and Rolling Stone, to name a few-and you 
see tlle problem. If publications that can 
afford to hire full-time fact checkers have 
trouble telling fact from fiction, how can the 
average news junkie tell the difference? 

Credibility, common sense, and healthy 
skepticism go a long way for me. A long his
tory of credible reporting builds trust, and 
that only comes with time. Common sense 

and skepticism go hand-in-hand-if a rumor 
seems too wild to be true, it probably is (see 
the NeXT acquisition for a big exception to 
that rule). View eve1y rumor or news story 
with just a hint of they're fall of it floating in 
the back of your mind. The truth is out there 
and will generally surface, given time-and 
the efforts of folks who check facts and report 
responsibly. (Except for the whole Area 51 
thing-I can't understand why no one's talk
ing about it.) 

For those who want to trace the merger 
rumor through its course, tlle original article 
appeared on Recon for Investors (http://www. 
pelagius.com/AppleRecon) , with follow-ups 
to Apple Seedlings (http://www.applewizards 
.net/seedlings) and a posting on Mac Suder 
(http://www.macsurfer.com). I addressed the 
rumor with my short screed on theMacAddict 
Web site (and with a link on Mac Suder) . The 
final (at least as of this writing) rant appeared 
on MacOpinion.-David Reynolds 

We all know that being a Mac 
person carries a certain 
price, especially over the 

past couple of years. With multibillion
dollar losses, a couple of ousted 
CEOs, and a meandering, convoluted 
business strategy, things were looking 
bleak for Apple, and consequently for 
Mac users. But that was last year. The 
first half of 1998 has been full of good 
Apple news- back-to-back profits, 
simple and compelling products, and 
a hardware and software strategy that 
makes sense. Things are looking 
bright again, and it's about time. 

But nagging doubts still lurk in the 
back of many a Mac maven's mind, 
including those who have tied their 
futures to the platform- namely, 
graphic arts professionals. With 
Apple's recent troubles, it's only nat
ural these folks should worry about the 
Mac's future in their field. Inspired by 
their doubts, senior editor Robert 
Capps has been busily researching 
the issue to find out whether or not the 
Mac is in danger of being eaten alive 
in its last stronghold-design and 
publishing. The results of his quest? 
The Mac is still the regent of graphics. 





Brook, your iMOM called . She wants you to come home right now. 

GET ON, GET 
ACTIVE. Talk 
to us and to 
other Mac 
addicts at the 
Web site. 

This Month 
WRITE TO US: MacAddic~ 150 North Hill 
Drive, Suite 40, Brisbane, C4 94005, or 
email to !etters@macaddict.com. FOR CD 
PROBLEMS: Go to http://support. imagine 
media.com. FOR SUBSCRIPTION 
QUERIES: Call (tolljree) 888-771-6222. 

VIVA LA REVOLUCION 
Hi, I've been reading your letters section, and 
I have discovered that you have rarely or 
never printed a letter from the Mac addicts 
here in Mexico. Despite beliefs that Mexico is 
a country where Macs don't exist or consti
tute a very small population, let me tell you 
that we are growing, and the number of Mac 
addicts is skyrocketing. Please pay more 
attention to us. It's not easy to be a Mac 
addict in a PC country.-Lou HERRERA 

WHAT'S YOUR 
FATHER LIKE? 
If one happens to pick up your July 1998 
issue upside down due to, say, an overindul
gence of alcoholic refreshments, or perhaps a 
lack of caffeine in the early hours of the day, 
one notices that your sole comment on the 
iMac, "WOW!" becomes the profound and 

WHERE WERE You 
SUPPOSED To Go TooAv? 

Microsoft's ad slogan for Windows 95 was "Where 
do you want to go today?" Here are alternative 
slogans for the bloated OS: 
• Windows: The colorful clown suit for DOS. 
• Double your drive space: Delete Windows! 
• Windows and DOS: A turtle and its shell. 
• Bang on the left side of your computer to 

restart Windows. 
• Windows 3.1 : The best $89 solitaire game you 

can buy. 
• Windows NT: Insert wallet into Drive A and 

press any key to empty. 
• How do you want to crash today? 
-CHRIS J. PAXTON 
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it for gigabyte 
thought-provoki~ng~.------~--..,~~'T'T'I"' graphics files . I'm a 
"iMOM." This a subtle and interesting state- writer, and I store novels with each chapter as 
ment on both the user-friendliness of the a separate document, so floppies work just 
new Mac, and how the computer, specifi- fine for me, thanks-even a fat one doesn't 
cally the Macintosh, has slowly replaced come close to filling two disks.-HARRY 
television as the electronic "surrogate TURTLEDOVE 
mother" of the children of the 20th century. 
As always, I find your intricate and insight
ful social commentary evocative and 
enlightening.-BROOK ]ONES 

P.S. If I'm attracted to the iMac, do you 
think it means I have an Oedipus complex? 

TALK ABOUT OEDIPUS 
"What a piece of work is Jobs! How noble in 
reason, how infinite in faculties , in form and 
moving, how express and admirable in 
action, how like an angel in apprehension, 
how like a god: the beauty of animals. And yet 
to me, what is this quintessence of dust? Jobs 
delights not me, nor Gates neither, though by 
your smiling you seem to say so."-WILLIAM 
SHAKESPEARE, "MACLET," V. 3.5.1 

Just enjoying my G3, Apple's new profits, 
and Steve the Great.-jIM SNYDER 

YouRs HAD Goo? 
I loved the goo that held in the Apple poster 
ad in your July 1998 issue. Please put in 
more next time.-FAWZI DORMEYER 

THEY'RE NOT 
JUST DISKS 
In her article on the iMac (Jul/98, p24) , 
Cheryl England writes, "When was the last 
time you actually used a floppy disk?" Uh, 
yesterday. Not everybody who uses a Mac uses 

Your justification of the 01Illss10n of a 
floppy drive on the iMac is way off the mark 
in its assumption that a floppy would only 
have been used for transferring files from 
an old to a new machine. It is true that this 
can be done in other ways, though in most 
cases with nothing like the same conve
nience. The problem is that you have 
assumed that nobody ever wants to back up 
a file, but this is generally why they would 
have those files on all those floppies in the 
first place, the ones they can't use in the 
new iMac. I don't know any people, even 
those who work on (shudder) Wintel 
machines, who don't back up at least 
important files, and for this you need some 
sort of removable medium.-FREo W. ScoTT 

While we appreciate that the floppy isn't 
dead yet, there's little to suggest that it 
isn't dying. The floppy drive on my Centris 
650 at home has been broken for almost 
four years now, and, aside from being a 
minor inconvenience at first, I haven't 
missed it for a couple of years. Of course, I 
could always spend some money to have it 
replaced, but I haven't needed it enough to 
do so. Besides, there will be external floppy 
drives available for the iMac for people 
who need them.-DR 



You KNow You'RE A 
M~c ADDICT WIHEN ••• 

... Something great happens, and you tell 
somebody to shake your mouse, since 
you must be dreaming. 
-JASON LAI 

... After hitting Command-Option-Escape 
in a program with no cursor, you can 
click the appropriate force quit dialog 
button on the first try without knowing 
where you're clicking. 
-CHRISTOPHER HUNDT 

... A friend asks, "Whaddya think?" and 
you reply, "Different!" 
-MICHAEL CHRISTIE 

... Your sister announces she's buying a 
PC, and you feel betrayed by a member 
of your own family. 
-BOB VERGIS 

... You're jotting down some notes on 
paper when someone interrupts you to 
ask a question, and your hand starts 
searching for Command-S. 
-AJ DUMAS 

PROMISE? 
I put my MacAddict 23 CD in the CD drive, 
and when I click on the "staff' button you tell 
me that you are camera shy for this month? 
Yeah right! 

Don't do that again, or I'll have to go 
spank you all!-MICHAEL w. MUNGER 

REMEMBER 
YOUR TITHE 
I think that I have truly turned into a Mac 
addict. I went out and bought sandals, 
khakis, mock turtle necks, and a "new" used 
PowerBook! What has happened to me? I 
think I like it!-)OHN OLSON 

LIFE OF THE PARTY 
You know [that] you're an anal-retentive 
Mac addict when you have to write to say that 
"i.e." means "in other words," not "for 
example" (which is abbreviated as "e.g."). 
Eeek. What's to become of me?-ERIC "THE 

RED" NOTKIN 

HE'S ON WORK 
RELEASE 
I know who the hell that is! It's prison guy. I 
know you guys are an equal opportunity 
employer, but to get the guy off of death row? 
Those ads look pretty weird ... -BRYAN KLoFAS 

STEP UP TO 
HARDWARE 

Windows® Compatibility 

Virtual™PC, 
SoftWindows™9S, 

or Apple®/Reply Card 
Upgrade to OrangePC: 

$449 
OrangePC 620 Complete: 

$549 

t>rangdPC 
Windows' Compatibility Card 

Our new OrangePC 620 is the best priced Macintosh 
Windows® 95/98 compatibility card in history. 
Virtual PCrM and SoftWindows® users can 
upgrade to OrangePC for only $449, 
experiencing a giant step up in perfonnance. In 
fact, the OrangePC benchmarks** four to 
twenty times faster than sleepy software 
emulators. 

The OrangePC 620 answers the 
"price/performance" question by 
offering true hardware speed at a 
breakthrough price that every Mac user 
can afford! It actually has a Pentium® 
compatible 200MHz processor (user 
upgradeable to 300MHz) with 16MB of real 
RAM (user upgradeable to 128MB) on board. 
This means you can run any PC application on 
your Mac as fast as a real PC with the ultimate in 
compatibility. 

And the OrangePC's Version 3 software has 
significant improvements as well. It spo1ts 32-bit 
drivers facilitating CD-ROM long file names and 
NDIS3 networking. Our exclusive SnapShot~M 
feature allows a Windows screen to show the Mac 
environment inside a Win 95/98 window and, 
conversely, the Mac screen .to display the 
Windows environment. It's like a "picture in 
picture" on your TV! 

Mac Week Magazine May 1998 

So take a step in the right direction -
upgrade your software emulator to real 
hardware for only $449, or buy the 
OrangePC outright for $549. 

"The Cross-Platfo rm Connection" 

info@macph.com (800) 615-3183 

.. Bcnchnmk data: Business Winstonc 98; Power Mac GJ with 64MB, Virtual PC'"' 2.0 vs Orange•PC 620, 6X86MXPR200, 32MB. Virtual PC". Orangc•PC, and 
Windows• 95/98 arc trademarks or registered tratl.!marks of Connectilt Corpora tion. Orange M.icro. Inc .. and Microsof1. C Orange Micro, Inc. 1998 
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More useful stuff than you'll know what to do with, or we'll sing Camptown Races 

IBM, Motorola Part Ways 
/ More variety for PowerPC 

Two roads diverged in a copper 
wood-and IBM took the one less 
traveled. 

Motorola and IBM, the team that 
brought you the PowerPC processor, are 
breaking up. But Mac addicts need not 
worry, because this is good news. One 
day you may get to choose between 
two types of processors for your new 
Mac, instead of just one. 

In June, IBM gave Motorola full 
ownership of the Somerset PowerPC 
Design Center in Austin, Texas. Although 
their alliance with Apple, dubbed AIM, will 
continue, the two chipmakers discontinued 
collaboration on PowerPC processor 
designs. However, both companies plan to 
cooperate closely in the ongoing develop
ment of the PowerPC architecture. A joint 
architectural review board, comprised of 
senior architecture engineers from Apple, 
IBM, and Motorola, will ensure PowerPC 
compatibility between the two chipmakers' 
processors and Apple's computers. 

To keep up with increasing demand for 
PowerPC microprocessors, Motorola has 
offered positions to all of Somerset's IBM 
employees, and will subsequently increase 
staffing. Adding jobs at Somerset during a 
time when Motorola plans other layoffs is a 
sure sign of health for the chip. 

IBM and Motorola also plan to expand 
their use of the embedded PowerPC proces
sor in other industry sectors. Motorola will 
push the technology in the networking and 
telecommunications markets. IBM will con
tinue advancing the PowerPC architecture in 
its high-end server market (two of IBM's four 
server lines use Power PC processors). 

Tensions between IBM and Motorola 
began last year over the development of the 
PowerPC 750 (G3) processor. The expen
sive 604 chips didn't mesh with Apple's 
plan to make low-cost but speedy comput-
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ers, such as the iMac. But because Apple is 
the PowerPC's number one consumer, 
Somerset engineers responded to Apple's 
needs with the G3. 

Apple's needs, however, didn't necessarily 
fit in with IBM's plans for its server and 
RS/6000 line. So, in order to support its high
end line, IBM introduced its copper-process 
technology. Copper chips conduct electricity 
well and run much faster than the aluminum 
processors currently used, which peak at 
about 400MHz. With copper chips, IBM can 
build G3s that are really fast. IBM wants to 
use this advantage to sell into Motorola's 
embedded market. 

Realizing this, Motorola developed its 
own copper-based microprocessor, but 
the company took its chip one step fur
ther. Motorola also introduced its VMX 
technology, now known as AltiVec (engi
neers feared the name VMX would sound 
as though they were catching up to MMX, 
when in fact AltiVec is a significant leap 
forward). AltiVec provides special instruc
tions, known as vector processing, that 
increase the speed of operations such as 
JPEG compression, video effects, and 
Photoshop-type processes. 

AltiVec dramatically improves multirnedia
based applications, but IBM's high-end lines 
have little use for it, especially since some fea
tures that might have been beneficial for 
IBM's systems were cut to reduce costs. In 
addition, even though both copper processing 
and AltiVec are not yet fine-tuned, AltiVec 
technology currently exceeds the perfor
mance limits of the copper-process technol
ogy. Conversely, AltiVec's complexity limits 
chip speeds. By making lower-cost, less-pow
erful chips, Motorola will most likely not face 
these constraints in later processors. 

IBM has a responsibility to its high-end 
systems, and continuing the Somerset part
nership would have meant compromising 
those systems' performance and competitive 
advantage. Instead of collaborating on a 
design tlley did not need, IBM chose to break 
away from Motorola and build fast, more 
costly copper process G3s. 

Now, both companies will pursue sepa
rate PowerPC designs. Motorola is happy to 
build AltiVec parts for embedded DSP appli
cations, albeit with slower clocks than IBM's 
copper G3s. And Apple will get to choose 
between megallertz and vector processing in 
its machines.-Daniel Fanton 



Are Your Documents Leaking? 
I Bug in major programs opens security hole 

I t all started with an email to our offices 
from intrepid reader Michael A. Peters, 
who forwarded an email from Mike 

Morton to a bug-fix list. In that email, Mike 
notes that Microsoft Word 98 docu
ments-when opened using BBEdit-con
tain random bits of data from the user's 
hard drive, including such information as 
owner names, URLs, and disk paths, hid
den among the garbage and formatting 
codes. Then the topic surfaced on the Mac
InTouch Web site (http://www.macintouch 
. com) , where several readers reported the 
same problem. 

So we decided to try to create our own 
security breaches using Word 98 and-just 
for fairness-ClarisWorks. The result? Sure 
enough, our Word document contained tid
bits from our hard drives, including URLs, 
file server names, file paths, and even a 
cached bit from our own Imagine Radio 
tuner. The ClarisWorks document, on the 
other hand, held no private data. 

One theory about why this happens is 
that these programs may pick up old data 
from empty sectors that haven't yet been 
erased. On the MaclnTouch site, Chuck 
Shotton explains that Word ignores the end
of-file marker and instead includes the 
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THIS OFFICE 98 DOCUMENT opened using 
BBEdit 4.5 reveals a snippet from an Imagine 
Radio cache file. It seems someone has been 
listening to Sarah Mclachlan and thinking 
about buying a CD. 

entire contents of the file's final disk sector 
as part of the file-even though that data 
shouldn't be included . 

To solve the problem in Word, Chuck 
Shotton suggests you open the document, 
choose Save As from the application's File 
menu, and save the document to a newly 
erased disk before sending (or giving) it to 
anyone. Theoretically, the hard drive sectors 
would contain clean data, and you wouldn't 
risk the file picking up stray data. Unfortu
nately, we couldn't get this solution to work. 
We tried formatting a Zip disk and saving 
test files to it in both Word 98 and Word 5.1 
formats, and both contained the "extra 
data." If you're particularly paranoid, you 
can protect yourself by checking the docu
ment yourself before sending it just to make 
sure it doesn't contain any sensitive data. Or 
you can just take your chances.-DR 
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THERE'S SOMETHING TO BE SAID for simplicity. Our test ClarisWorks 5.0 document contains only an 
owner name and some styling information, which is legitimate for this kind of document. ClarisWorks 
gets the highest grade of the three programs when ii comes to stopping document security leaks. 

Why Mac OS 
0 !her than the nifty confusion of X 

versus 10, Apple has another 
reason for skipping from Mac 

OS 8.x to Mac OS X with its recent sys
tem software announcements: The title OS-9 
is already in use. So even if Apple wanted to 
go with 9 instead of X as its operating system 
name, it can't. 

Developed by Microware Systems Corpo
ration (in conjunction with Motorola), OS-9 
runs on the 68000 family of microproces
sors. A variant, OS-9000, runs on Intel386-
and-higher and PowerPC processors. Aside 
from CD-i devices and set-top boxes, OS-9 

and its offshoots 
run on certain 
Amigas, Ataris, 

Macs, and other computer 
platforms. OS-9 even runs X-windows as a 
graphical user interface. Check out http:// 
os9archive.rtsi.com/os9faq.html for the 
complete OS-9 scoop. 

So, Apple's stuck with the jump to 
10 ... er, X. Now what do they do when they 
release an update-add the Roman 
numeral? "We here at Apple are proud to 
announce the release of Mac OS 
X.V.III?"-DR 
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get info 
Cupertino Casting Couch 

reporting 
Hanks and HBO are 

puter in miniseries form, and Gil Amelio fielding movie 
offers for his Apple memoir, the time has never been 

more ripe to consider the all-important issue of casting. 

Is Steven Seagal too chubby to play Steve Jobs? Does 
William Hurt have enough star power? After drawing up 
our own casting ideas and comparing notes with read
ers on our Web site (see http://www.macaddict.com/ 
mailbag for the results} , here are a few of our top con

tenders.- MS 

Paul Sorvino (Henry Kissinger, Nixon) 

Don S. Williams (First Elder, "The X-Files") 

Peter Jason (Gilbert, They Live) 

William Shatner (James T. Kirk, "Star Trek") 

Rick Moranis (Wayne Szalinski, Honey I Shrunk The Kids) 

Kevin Spacey (Roger 'Verbal' Kint, The Usual Suspects) 

Jackie Chan (Himself, Cannonball Run II) 

Gilbert Gottfried (Mr. Peabody, Problem Child) 

Kathleen Turner (Beverly Sutphin, Serial Mom) 

Bea Arthur (Maude Findlay, "Maude") 

David Duchovny (Fox Mulder, "The X-Files") 

Tim Curry (Rooster Hannigan, Annie) 

Les Carlson (Barry Convex, Videodrome) 

Bill Pullman (Fred Madison, Lost Highway) 

Sam Neill (Alan Grant, Jurassic Park) 

use versus usse 
A

fter a few 
rounds of 
darts and 

, , , , ~ USB USSB 

some pretzels, we 

at the MacAddict " LAB 
Labs started talking ' r 
about the recent announcement that Uni
versal Serial Bus (USB) technology would 
find its way to the Mac, and how confus
ing it would be since the U.S. Satellite 
Broadcasting company already uses the 
USSB acronym. So we ordered some 
more refreshments and tried to sort the 
two out.-DR 
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Can connect 127 peripherals 

Can get hundreds of channels 

Responsible for lots of new boll holes 
in the sides of apartment buildings 

Responsible for several new holes 
in the iMac 

Hot Swappable 

Olten sold hot after being stolen 
(dish only) 

Vague sense that it's cool but no 
one really knows what it is 

Costs less than $100 

Shuttles digital data around 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x x 
x 

x x 

The MacAddict Index 

Approximate amount of "network 
software and training" donated 

by Apple on June 3, 1998 to 
2,200 Los Angeles County 

schools: $1,000,000 

Average amount allocated to 
each recipient school : $455 

Approximate amount donated by 
Apple on June 25, 1998 to 1 O 
"leading edge" U.S. schools: 

$1,000,000 

Average amount allocated to 
each recipient school: $100,000 

Number of iMacs each recipient 
school could purchase with this 

grant: 77 

Value in dollars of Microsoft 
stock held by William H. Gates Ill 

as of June 30, 1998: 
$56,851,119,075 

Number of iMacs Gates could 
purchase: 43,765,296 

FOCUS ON: GET CONNECTED! 

Maximum number of devices 
supported by ADB: 16 

ADB's maximum data transfer 
speed: 0.00015 MB per second 

Maximum number of devices 
supported by standard RS-232-C 

serial bus: 1 

Serial bus's maximum data 
transfer speed: 0,028 MB 

per second 

Maximum number of devices 
supported by USB: 127 

USB's maximum data transfer 
speed: 1.5 MB per second 

Maximum number of devices 
supported by SCSI: 7 

SCSl's maximum data transfer 
speed: 80 MB per second 

Maximum number of devices 
supported by FireWire: 63 

FireWire's maximum data 
transfer speed: 50 MB per second 

Sources may be found at the 

MacAddict Web site, -MS 



Some people think that Norton Utilities for Macintosh is the 
most advanced troubleshooting utility in the world. 

Not quite. 

TechTool Pro 2 checks more aspects of your Macintosh 
than any other utility available. Besides repairing and 
recovering damaged drives (including those with the new 
HFS+ format), you can also test all those other critical 
parts of your system that our famous competitor ignores 
like RAM, CPU, floppy drives, scanners, modems, internet 
connections, CD-ROM drives and much , much more . 

However, just because TechTool Pro is the most advanced 
Macintosh troubleshooting utility available doesn 't mean 
that it's difficult to use. In fact, we've added an easy-to
use interface that makes checking and fixing your Macintosh 
a snap . For the advanced user, our expert mode allows 
you to control and configure TechTool Pro in almost any 
way you wish . 

TechTool Pro 2: Because you've got better things to do w ith your time than waste it on a broken computer. 

MicroMat Inc. 
800-829-6227 
707-837-8012 
FAX: 707-837-0209 
info@micromat.com 
www.micromat.com 

Fix differenr: 
C> l998 MicroMat Computer System, Inc. All rights reserved. TechTool is a registered trademark and FLx Different is a trademark of MicroMat Computer Systems, Inc. Nonon is a trademark of Symantec, Inc. 
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Geek regimen: Five fantastic finds that are low in fat, high in fiber 

A re you a game junkie like me? 
Do you prefer computer 

game graphics to game console graph
ics? With Jam, you can have your cake 
and eat it, too. Jam is an adapter that 
allows you to hook up your Nintendo 64 
or PlayStation to a computer monitor. 
Yes, with a simple Macintosh monitor 
adapter, you can play console games 
on your Mac display at the clear resolu
tion you want. And you thought watching 
TV on your computer was already eating 
up your productivity! Au contraire, man frere. 
You need to play more games at your stress-
ful job. With a bit of diplomacy, you may even 
convince your supervisor to join you. Jam fea-

tures ampli-

These supercute CD holders are not only colorful- they're flexible. You 
can put 10 CDs in each side of accordionlike pockets for a total of 20. 

The case, made of DuPont plastic, resists scratches, heat, and static. I put 
just about everything in the CD Escort-floppies, Zip disks, receipts, fan 

mail, my Tamagotchi, gum, pictures, business cards, and so on. Do 
these precious items ever fall out of the case? Nah. The CD 

Escort has snap clo-
sures that keep PREVENT CDS FROM BECOMING COASTERS. 

contents safe-
safe enough that when I carry it around, I feel like 

launching it into the air, as the man of the Greek sculp-
ture, Discobolos, is poised to do. (But don't try that 
at home, folks.) The CD Escort's .estimated retail 
price is $4.99. To see it in all its vivid colors, visit an 
online retailer or your local computer superstore. 
Find additional pictures and other Mead products 
at http://www.meadweb.com.--JH 

--

COMPUTER DISPLAYS WILL KILL YOUR TV. fied volume (or 
line level) out with 

volume control, a headphone connection, the ability to dis-
play games on your monitor without using the CPU, S-Video input, 
and 24-bit color depth. Jam retails for $79.95. For more information, visit 
http://www.aimslab.com or call 510-661-2525.--JH 
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S martBoard is a new ergonomic keyboard that 
sports a patented layout especially designed 

to accommodate the natural movement of human 
hands. Go with the flow! Datadesk Technologies 
has carefully engineered the SmartBoard to help 
alleviate wrist and finger problems, which plague 
those of us with desk jobs. The keyboard is split 

YOU WILL LOVE THIS KEYBOARD'S SPLIT PERSONALITY. 

down the middle for better alignment of the wrists 
and forearms, and the SmartKey layout addresses 
finger problems through the alignment of key 
columns that match hand and finger movements. In this special layout, keys on the 
periphery are larger and easier to reach. Tickle your keyboard in a whole new way 
without straining your wrists or fingers. SmartBoard will carry a suggested retail price 
of $99. Product information is available at 888-328-2337 or 206-842-5480, or on the 
Web at http://www.datadesktech.com.-JH 

"Ban the bomb," says Sophisticated Circuits-you know, that 
annoying System Bomb message that appears onscreen when 

your Mac has taken a dive. Now you can install a cute gadget, PowerKey 
Rebound, on your Mac server to monitor the system for crashes, freezes, 
and unexpected quits. More important, Rebound automatically restarts 
the server over the ADB so it can 
get back to work. Rebound plugs IS YOUR LONELY SERVER ON THE REBOUND? 
into the ADB port, includes a 
pass-through cable for other devices you want to put on the ADB chain, 
and comes with software that allows you to time a restart precisely. This 
golden little device will free you from having to watch the server like a 
hawk. For more information, zip on over to http://www.sophisticated.com 
or call 425-485-7979.-JH 

ix3D Road Rocket 
IXMicro 

Road Rocket is the fi rst CardBus 2D/3D accelerator 
designed for Apple Computer's new PowerBook 

G3 series. Based on IXMicro's proprietary TwinTurbo 128-
30 ASIC design, Road Rocket delivers serious 128-bit 
graphics performance. It has 4MB of SGRAM and sup
ports resolutions up to 1,280 by 1,024 and refresh 
rates up to 1 OOMHz. Whew I Thus, ix3D Road Rocket 
meets the number one request of PowerBook users 

POWERBOOK G3 AND IXMICRO ROAD TRIP TO HIGHER RESOLUTIONS. 

today- independent dual-monitor support. Yes! 
Finally! Ideal for the creative professional on the go 
or for PowerBook G3 owners who are starving for 
higher resolutions, Road Rocket delivers the fastest 2D 
and scaled video of any laptop. All th is and 30 support, 
tool Road Rocket goes for $299 (ESP) . For satisfaction of 
your techno-wanderlust, call 408-369-8282 or rocket over to 
http://www.ixmicro.com.-JH 
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Microsoft is pushing Windows NT as today's 
inexpensive server solution, but it has eyes on the 
Mac's stronghold: the desktop publishing workstation. ---
Does NT really have what it takes to kill the Mac once 
and for all, or is Microsoft just spooling its wheels? We 
went to the industry pros to get some answers. ----



Why the Mac 
Continues to 

Rule Graphics 
BY ROBERT CAPPS 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY AARON LAUER 
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Bill Gates is building an empire. He already owns 86 percent of the world's 
computer operating system market and has investments upward of $1.5 
bil lion in te lecommunications. His Corbis Corporation possesses the rights to 

many of history's most famous images (over 20 million images tota l) , and 20 states 
and the U.S. Department of Justice are suing him for trying to strong -arm control 
of the Internet-via the Web browser market. But one obvious unconq uered 
realm -the design and publishing industry-still belongs to Gates' longtime 
adversary, Apple Computer. The question is, for how long? 

Microsoft is gearing up for a land 
grab and it has its eyes set on 
Apple's territory. Reputation and 
speculation make Gates' empire 
seem an unstoppable, market
consuming juggernaut able to 
own or overrun anyone. But 
Apple's inevitable defeat is much 
overstated. The Mac's decade
long position as the publishing 
standard puts experience, tech
nology, and customer inertia on 
Apple's side. In this market, 
Apple's fortress cannot easily be 
stormed. Separate fear of 
Microsoft from the truths of the 
industry, and it becomes clear 
that not only will Apple hold its 
publishing ground, it will drive 
NT right back into its corporate 
dungeon. 

THE FEAR: Microsoft's NT 
Servers Will Crawl onto the 
Desktop. 

The graphics industry, though 
largely Mac-based, is not 100 per
cent Windows NT-free. Apple by 
its own admission lacks a solid 
server solution for prepress folks 
who need to move big files over a 
network to big printing machines. 
Unfortunately for Apple, Microsoft 
partially fills this gap with its NT 
Server software. The publishing 
industry likes NT because it sports 
features, such as protected memo
ry and OS-level (preemptive) mul
titasking, that make it extremely 
stable and responsive-important 
attributes when you 're dealing with 
tight deadlines. Microsoft likes NT 
because it makes a lot of money for 

the company in the server market, 
and also because of where it might 
take Microsoft tomorrow-namely, 
onto your desktop. 

"We try to make the experi
ence between managing and 
using a server and a workstation 
[client) as seamless as possible," 
said Microsoft Windows NT pro
gram manager Darryn Dieken. 
"We hope people that put in an 
NT server will also put in an NT 
workstation." 

One of the big hurdles for NT is 
Mac users' "fear of the unknown," 
as Intergraph's director of market
ing, Bruce Sholes, put it. Sholes 
oversees Intergraph's ExtremeZ NT 
Workstation line, which competes 
directly with the Mac in the design 
and publishing market. Sholes 

Leading designers at firms such as Landor 
Associates don't believe the hype, and are in fact 
dismayed by the idea of Windows machines 
displacing their Macs. 



This is an industry 
that has 24 hours, 
7 days a week. 
365 days a year 
deadlines-you 
can't spin your 
way out of that. 
Our tech no logy is 
out there today. 
It's making people 
money. 

- JEFF MARTIN, 
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF DESIGN 

AND PUBLISHING, 
APPLE COMPUTER 

knows that many people who use 
Macs are heavily prejudiced against 
Microsoft's operating systems. Using 
NT as a server first is a gentle way of 
introducing the system to people 
who otherwise might not give some
thing called Windows a second 
look. And-once that fear is 
gone-Intergraph can use the fact 
that, while NT connects well to the 
Mac, it connects even better to 
other NT machines. 

w 'S N N ? 
• 

"If you're working with NT 
servers, the communication between 
an NT machine and an NT server is 
two to three times faster than it is in 
a Macintosh environment," Sholes 
said. Sounds convincing, right? 

THE TRUTH: The Mac OS Is 
Better Than NT for Graphics. 
Sure, Microsoft has successfully 
managed to squeeze NT into the 
graphics server business (even 
Macworld and Mac Week can't help 
writing about it), but a solid server 
foundation does not always evolve 
into a popular desktop solution
just ask Sun Microsystems. To wrest 
the graphics and publishing indus
try from Apple, Microsoft will have 
to make up for some severe techno, 
logical shortcomings. Apple holds 

We know that most Mac addicts would 
rnther cough up a lung than take the 
time to learn all the ins and outs of a 

system called Windows. Feeling your pain, we've 
decided to spare you the agony and cut straight 
to the point with this quick-and-dirty explana
tion of Windows NT. 

Think of Windows NT as the big brother to 
Windows 3.31, 95, and 98-Microsoft's operating 
system of the future, if you will. NT, which stands 
for New Technology (those clever rascals), offers 
such features as protected memory and preemp
tive multitasking that make it the most stable OS 
Microsoft ever released (we know, that's not say
ing much). Protected memory, however, allows 
the system to divvy up RAM among open appli
cations, thus preventing a corrupt application 
from crashing other apps or the system. (Mac OS 
8 doesn't do this and is considered less stable.) 
Preemptive multitasking likewise allows the sys
tem to divvy up the processor so that it can _per
form several tasks at once, making the system 
more responsive. 

Just to confuse you, NT comes in two forms
NT Server and NT Workstation. Both sport the 
same interface and run most of the same soft-

ware as Windows 98 or Windows 95. NT Server 
and NT Workstation feature the same underlying 
code, but NT Server possesses a few extra tools 
and tweaks that optimize it for use as a file, Wr:zb, 
or print server (and it features a bigger price tag). 
More important, however, NT's stability and mul
titasking make it an attractive option for server 
use-left to its own devices, it rarely crashes and 
can perform several operations at once. To any
one working all day on a desktop computer, these 
ultrastable and responsive qualities make NT 
Workstation a more attractive client option than 
Windows 3.31, 95, or 98. 

According to NT program manager Darryn 
Dieken, Microsoft hasn't already gone totally over 
to NT yet because it has certain consumer-level 
drawbacks not found in its Windows siblings. 
These include heftier system requirements-a 
Pentium 133-or-faster processor, and a beefy 
32MB of RAM-and the fact that Windows NT 
doesn't currently support plug-and-play with 
external devices. For these reasons, Microsoft 
views NT as the solut ion for business and profes
sional users, and Windows 95 and 98 as home
based systems that will help users transition to 
Windows NT in the future. 
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If you're 
working with 
NT servers, the 
communication 
between an NT 
machine and 
an NT server is 
two to three 
ti mes faster 
than it is in a 
Macintosh 
environment. 

-BRUCE SHOLES, 
VP OF MARKETING, 

INTERGRAPH COMPUTER 

for color management. 
A second reason the 

-------------' Mac boasts better color 
four key technological advantages 
that block Microsoft from con
quering the graphics territory: 
consistent color management, sta
ble PostScript, reliable font han
dling, and a popular, easy-to-use 
scripting language. 

Color Management 
It is very important' to anyone 
working with graphics to have a 
file maintain its color across 
applications and monitors, as 
well as through output devices, so 
that the colors in the original 
design make it into the final prod
uct. ColorSync, Apple 's system
level color-management technol
ogy, does exactly that: It gives a 
file a profile and maintains the 
same colors on any ColorSync
enabled device or in any 
ColorSync-supported application. 
ColorSync is gaining ground in 
the industry, and Quark, Adobe, 
and Macromedia have already 
adopted it. NT, on the other hand, 
currently offers no unified system 

management is because it is a 
tightly integrated software-and
hardware system. Compare that 
to PCs, which have a wide variety 
of video subsystems in addition to 
the usual monitors, software, and 
input and output devices that 
users of both platforms have to 
deal with. Although many graph
ics professionals might not know 
exactly why the Mac's color is so 
consistent, they do know that it is. 
"The near-Pantone level you get 
on your screen is of noticeably 
higher quality [on the Mac] han 
you get on the PC side," said 
Michelle Kenworthy of Pentagram 
Design, one of the most influen
tial design and branding firms 
with offices worldwide. She 
added that reliable color is a big 
reason that Pentagram uses only 
Macs and has no plans for switch
ing over to PCs. 

Postscript 
Windows NT suffers from lousy 
Postscript, the page-description 

language common to all profes
sional-level printers. Apple worked 
early on with Adobe to produce a 
clean, mean version of PostScript 
that works right. Microsoft didn't, 
and it now pays the price as disap
pointed prepress professionals 
struggle with the resulting errors. 

Sandy Bozek, who manages 
the prepress support group at the 
Chicago technical center of R.R. 
Donnelley, the largest printer in 
the United States, sees NT's 
Postscript problems in action. 
According to Bozek, NT's Post
script tends to conflict with the 
imposition software her company 
uses. (Imposition software takes 
Postscript files and aligns them 
onto a large plate for printing.) 
\Vhen these conflicts occur, Bozek 
either gets a Postscript error mes
sage and no printout at all, or a 
print-positioned plate with mis
placed fonts. 

"The Mac OS Postscript has 
been in the market so long it 
works," Bozek said, though she 
noted that NT's PostScript is sup
posed to be more imposition 
friendly in NT 5.0. 

And in truth, NT's PostScript 



works better even now. A few 
months ago , Adobe Systems 
released a new PostScript driver 
for NT that may alleviate some of 
NT's problems. But even so, NT's 
PostScript has only been in a posi
tion to win over the trust of design 
and printing professionals for the 
past few months. The same people 
have been working successfully on 
the Mac for a decade and see no 
reason to change. 

Fonts 
NT's former reliance on TrueType 
fonts instead of the graphics-stan
dard Type 1 format is yet another 
reason graphics pros pledge alle
giance to the Mac. Until last year, 
NT didn't work at all with Type 1 
fonts; instead, Type 1 fonts had to 
be converted to TrueType via 
Microsoft's TrueType converter. 
Because graphics and prepress 
professionals overwhelmingly pre
fer Type 1 fonts, they found NT an 
almost unacceptable alternative. As 
with PostScript, NT's font handling 
received a quality boost when 
Adobe shipped ATM Deluxe for NT 
in 1997, but NT still hasn't 
resolved all of the Type 1 conflicts 

that linger from the bad old days. 
Microsoft plans to combat this 

problem by creating its own 
industry-standard font format and 
forcing it on eve1yone else, much 
as it has done with Internet 
Explorer, Direct3D, and ActiveX. 
The company is already in cahoots 
with Adobe to create OpenType
what Paul Anderson, Adobe's vice 
president of type and content 
imaging, called "the great unifica
tion ofTrueType and Type 1 fonts. " 
OpenType supposedly will work 
with current TrueType and Post
script typefaces. It will also sup
port new OpenType typefaces, 
which will offer more features than 
Type I-for example, the ability to 
substitute ligatures. 

Anderson noted, however, that 
OpenType does not clear up all of 
NT's current Type 1 font dilem
mas-problems still exist with 
combinations of certain applica
tions, NT, and Type 1 fonts. One of 
these applications, Anderson said, is 
QuarkXPress. Because of problems 
relating to NT's PostScript drivers, 
NT sometimes reports to Quark
XPress (at least in version 3.3.2) 
that Type 1 fonts are not available. 
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OpenType, Anderson said, will not 
address these concerns. 

instructions and moving files from 
one location to another. Even if 
Visual Basic were to become much 
easier to use, AppleScript has 
already established itself as the 
default scripting system for the 
graphics industry. Switching to NT 
would mean that professionals 
such as Bozek would have to learn 
a whole new scripting system and 
lose all the scripts they currently 
use. 

"The issues we have with Type 1 
fonts on NT are known," said Bur 
Davis, product marketing manager 
of Adobe Type Manager. "Whether 
they will be fixed on NT 5. 0 . . . we do 
not know." The bottom line, 
Anderson and Davis agreed, is that 
the Mac works more reliably with 
PostScript and fonts. 

AppleScript 
But that's not all the Mac does bet
ter. Microsoft would like you to 
believe that Visual Basic is a script
ing language on par with Apple's 
own AppleScript, but graphics pros 
don't buy it: "I can take a fairly log
ical person and get them to use 
AppleScript with a minimal amount 
of training," R.R. Donnelley's 
Bozek said. "I can't do that with 
Visual Basic; it has a much longer 
learning curve." 

And saving time is what 
AppleScript is all about. Many pre
press services and printers use 
AppleScript to perform repetitive 
tasks automatically. R.R. Donnelley, 
for example, uses AppleScript to 
automate setting up printer 
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AppleScript, consistent color, 
capable font handling, and clean 
PostScript-none of these tech
nologies are important to people 
using server software. However, if 
Microsoft wants to win the desktop 
battle for the graphics arena, it has 
a lot of catching up to do, as all of 
these technologies work only 
on-or better on-the Mac. 

THE FEAR: Mac Developers 
Are Switching Teams. 
In a developer's eyes, Microsoft's 
technological advantages or disad
vantages make no difference if 
people use Microsoft's system soft
ware anyway. And many people do. 
Windows 95 owns the majority of 
the desktop PC marketplace, and 
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any developer who wants to maxi
mize the profit from its product 
will make it for the Windows plat
form first. That hasn't been true in 
the graphics industry, however, 
where big players such as Adobe, 
Quark, and Macromedia have 
made their fortunes with the Mac. 
Until now. 

Recent announcements by two of 
the major design and publishing 
software giants-Quark and 
Adobe-make it seem as though 
they've lost faith in the Mac. When 
Adobe announced its 1998 first
quarter financial report, the com
pany blamed slow Mac sales for a 
lower-than-expected quarterly rev
enue, and at the same time lauded 
a rise in Windows sales. 1n the 
same report, Adobe revealed that 
its Mac sales plummeted 36 per
cent in the first quarter of 1998 
compared to the san1e quarter a 
year before, while Windows sales 
rose 18 percent. Even worse, for 
the first time in Adobe's history, the 
company's Windows sales eclipsed 
Mac sales, with Macs accounting 
for 41 percent of Adobe sales and 

Windows accounting for 59 per
cent. It doesn't just seem as though 
Adobe is reaping giant profits from 
the Microsoft side of things-the 
numbers prove it. 

Adobe's financial report came 
on the heels of a similar announce
ment in March by page-layout 
heavyweight Quark. Quark stated 
that it would "adopt Microsoft 
technology as the reference plat
form for future Quark technolo
gies." In its announcement, Quark 
touted NT as an ideal platform for 
the company's entry into "client
server solutions" for "digital asset 
management." Quark's announce
ment made it clear that Quark was, 
for the first time, partnering up 
with Microsoft. 

These statements seem to signal 
that Mac support is on the way out. 
In fact, Intergraph's Bruce Sholes 
touted both as indications that the 
design and publishing industry is 
welcoming NT while showing Mac 
the door. The worst part about 
these announcements, however, is 
how they affect other developers. 

"People are afraid the Mac is 

going to go away,'' Pantone senior 
vice president Richard Herbert 
said in a phone interview. "Look at 
Adobe-all its growth is coming 
from the Windows side." 

THE TRUTH: Mac Developers 
Are Already on the Winning 
Team. 
Adobe's and Quark's announce
ments sound worse than they are. 
Adobe is still committed to the Mac, 
and Quark won't give up while 
there 's money to be made. Although 
news headlines made the compa
nies appear to be down on Apple, 
both companies vigorously deny 
any plans to abandon the Mac. 

"The Macintosh platform is not 
eroding. Our customers are not 
leaving the Macintosh,'' said Bryan 
Lamkin, vice president of marketing 
in Adobe's graphics division. "A sur
vey we did earlier in the year 
showed that only 2 percent of the 
users from that segment have 
migrated to Windows, and less than 
10 percent of those users stated the 
intention to migrate to Windows in 
the coming 12 to 18 months." 



Lamkin explained that the 
increase in PC sales came from 
nonprofessional PC users who 
want to use Adobe software for 
corporate or home use-not peo
ple who make their living in 
graphic arts. Lamkin confirmed 
Adobe's commitment to the Mac, 
and explained, "Adobe remains 
very dedicated to serving [Mac 
user] needs because they still rep
resent the largest percentage of 
our customer base." 

Quark's announcement that it 
plans to adopt Microsoft technolo
gies for future platforms is mis
leading as well. The product that 
will result from Quark's alliance 
with Microsoft is called Quark 
Digital Media System, and it is 
basically a database program for 
various types of media-TIFF and 
EPS files, for example-that runs 
on a server. This system, based on 
NT Server, in no way affects 
Quark's development and strategy 
for its content-creation program, 

QuarkXPress. 
Quark spokesman Bob Monzel 

said his company, like Adobe, 
views the Mac-based professional 
desktop publishing market as a 
cash cow-a business-sustaining, 
money-generating installed user 
base. But both Quark and Adobe 
would like to see their products 
find homes in new markets within 
the big Wintel world. 

"Both platforms remain impor
tant to Quark: Windows from a 
business-growth perspective and 
Mac from a business-sustaining 
perspective," Monzel explained. 
Monzel acknowledged that Quark's 
announcement was misleading to 
some (so much so that the press 
release is prefaced with an 
announcement of continued sup
port for the Mac), and he 
explained that leaving the Mac 
would be just plain bad business 
for Quark. 

"It would be very unwise busi
ness [for Quark to leave the Mac]. 

R.R. Donnelley is 
standardized on what our 
customers use, and our 
customers use Macs. 

-SANDY BOZEK, 
PREPRESS SPECIALIST, 

R.R. DONNELLEY 

We have a very big Mac user base, 
and that would be cutting off that 
user base," Monzel said. 

THE FEAR: Microsoft Will 
Just Buy the Graphics 
Industry. 
When the going gets tough, 
Microsoft reaches for its wallet. 
Why? Because it can. In 1997, 
the company made over $11 bil
lion and held almost $9 billion 
in cash and short-term invest
ments. Microsoft currently 
spends approximately $3 billion 
a year on sales and marketing 
alone. And that doesn't even 
take into account the spending 
power of hardware companies 
such as Intergraph, Dell, and 
Compaq, all of which resell 
Windows software. 

This money machine certainly 
looks impressive next to Apple, 
which lost over $1 billion last year, 
has just a little over $1 billion dol
lars in cash, and only spends 
about $1.5 billion dollars a year 
on sales and marketing. And of 
course there isn't much in the way 
of financial aid coming from third
party hardware developers. 

Microsoft hasn't yet chan
neled all of its financial resources 
into conquering the design and 
publishing industry, but who's to 
say it won't? And if it does, how 
will Apple compete? 

THE TRUTH: There Are Some 
Things Money Can't Buy. 
Microsoft may have money to burn, 
but the design and publishing 
industry could prove harder to buy 
than a snow cone in hell. Unlike 
other Microsoft-targeted industries 
(such as Web browsers and hand
held personal digital assistants), 
publishing is not an emerging mar
ket. The indust1y's computing tech
niques have been in place for well 
over a decade, companies are 
heavily invested and committed to 
the Mac, and it's the platform on 
which the developing talent pool is 
based. 

Adobe's Eric Bean, director of 
product marketing in Adobe's 
printing division, believes the 
graphics industry is Jocked into the 
Mac with no inclination to switch 
over. "The dedication [to] and 

Aside from the marketing mus
cle of Microsoft, Windows NT 
does have a few things going 
for it-and it has some serious 
shortcomings that keep it off 
many graphics pros' desktops. 
Here's what's right and what's 
wrong with NT: 

ol JM-
• Preemptive multitasking

more responsive 
• Protected memory

m ore stable 

• No consistent color 
management 

• Error-prone Postscript 
• Incomplete font handling 
• Lack of systemwide 

scripting 
• Newcomer to a long

established Mac market 

reliance of the professional cre
ative community on the Macintosh 
is unassailable," said Bean. "NT is 
becoming a stronger, richer plat
form for that same kind of work, 
but the depth of commitment to the 
Macintosh in the market, if any
thing, is growing." 

The numbers, as well as the 
industry pros, are there to back 
him up. TrendWatch, a market 
research firm that tracks the buy
ing trends of creative professionals 
with a biannual survey, has figures 
on just how dedicated creative and 
printing professionals are to the 
Mac-both list the Mac as their 
number one planned investment 
year after year. Of creative profes
sionals, 60 percent plan to buy a 
Mac within a year. 

Wayne De Jager, a technical 
specialist with Landor Associates-
the biggest design and branding 
company in the world- called 
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The Mac is far more 
elegant-far more user
friendly-than the PC is. 
NT still has the same 
navigational difficulties 
that 3.1 did or [Windows] 
95 does. It's awkward, 
and it just gets in the 
way. It isn't a fluid kind 
of working process. 

Landor a Mac shop with 
no plans to move to PCs. 
He complained that NT 
still has the same navigational diffi
culties that 3.1 did or Windows 95 
does, and called the operating sys
tem awkward and difficult to use. 
"In terms of design, there's no way 
to go PC at all," he said. 

The printing market segments
commercial printers, typographers, 
prepress service bureaus, platemak
ers-agree. According to the 
TrendWatch survey, 40 to 45 per
cent of these respondents say they 
will purchase Macs in the coming 
year, while only 12 to 15 percent 
plan to purchase PCs. In fact, only 
a little over 20 percent of printer 
respondents said they work with PC 
files at all. 

George Lim, who owns his own 
design studio in Colorado and is a 

-WAYNE DE JAGER, 
TECHNICAL SPECIALIST, 

LANDOR ASSOCIATES 

member of the American Institute 
of Graphic Artists, actually profits 
from the lack of PC support at 
commercial printers. "[Supporting 
PCs) is a hard transition to make 
from the prepress-printer side," 
Lim said. "They receive an IBM 
disk from a client directly and they 
can't use it. We get hired just to 
create a Mac version." 

Lim said his business won't be 
giving up its Macs anytime soon, 
and wouldn't switch to PCs even if 
Apple closed its doors, as his com
pany's Mac investments are in 
place to last for quite a while. 
Fortunately, it looks as though Lim 
won't have to resort to these 
doomsday measures, as Trend
Watch's most recent numbers indi-

cate that the Mac is start
ing to take back market 
share. "For the first time 
ever, we've seen data sup
porting [migration in) the 
other direction, from PC to 
Mac," said TrendWatch's 
Jim Whittington. 

Aside from the obvi
ous monetary investments 
the publishing industry 
has in the Mac, the design 
talent pool-both cur
rent and upcoming-is 
heavily Mac biased. 
Because design firms 

such as Lim's, Pentagram, and 
Landor hire people to work on 
Macs, graphic design schools train 
students to use Macs. 

Bruce Wands, chair of com
puter arts and director of com
puter education at the New York 
School of Visual Arts, said know
ing the Mac is mandatory for 
designers. The school offers class
es on both Mac and Windows plat
forms , but Wands said the Mac 
classes get over double the atten
dance, and he has not seen any 
change. "The vast majority of 
design studios in New York are 
Mac-based," Wands said. "We tell 
our students that the system they 
purchase should be the same as 
their client's." 

The entire publishing indus
try-from the starving student to 
the accomplished pro-uses 
Macs, because it's a proven sys
tem that works. Microsoft, a com
pany known for bugs, bloated 
software, and inconsistent tech
nology, will have to win the trust 
of every single segment almost 
simultaneously to overrun the 
Mac in this industry. 

"I think the perception is that 
Microsoft can't lose because they 
have this critical mass of cash that 
is so huge that they can spin their 
way out of anything," Apple's 
senior director of design and pub
lishing, Jeff Martin, explained. "If 
your magazine doesn't get out on 
time, you don't give a damn about 
what Microsoft is going to 
promise you in their next release 
of NT. This is an industry that has 
24 hours, 7 days a week, 365 days 
a year deadlines-you can't spin 
your way out of that. Our technol-



ogy is out there today. It's working 
today. It's making people money." 

THE FEAR: NT 5.0 Will 
Conquer and Destroy. 
NT 4.0 might not be a Mac killer, 
but version 5. 0 is due to be released 
in 1998 and has many graphics
friendly features that could heat up 
the competition. Many of NT 4.0's 
problems will be fixed and in work
ing order for the next version. 
Although this won't address the 
legacy issue, according to 
Microsoft, version 5.0 will finally 
push NT onto even technological 
ground for publishers. 

For starters, NT 5.0 promises to 
include system-level color man
agement. Not only will Microsoft 
develop a system for NT 5.0, but 
ColorSync itself will be ported over. 
And with OpenType, ATM, and 
PostScript drivers from Adobe, 
Apple's four-point technological 
advantage shrinks to just 
AppleScript. 

Microsoft claims that NT 5. 0 
will feature true plug-and-play 
capability and use Windows 98's 
Web-based user interface. NT 5.0 
also promises to deliver all-sorts of 
IT administrative perks, such as 
the ability to install applications on 
a remote machine and the mirror
ing of desktop data on a server. 
This means NT 5.0 will be easier to 
use and even more attractive to IT 
departments looking to standard
ize on a single system. 

"NT 5 will surpass where Apple 
is," boasted Microsoft's Dieken. 
Dieken pointed to NT's multitasking 
and protected memory as key 
advantages that- combined with 
color management, OpenType, plug 
and play, and no-hassle Post
script-will make NT a much 
stronger publishing platform even 
by Apple's standards. 

THE TRUTH: NT 5.0 Will 
Have to Compete with OS X. 
The problem with playing catch-up, 
however, is that Apple isn't exactly 
sitting still. Rather, the company just 
announced the biggest upgrade to 
the Mac OS since its inception
Mac OS X. NT may soon have color 
support and completely functional 
PostScript, but Mac OS X will offer 
the luxuries of NT- preemptive 

multitasking and protected memory. 
Apple counts on Mac OS X to 

keep Microsoft from stealing its 
turf, and hopes it may even win 
some new ground by pushing NT 
out of the server market. According 
to Apple's Martin, Rhapsody will 
serve as an interim (Apple's favorite 
term) server technology, due out 
about the same time as NT 5.0. 
Helios, a key RIP software manufac
turer, has already announced that it 
will release software for Rhapsody. 

"I honestly believe that we are 
going to compete so well against NT 
that it is actually going to help us 
demonstrate Apple's superiority in 
publishing," said Martin. "Maybe 
we'll go from being a complemen
tary server to actually usurping tlle 
NT server," he added. "And the best 
part of that migration story is when 
they're all done with that Mac as a 
server, they can recycle it in their 
company to be a power client. One 
of the big fears of the NT customer 
who buys an NT server is, 'How do I 
recycle this? This will never be a 
good client."' 

Mac OS X, a hybrid of Mac OS 8 
and Rhapsody, won't make its con-

sumer debut until 1999, but the 
operating system has already 
received a bevy of endorsements 
from key design and publishing 
software makers. Adobe's Greg 
Gilley even took the stage at Steve 
Jobs' OS X announcement, not only 
to state Adobe's support of OS X, but 
to demonstrate a working po11 of 
Photoshop 5.0 done in a few weeks 
by a couple of engineers. 

Adobe's Bryan Lamkin reiterated 
the company's support for OS X in a 
recent interview. When he was 
asked what he thought Apple could 
do to sew up the graphics market, 
he flatly replied, "OS X." 

"The key advantages of NT over 
the current Mac OS are stability and 
multitasking. Those are things that 
OS X will provide," Lamkin said. 
"With the things they are tackling in 
OS X, I tllink Apple is going to really 
maximize its impact on the profes
sional publishing market." 

The Business of Creation 
Design and publishing may be the 
Mac's last stronghold, but it is also 
its most fortified. Microsoft can 
never be discounted as a competi
tor, but to hurt the Mac, Windows 
NT must win over the hearts and 
minds of Mac-dedicated creative 
pros, and convince them to remove 

The key advantages of NT 
over the current Mac OS 
are stability and multi
tasking. Those are things 
that OS X wi II provide. 
With the things they a re 
tackling in OS X, I think 
Apple is going to really 
maximize its impact on 
the professiona I 
publishing market. 

-BRIAN LAMKIN, 
VP OF GRAPHICS MARKETING, 

ADOBE 

already working systems from their 
desks and replace them with 
unproven NT machines. Microsoft's 
biggest successes are in emerging 
markets-such as Web browsers-
where the company's speed and 
aggressiveness can prevail before 
the market is well defined. Design 
and publishing is not an emerging 
market, and the things important to 
this industry-reliability, intuitive
ness, and elegance--are not traits 
the Redmond behemoth is known 
to exude. 

Wayne De Jager, the systems 
specialist at Landor, explained that 
the reasons designers like the Mac 
are not always addressed in techno
logical or monetary arguments. 
"The [NT) operating system and the 
way it communicates with itself, and 
the way it navigates files, all of it 
would need to become far less awk
ward-they would basically have to 
reengineer the thing from the 
ground up," De Jager said. "It's so 
hard to make the distinction. It's a 
very subtle thing and it just has to do 
with the way it feels and the way it 
looks and the way it works." 

While it may seem that 
Microsoft has the money, the mus
cle, and the software support to 
win over any industry, it's people 
like De Jager who will need to be 
convinced. Microsoft has proven 
itself adept at corporate maneuver
ing, but it isn't always proficient at 
satisfying users. 

Apple, on the other hand, has a 
customer advisory board comprised 
of 25-plus members--all top-level 
publishers--to help keep the com
pany focused on the end user. This 
board includes representatives at 
Time magazine, The New York 
Times, Simon & Schuster, Forbes, 
Showtime, and World Color. They 
tell Apple how to maintain the intan
gible soul that people such as De 
Jager find irresistible. 

If Microsoft plans to take over 
the design and publishing industry, it 
will have to muster a bigger force 
than NT 5.0. The Mac has the tech
nology, the following, and the lead. It 
will be the desktop publishing client 
for years to come. 

Robert Capps never wants to read about, 
use, study, hear from, see, or write about 
anything called Windows again. Ever. 
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Mac OS Directions 
T he sense of deja vu is more than a little 

unsettling-an Apple official walks 
onstage during a developer conference and 
announces that the Mac OS will be modified to 
include some of the features of a modern 
operating system. Existing Macintosh applica
tions, says the official, will be largely compat
ible with this new OS, and-for those willing 
to do modest updates to their apps-the new 
operating system will provide the modern fea-
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tures for these applications. Smells like Cop
land, right? Wrong. It's Mac OS X, and this 
time it's a different story. 

Apple has promised that the newly 
announced Mac OS X is not only doable, it's 
mostly a matter of implementation at this 
point-no "mystery technology" has to be 
developed in order for it to work. Copland, on 
the other hand, was based more on theory than 
reality, and when it came down to actually 

implementing what was promised, Copland 
engineers faced some insunnountable prob
lems. Not so with Mac OS X, Apple says. At the 
conference, developers were even treated to the 
sight of a revamped version of Adobe Photoshop 
running on a prototype version of Mac OS X. 

Prior to the arrival of Mac OS X, Apple will 
release Mac OS 8.5 (also known as Allegro) 
some time in mid-to-late 1998. Allegro will act 
as a sort of stepping-stone to Mac OS X, and it 



promises to be faster and easier to use than pre
vious versions of the Mac OS, which is no real 
surprise given the recent history of the Mac OS 
engineering team. In the short space of a year 
and a half, this team has completed three major 
Mac OS updates, all right on schedule and all 
\vithout major problems. One of the primary vic
tories for that engineering team is that the Mac 
OS has become much more stable. Apple has 
said that the number one complaint about the 

Mac OS used to be the amount of time it took to 
boot; now, with a more stable Mac, boot time is 
no longer such a concern, because users don't 
have to reboot nearly as often. 

Apple gave us a sneak peek at Allegro
fourth in the new OS line after Mac OS 7.6, 8.0, 
and 8.1-and talked to us about where the 
Mac OS is headed with Mac OS X. And, being 
the generous souls we are, we thought we'd 
clue you in on the action. 

Although Mac OS 8.5's release is still some 

time off, here are some utilities that, if used 
with Mac OS 8, will give you some of the key 
new ~atures you can expect in Mac OS 8.5: 
• NetDoubler-This bit of software from 

Asante (http://www.asante.com) speeds 
up network copies, provided you install it 

on both the server and your Mac. For 
speedier network performance, check out 
newer versions of AppleShare IP (http:// 
www.apple.com) and Farallon's Timbuktu 
Pro 4 (http://www.farallon.com). 

• Sp~dDoubler-Also on the acceleration 
front, Connecti>Cs SpeedOoubler (http:// 
www.connectix.com) speeds up file copy
ing and some of its emulated tasks (for 
PowerPC Macs only). 

•Action Files-Although it's not the same 
as Apple's Navigation Services (which will 
provide new Open and Save dialog 
boxes), Action Utilities' Action Files (http:// 
www.actionutilities.com) supplies a much 
improved Open and Save dialog box. 

• Internet Launcher 1.0.6-This little utility 
replaces the Connect To applet provided 

with Mac OS 8, and allows you to save 
shortcuts directly to your desktop. 

• Kaleidoscope 2.0--Although Apple has 
not said whether Mac OS 8.5 will exploit 
the long-awaited themes capabilities, you 
can add something very similar with the 
brand-new Kaleidoscope 2.0 (http://www 
.kaleidoscope.net), which should be avail
able as you read this. 

• LlteSwitch 1.0--This simple little utility 
provides the Mac OS with the Command
Tab application-switching ability. Simple 
and effective, it really works. 
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One way Apple can imme
diately identify a prerelease ver

sion of the Mac OS is by giving 
the Special menu a special name. 
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search for files the old way, and it 
also allows speedy content and Inter
net searches. The new search engine 
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also takes advantage of the long
awaited VTwin search engine, 

which is blazingly fast. 

the Internet via the new Find 
functions, Mac OS 8.5 users can 
select from numerous Internet 
search engines and submit sever

al queries to them-all from 
the Find dialog box. 

Mac OS 8.5 
On the surface, Mac OS 8.5 (which goes by Ethernet connection, and the enthusiasm hardly 

the code name Allegro) is not as ambitious dipped when Apple officials noted that Mac OS 
a project as Mac OS 8, but that makes sense; after 8. 5 can do network copies at 8 MBps-almost 
all, it's only a 0.5 upgrade, not a full version- twice what Mac OS 8.1 can deliver. With its new, 
number jump. While it can't match Mac OS 8 in completely native version of AppleScript, Mac OS 
terms of number of new features (or hype), Mac 8.5 ramps up AppleScript performance three to 
OS 8.5 offers improved performance and ease of five times (and just to make things more interest-
use, as well as some new features culled from the ing, Apple plans to make everything in the OS 
digital organ donor that was the Copland pro- scriptable) . Finally, the QuickDraw graphics rou-
ject-the failure that keeps on giving. tines (the heatt of how the Mac OS displays any-
Performance thing) have gone PowerPC-native, which should 
Apple folks are thrilled that Mac OS 8.5 copies increase the speed with which those pixels get 
files faster than its predecessors-either over a pushed to the display. 
network or between hard drives. They almost gig- Ease of Use 
gled in delight when reporting that an alpha ver- One of the sexier features of the new Mac OS is a 
sion of Mac OS 8.5 could saturate a 100-megabit completely revamped search engine. V1Win has 
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finally made its way into the Mac OS, which 
means that searches should be lightning fast. 
Also, a new interface allows users to search their 
hard drives by file name or attribute (the old 
way) or by content in documents. The find func
tion is linked to several Internet seai·ch engines, 
so if you're looking for something online using 
Mac OS 8.5, you can just type in a phrase and 
statt searching. Mac OS 8.5 will go to the ends of 
the globe- literally- to find it for you. 

Apple came late to the Internet party, but for
tunately the kegs hadn't yet gone dry. With Mac 
OS S's Internet assistant, setting up an Internet 
configuration is as easy as answering a few ques
tions. Mac OS 8.5 goes one step further and helps 
users manage existing Internet configurations. It 
also suppo1ts Internet aliases on the desktop. 

As patt of the new Navigation Services tech
nology, Mac OS 8.5 offers a much-improved Open 
and Save dialog box. The original hasn't been 
updated for yeai·s, and the new version makes 
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navigating and finding files from within an Open 
and Save dialog box much easier. Currently, the 
commercial utility Action Files 1.0 provides simi
lar improvements. Look for a demo on The Disc. 

What started out as a way to help beginning 
users know what applications are running and 
which application is currently active has 
morphed into a power-user feature. Mac OS 8.5 
sports an Application floating window that lists 
all of the currently running applications. A sim
ple Command-Tab lets users switch among 
applications, without mousing up to the Applica
tion menu. Currently, LiteSwitch 1.0 and a host 
of other utilities do the same thing. LiteSwitch 
1.0 is included on The Disc. 

Mac OS 8.5 is meant to be a stepping-stone to 
Mac OS X. Developers who update their applica
tions to work well with Mac OS 8.5-including 
adopting the updated Open and Save dialog 
boxes-will be closer to making those applica
tions Carbon-compliant as well. 

What's there: 

MENU-The current appli- · 
cation name is displayed next 

to the app's icon in the applica
tion menu. The striped thumb 

indicates this menu can 
be modified. 

WINDOW-Part of the new 
Find File functionality, the Items 

With the addition of the little 
arrow-in-a-square, alias icons now 

suspiciously resemble Windows Short
cuts. While we don't necessarily like the 
addition of a Windows element, we have to 
admit the ability to identify an alias visually 
is a good idea. This arrow first made its 

debut with the Command-Option
drag alias-creation function in 

Mac OS 8. 

Found window in Mac OS 8.5 displays 
information found on local drives and on 
the Internet. Also, found items come 
tagged with an indication of how rel

evant the information is and 

WINDOW-To help give users 
a "sense of place" in Mac OS 8.5, 

Apple added a new Applications win
dow that makes it easy to see what 
applications are open and which appli-
cation is currently active. Users can 

move from one application to 
another with a simple 

Command-Tab. 

• Higher performance-Faster network copying, PowerPC-native QuickDraw, VTwin search
ing-it all adds up to speed. 

• Native AppleScrlpt-Expect AppleScript to be three to five times faster with the PowerPC
native version. Also, Apple aims to make everything scriptable, so look for AppleScript to 
become more versatile, with control over such things as Open Transport configurations. 

• Easier to use-Mac OS 8.5 is easy to use, especially when it comes to the Internet. 
Advanced Open and Save dialog boxes, faster Find commands, and easier Internet config
uration managers are only part of the package. 

What's uncertain: 
• Switchable themes-Apple hasn't decided how-or whether- to deliver switchable themes 

(customized windows, menus, and interface items). However, Appearance Manager 1.1 will 
feature built-in support for switchable themes, should Apple decide to produce them. 

• PowerTalk Keychaln technology-Although engineers are busily working on it, Apple isn't 
sure that the Keychain technology- which allows you to store all of your passwords in one 
convenient place-will be ready for Mac OS 8.5. 

• Supported Macs-Apple hasn't disclosed which Macs will be able to run Mac OS 8.5. 
Expect an announcement shortly after Macworld Expo. 
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ENVIRONMENT NAME: Blue Box 
WHAT WILL RUN THERE: Mac OS 8 

apps, control panels, and extensions. 
This is a modified Blue Box derived from Rhap
sody. Applications running in the Blue Box envi
ronment will look and feel like Carbon-compli-

ENVIRONMENT NAME: Carbon 
WHAT WILL RUN THERE: Mac OS X 

ant applications, except that they won't get 
the benefits-preemptive multitasking, 

protected memory-that Carbon
based applications will get. 

applications. 
This is the part of Mac OS X that will han
dle Mac applications revised to meet the 
Carbon standard. These applications will 

get all of the buzzword goodies that 
come with Mac OS X-such as 

POSIX (file system, 
network protocols)-This 

stands for Portable Operating System 
Interface for Unix. POSIX-compliant soft

ware is easily ported to run on a POSIX-com
pliant system, which means Mac OS X will be 
a natural target for POSIX-friendly software. 
This is the part of Mac OS X where support 

for drive formats (such as HFS and 
UFS) and network protocols (such 

as AppleTalk and TCP/IP) 
will be found. 

Mac OS X 
tion to get it to work with 
Rhapsody. 

Developers of apps 
for the existing Mac OS 
cheered. This meant 

B ack in May of this year, Steve Jobs surprised 
everyone by announcing that his team 

would succeed where the Copland team had 
failed, arming the Mac OS with preemptive multi
tasking, protected memory, and speedy input and 
output. According to] obs, this new version of the 
Mac OS would be able to run today's Mac OS 
applications (but without the benefits just men
tioned) and provide modestly updated applica
tions with all of those buzzword features that the 
Mac OS has been lacking for years. Currently the 
typical Mac OS application is already about 90 
percent ready to work with Mac OS X; developers 
need only modify the remaining 10 percent. Con
trast that with having to rew1ite an entire applica-
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they wouldn't have to face the choice of leaving 
the Mac platform or entirely rewriting their appli
cations. Instead, current Mac OS developers 
faced a mere update, something to which they 
were willing to commit. Adobe, Microsoft, and 
Macromedia immediately voiced their support, 
which they hadn't done for Rhapsody. Individual 
Yellow Box developers, while initially queasy 
about Mac OS X's taking the spotlight, were happy 
to hear that the Yellow Box is alive and well and 
will be included in Mac OS X. 

With Mac OS X, developers will be able to 
choose from four different ways to develop their 
application, depending on its function: 
• Blue Box-This is a modified version of 

Rhapsody's Mac OS compatibility environment. 
Most Mac OS 8 applications will run-unmodi
fied-here. They will be indistinguishable from 
other Mac OS X applications, except that they 
won't take advantage of Mac OS X's modem fea
tures. If one non-Carbon application crashes, it 
might take all of the other non-Carbon apps with 
it; however, Mac OS X won't have to be restarted, 
and Carbon (or Yellow Box) applications will be 
unaffected. 
• Carbon-This is the modified version of the 
Mac OS Application Programming Interface. Most 
familiar Mac OS applications will be rewritten 
using the Carbon API set, which gives existing Mac 
applications more stability, speed, and respon
siveness. 
• Yellow Box-This was touted as the solu
tion for all Mac developers a year ago; now it's 
where those who have existing OpenStep applica
tions (or those who want to create a cross-



platfo1m app) will develop their applications. Yel
low Box applications will get the modem operat
ing system benefits that Mac OS X offers. 
• Java-Apple has promised to provide a 
fast-even by Wintel standards-and compatible 
Java Virtual Machine for Mac OS X, and it already 
allows developers to use Java as a programming 
language to create Yellow Box applications. 

A fifth application space will be available for 
recompiled Berkeley Standard Distribution Unix 
applications. Known as BSD, this flavor ofUnix has 
been popular for some time, and Mac OS X will 
offer some compatibility with applications of that 
persuasion. 

Despite what certain pundits have reported, 
Mac OS X would not have been possible without 
the benefit of Rhapsody development over the past 
year. While working on Rhapsody (and Blue Box), 
Apple engineers learned how to do many of the 
things that make Mac OS X possible. 

BSD (Berkeley Standard 
Distribution) 

WHAT WILL RUN THERE: Recompiled 
applications written to run on BSD ver
sions of Unix. 
There are a ton of apps-such as Web 

servers, print servers, and development 
environments-just waiting to be 

recompiled to run in this part 
of Mac OS X. 

GRAPHICS-Every 
part of Mac OS X will have to 

share the graphics engine in order 
to display anything. This new Graph
ics layer will be a modified version of 
the venerable QuickDraw graphics 

engine, which has been chug
ging away in the Mac OS 

for many years. 

NAME: Yellow Box and Java 
WHAT WILL RUN THERE: Open

Step and Java applications. 
Although it's something of an artificial 
mix, this is where both recompiled 
OpenStep apps and Java apps will 

run. Think of it as the cross-plat
form part of Rhapsody. 

the core kernel that sits on 
top of hardware and handles the 

basic operating system functions, 
such as memory management, 

Mac OS X is more than Rhapsody with a space 
for Mac OS applications, and it's more than the 
Mac OS hosted on Rhapsody's Mach kernel. A true 
fusion of Rhapsody and Mac OS, Mac OS X will 
use much of each to create something greater than 
the sum of its parts. Mac OS X also will keep some 
of the Unix power-user layers mostly hidden from 
view, so that they're available if people want to take 
advantage of them but otherwise remain invisible. 

So what about Rhapsody? The first-and 
last-releases will be sold this year as Rhapsody 
Customer Release 1.0. This release will run on 
both Power Macintosh and Intel-based comput
ers, and it will be aimed at those who need a great 
server operating system, or those who want to do 
Yellow Box development. After that, look for Apple 
to tum its entire focus to the Mac OS. 

David Reynolds vows not to get excited about or interested 

in Mac OS X for fear that his curse will come into play. 

input and output, and talking to 
hardware (hard drives, 

mouse, monitor, and 
so on). 
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A NOTE TO THE READER 
THESE NOTES ARE NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE MAGAZINE ITSELF OR FOR THE 
INTEGRATED CD-ROM AND WEB SITE, AND READERS WHO ATTEMPT TO USE THEM IN THIS 
WAY ARE DENYING THEMSELVES THE VERY INFORMATION THAT THEY ARE PRESUMABLY 
PAYING $7.99 AN ISSUE ($8.99 CANADA) TO OBTAIN. 

THE MANUSCRIPT 

Though published in the fonn of a monthly magazine, when taken as a whole, MacAddict's first two 
years can be seen as a grand narrative epic in the tradition of, say, the Gotterddmmerung. In this 24-
part saga, we see the tragic decline and the perilous recovery of a struggling computer company, par
alleled by the intrigues and adventures of the MacAddict staff itself. Though most of the issues that 
constitute this epic are now out of print, and have long since been sealed in collectors' lead-lined stor
age boxes or plowed into mass landfills by litigious candy manufacturers, this condensed guide to 
MacAddict's first two years should provide readers with a workable understanding of the story thus 
far-and enable them to cheat on the inevitable final exam. 

As a prose epic in the grand tradition, MacAddict incorporates all the best literary devices, 
including ... 

Irony: Due to ict's ea use of iron passages that may appear optimistic or naive often reveal 
contradictory meanings when read more closely. In the very first issue, then recently installed Apple 
CEO G' Am ·o is credited with a laundry list of 35 accomplishments. However, fully a third of these 
involve the words "announced," "promised," "committed to," "dedicated to," "focused on," and other 
subtle negations, while the inherent sarcasm of such words as "reorganized Apple" and "assumed head 
R&D role" should be obvious. 

Allegory: Though the allegorical elements ofMacAddict are usually deeply buried within complicated 
layers of subtext, there are instances where metaphors are unambiguously established. For example, 
March 1998's "Nitro-burning Funny Macs" establishes a clear parallel between the Macintosh com
puter and the automobile, hearkening back to the archaic characterization of the Mac as "wheels for 
the mind." 

Foreshadowing: This important literary device is frequently employed in MacAddict, as in the May 
7 S utdo cartoon redicting "a massive o in o s." More often, it is combined with irony; 

an October 1996 Get Info article posits, "If Apple can follow through on the rest of its Internet strategy 
as well as it has with Cyberdog .. . " 

Palindromy: While not used as heavily as simple alliteration ("Facing Up To Fonts") or the classic 
cheesy pun ("Stand By Your Mac," "An URL in Every Port"), this device can be seen on the cover of the 
July 1998 issue-"Wow!" 

BRIEF SYNOPSIS 

The MacAddict saga can be divided into two parts, each consisting of 12 issues. The Amelio cycle 
begins with the September 1996 debut issue and the memorable cover line, "Why the Mac's Future Is 
Bright," and ends with August 1997's "Mac OS 8 is .. . Grrr8." The Jobs cycle begins as the September 
1997 issue brings news of Gil Amelio's exile; it concludes with the August 1998 issue, which describes 
a triumphant Steve Jobs, who has not only remade Apple's product line and system software in his own 
image, but also has decolorized the company's rainbow logo and razed the legendary Icon Garden . 



The MacAddict saga has been criticized-unfairly, we think-as a simple update of Shake
speare's Richal'd Ill. Certainly, it's a small step from the first issue's "Dr. Amelio appears to have the 
right prescription for getting Apple back on its feet" to Shakespeare's oft-paraphrased "Now is the 
quarter of our discontent made glorious summer by this sun of National Semi." And Jobs-working 
behind the scenes to eliminate his rivals, engineer Amelio's demise, and then allow himself to be 
thrust "unwillingly" onto Apple's throne-reprises the rise to power of Shakespeare's conniving ras
cal. But we digress .. . 

As the first cycle begins, we find the Macintosh platform already in the throes of crisis. In literary 
terms, we're starting in medias res, with the narrative already underway. A new leader has just been 
installed, and though he finds his kingdom in grave disarray, Apple CEO Gil Amelio has the trust and con
fidence of the Mac community as he begins his turnaround efforts. The mythical Mac OS 8, headlined in 
a demo on the first issue of MacAddict's CD-ROM, is swiftly terminated and a new plan is proposed. 

To secure a long-term future for the Mac, Amelio procures a struggling software company led by 
Apple co-founder Steve Jobs and arranges a Rhapsodic marriage between its NEXTSTEP operating sys
tem and Apple's Mac OS. In the meantime, Mac OS 8 is refashioned as a less ambitious but still com
pelling upgrade, whose arrival at the close of the Amelio cycle is one of the high points of the saga's 
first portion. Meanwhile, Amelio's inability either to fix Apple's finances or to deliver hardware prod
ucts that meet MacAddict's exacting standards proves to be his undoing .. . 

The Jobs cycle starts with one last hurrah for full-bore Microsoft-bashing Mac advocacy, as the Sep
tember 1997 "Fight Back!" anniversary issue outlines strategies for countering the Windows threat. But 
in the very next issue it's revealed that Jobs has negotiated a truce with the enemy, while simultaneously 
declaring war on the hitherto cherished Mac clonemakers. Once the shock wears off, MacAddict 
enthusiastically embraces the new regime and symbolically deifies Jobs on its January 1998 cover. 

ver' tou e · 1 8 cover IS M. ict's own i eo o · 
In this issue we find the magazine embracing the new Microsoft Office, continuing to phase 

out its garish color scheme in favor of low-key pastels of the sort favored by Jobs, and introducing a 
new editor as "grizzled stub" David Reynolds replaces "cute as a bug" Cheryl England. By the end of 
this second cycle, Jobs is unquestionably ascendant, buoyed by the financial success and killer product 
line that had eluded his predecessor. MacAddict has evolved in sync, and it appears that the dawn of 
the third cycle will find it intense, serious, and no longer possessed of the smart-alecky wit required to 
waste precious page space on self-indulgent satirical pieces. 

TERMS TO REMEMBER 

David Reynolds Favorite Technology Curse: 
A consistent narrative theme noted by MacAddict scholars. Throughout the MacAddict saga, any tech
nology or enterprise lauded by editor David Reynolds is ultimately destined for oblivion or irrelevance. 
A few of the many examples are OpenDoc component software, Apple's Rhapsody operating system, the 
BeOS, the CHRP platform, chipmaker Exponential Technologies, the PNG graphics format, and the 
entire field of Mac OS licensing. 

Troubleshooting: According to the MacAddict worldview, a cosmic balance exists between the Mac's 
beneficial qualities and its penchant for malfunctions and inexplicable glitches. In order to reap the 
benefits of Macintosh ownership, the reader must adhere to a regimen of supplication and mainte
nance, extending, claims June 1997's "Coming Clean," even to the physical cleansing of the computer's 
components. At the same time, features such as July 1998's "Hack Your Mac" reflect a streak of hubris 
that compels the Mac addict to tamper with the cosmic balance. 

Microsoft: At first demonized as the source of all evil in the computing industry, Microsoft serves 
as the butt of practical jokes and-as embodied in the Windows operating system-the implicit tar
get of September 1997's defiant fist. But at the same time, Microsoft's Internet Explorer and Office 
suite prove tempting to the stalwart Mac addict. When Apple's presumed savior symbolically redeems 
Microsoft, it can be seen as an allegory either of the universal nature of forgiveness or of the irre-
sistible seductiveness of evil. · 

ALLEGORY-0-MATIC • Save even more valuable time by 
recycling allegories from other great 
works in the Bluffs Notes series! 

Steven P. Jobs= 
King Richard ill (Richard JI{) , 
Prospero (The Tempest) 

Gilbert F. Amelio= 
King Edward IV (Richard III) , 
Piggy (Lord of the Flies) 

Cupertino= • Valhalla (Ring of the Nibelung) , 
Camelot (Le Morte d'Arthur) 

Kathy Tafel= • Sir Galahad (Le Morte d'Arthur) 

William H. Gates ill= • Mephistopheles (Faust) 

The Prison Guy= • Abel Magwitch (Great Expectations), 
Raskolnikov (Crime and Punishment) 

Wade Albright= • Satan (Paradise Lost) , 
Holden Caufield (Catcher in the Rye) 

Windows = • Soma (Brave New World) 

Amelia's 1997 Macworld SF 
Keynote Speech = 
The Faerie Queen, War and Peace 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What does Cheryl's height symbol
ize? Is she really "cute as a bug"? 
Are bugs cute? If so, why? 

2. What key character trait led Kathy 
and Wade to such different fates? Is 
it just that Wade is evil, or is it 
something else? Is the name 
"Albright" a reference to "Lucifer," 
that is, "light-bringer"? 

3. If the Amelioi'.fobs saga is just a 
modernized riff on Richard III, 
then why is Jobs pursuing a high
perfonnance, low-price strategy 
instead of plunging the Mac plat
form into war and chaos? Are these 
mutually exclusive? Explain. 

4. Could Richard ill have eliminated 
his rivals and seized the throne if 
he'd had Larry Ellison telegraphing 
his every move? ("Oh yeah, Steve's 
gonna kill those little princes in the 
tower. He told me all about it last 
weekend when we were hiking up 
at Big Sur.") 

5. Is cloning inevitably doomed to 
end in tragedy, even without the 
endorsement of David Reynolds? If 
yes, justify your position without 
quoting Mary Shelley's Franken
stein. 

6. Is it morally wrong to "Hack Your 
Mac"? Doesn't that sound a bit 
gruesome and Gothic? 

7. What does the Prison Guy symbol
ize, anyway? 

8. Why, on the May 1997 cover, do 
the "Right-Brain" and "Left-Brain" 
captions point to the left and right 
sides of the brain? What's the sig
nificance of the logical left-brain 
side being colored MacAddict 
green and purple? 

9. Which would win in a fight, Open
Doc or the Yellow Box? 

MacAddict Webmaster Mark Simmons 

embodies the postmodern motif of the "unre
liable narrator." 
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MacUser: A fellow Macintosh magazine, eulogized by Cheryl England in MacAddict's November 1997 
issue. Cheryl's retelling of the MacUser saga recounts its origins as an impassioned rebel, its gradual 
decline into complacent middle age, and its ·ultimate demise. In so doing, Cheryl implicitly posits 
MacAddict as the inheritor of MacUser's former rebel ethos. 

WinAddict: The fictional evil alter-ego ofMacAddict, and the subject of a satirical story-within-a-story 
in April 1997's editor's note. This parable recounts MacAddict's purchase by Microsoft and details the 
conversion of each of its staff members, conveying a cautionaiy message about the inherent corrupt
ibility of all Mac addicts. In this story, only the pure Kathy Tafel escapes the taint of evil. 

LIST OF CHARACTERS 

Gilbert F. Amelio: ce fill e o Mi 'd" 's le elio goes from being 
lauded in tl1e September 1996 premiere issue to being curtly dismissed in a sidebar to Sep
tember 1997's editor's note. His yeaifong fall from grace sets the stage for the reemergence 
of Steve Jobs, creating a narrative crisis that calls for a drainatic resolution. 

Steven P. Jobs: ni - o de of le o e e de of 
ict to seize control of ilie comrumy, is initially depicted in an ainbivalent light: 

"Insanely great or greatly insane?" asks the October 1997 cover. The ainbiguity is resolved 
three issues later, when a beatific cover portrait of Jobs depicts him as a divine being, here 
to "save Apple." But if Jobs is the savior, he's the Apocalyptic type, returning on the occa
sion of the Millennium to "kick ass." 

Cheryl England: Ori · MaG<t id's "tor in c 'e curren u tis er an e "tori 
1£:1!l!~lalThough her impish demeanor and diminutive stature make her appear cute and 
nonthreatening, tlle MacAddict staff appear to regai·d her witll awe and fear- for exainple, 
see March 1998's revelation of her reptilian nicknaine. By implying tllat the reader and tlle 
staff have different points of view, this inconsistent depiction of Cheryl acts as a distancing 
device. 

Kathy Tafel: Y. i emnlo bol f ur ana "ct. In 
April 1997's WinAddict parable, she is tlle only one to reject tlle temptation of evil; like a 
Viking wai.Tior summoned to Valhalla, she eventually ascends to Cupertino, leaving her pre
sumably less wortlly comrades to continue the fight. 
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Summer never ends with hardware, graphics, video, and games I 

a 
FR EAKIN' 
AWESOME 

The most valuable 
products, the 

coolest gizmos. 

SPIFFY 
A solid offering. 
Overall a good 

investment. 

YEAH, 
WHATEVER 

A few 
good features, 
but general ly 

a waste of time 
and money. 

0 
BLECHI 

We hale to even 
blotch our pages 

with the thing. 

Premiere 5.0 
GRAPHICS & SOUND 

COMPANY: Adobe Systems 

CONTACT: 800-833-6687, http://www.adobe.com 

PRICE: $895 (SRP}, $199 upgrade 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC, System 7.5.5 or later, 16MB of RAM, 

30MB of free hard disk space, CD-ROM drive. RECOMMENDED: 

48MB of RAM, Quicklime 3.0, large-capacity hard disk or disk 

array, Quicklime-compatible video capture/output card 

....... ·-------·· ··-·~---...... ·--
!.!~-~..!.- ·-------· 
li '*1ttr '4tr91 

Adobe Premiere, the first QuickTime 
video editing app for the Mac, has late
ly been shmving its age. The most 

recent version, 4.2, sported an outdated 
interface and lacked many features 
demanded by professional video editors, 
who have been moving to the fast, powerful 
hardware-based editing solutions offered by 
Avid, Media 100, and Radius. 

That's changed with version 5.0, 
Premiere's best upgrade in years. Adobe 
has fixed most of the problems that 
plagued earlier versions, brought the inter
face up to date, and added powerful tools 
modeled on those featured in high-end 
editing systems. The overhaul has added a 
couple of problems of its own, but they are 
few and not very serious. 

The most obvious change in Premiere 
5.0 is the new Adobe-standard intetface. The 
program now looks and acts a lot like the 
latest versions of Photoshop and After 
Effects. Although you can customize 
Premiere to look like version 4.2, we can't 
imagine why you'd want to, because the new 
interface is cleaner and more intuitive. 

Working with the old Premiere usually 
meant wading through a cluttered, sprawling 
mess of windows and floaters. In Premiere's 
new incarnation, Adobe has consolidated all 
important controls in two compact windows 
that fit nicely on a 17-inch monitor. 
Rearranging and sorting sound and video 
clips is now a breeze, and the new timeline's 
easily accessible tools and in-context menu 
are simple and direct. And Adobe has finally 

eliminated most of the silly idiosyncrasies that 
have plagued Premiere users for years. For 
example, bottom layers in the Project window 
no longer cover the ones on the top. 

But the changes in Premiere 5. 0 run a lot 
deeper. At the top of the new feature list is 
three- and foUt~point editing, a professional 
feature found on Avid and Media 100 sys
tems. Previously, the only way to edit was to 
place clips on the Timeline and manipulate 
them there, a clumsy process when you were 
trying to be frame-accurate. In three- and 
four-point editing, you specify accurate In 
and Out points for the clips in the new 
Monitor window. Premiere then fits them into 
the Timeline for you, and does a surprisingly 
good job of it too, pushing clips aside or 
accurately splitting them in two when neces
sary to keep the integrity of the edits. 

It's now possible to edit an entire movie 
from the Monitor window without touching 
the Timeline at all. While this is not always 
the most efficient way to edit, it's great for 
doing small, frame-accurate tweaks. In 
fact, the Monitor window contains a spe
cial Trim mode for doing just these sorts of 
fine adjustments. In Trim mode, Premiere 
intelligently ripples or rolls the edits 
throughout the rest of the movie, keeping 
every clip in sync. 

In line with its effort to attract profes
sional editors, Adobe has made some 
changes to the way Premiere 5.0 processes 
video. Most important, it now supports an 
accurate NTSC video time base of 29.97 
frames per second (fps)-thereby solving 
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THE NEW ADOBE-STANDARD Premiere 
interface is clean, simple, and direct. 

Premiere's longstanding sound-sync prob
lem-as well as film time base (24 fps) and 
PAL video time base (25 fps) . In addition, 
Premiere 5.0 can handle projects up to three 
hours long, so editing a feature film or 
miniseries is now a viable option. 

Premiere has never led the pack in com-

L "' •· ~ I I 

Controls 
V ideo's not the only news in Premiere 

5.0- it abounds with new audio fea
tures, too. 
Pan Rubber Bands: You can now use 
Rubber Bands, previously used only to control 
the volume of an audio clip, to pan a one-track 
audio clip between the left and right audio 
channels. 
New Audio Fi l ters: Premiere 5.0 
comes with an impressive set of audio filters 
including Chorus, Equalizer, Flanger, Multitap 
Delay, Parametric Equalization, and the essen
tial Match/Hum filter, all of which are fully 
keyframable. 
New Left/Right Controls: These 
control stereo-track sounds. You can swap 
tracks, suppress tracks, and make a stereo 
clip from a mono one. 
Improved Audio Processing: The 
quality of audio downsampling (decreasing the 
sample rate) has been improved, meaning 
better audio for Web movies. 



Pointy Editing Premiere's toolkit now offers professional-style three- and four-point editing, accessible through the new Monitor wi n
dow. Here's how to use these much-hyped features. 

1 
We've dragged two clips from the Project 
window into the Timeline. We'll add a third 
clip at the "edit" between them. 

4 
After specifying the Video 1 B track as the 
current track, click Insert to do the three
point edit. This places the area of the clip 

between the In and Out points into the Timeline. 
The second clip moves aside to make room. 

positing and special effects-Adobe would 
much prefer that you use After Effects for 
that kind of work. But Premiere 5.0 effects 
have been enhanced in two significant ways. 
First, all video filters are now keyframable. 
Adobe has created a nice little interface that 
directly relates your keyframes to the 
Timeline and makes planning complex 
effects much easier. 

Second, the new scrolling text feature 
allows you to scroll text up or down or crawl 
it left or right. Premiere's new Text box is eas
ier to use and more powerful than before-
you no longer need to go to Photoshop or 
After Effects to make credits for your video. 
(A minor bug inserts too much space 
between letters at certain point sizes; choose 
a slightly different size to get around this.) 

Another pleasant surprise is the includ
ed training video. Created by Brian Maffitt 

HARD WA R E 
APPLE STUDIO DISPLAY p. 44 
POWERBOOK G3 SERIES 233 p. 46 
IX3D ULITMATE REZ p. 50 
PHOTOPC 700 p.59 

COMMUNICAT ION 
MAILSMITH 1.0.1 p. 47 

2 
Drag the thi rd clip into the Monitor win
dow. Assign In and Out points to the 
part of the clip you 'll use. These are the 

fi rst two points of the three-point edit. 

~m 0: 
1

~ : 08 : 00 * l JO :OO 

Video2 

fij" j v Yldeo lA :- Fastsklw.mov 
,...,. -· Transition ~ c 

VldHIB 1-=:llC ci..11111 

~r ~ •·•••• 
1411 ~ Audio 2 

~I ~ """'3 
Bins l • l tSecondl ... I 

5 Extend the third cli p and add a cross
dissolve transition. Premiere 5.0 has 
a handy button that drops your 

favorite transition into the current edit perfectly 
with one click. 

of Total Training, it will get you up to speed 
on Premiere's new features far more 
quickly than the manual will. We hope 
Adobe starts including these tapes with 
other products. 

While eliminating the design flaws of 
Premiere 4.2, Premiere 5.0 does introduce a 
few of its own. Instead of the approp1iately 
prominent Make Movie command in 
Premiere 4.2, the Movie command in 
Premiere 5.0 lurks in the File menu under 
Export. Unfortunately, that Make Movie com
mand has become a hard-wired reflex for 
most Premiere editors; moving it created no 
appreciable benefit. 

Also, Premiere's on-the-fly playback 
needs further refinement. If your project 
contains just cuts, it will play back accept
ably. However, effects and transitions won't 
show up until you render a preview, a 

Time I 

•• V· * i bO:OO 0:00:08 :00 ~m 
fj5r t> Video 2 

•• Boys.mov lft r v Video 1A 1....-11 Fastslow.mov 

Transition 

Video 18 

~r t> Audio I 

~r t> Aud10 2 

~r t> Audio3 

Bins I ,.. J 1 Second I • I 

3 
Using the Next Edit button, move the current time 
to the edit in between the first two clips, making 
an In point on the Timeline. This forms the last 

point of the three-poi nt edit. 

6 
Using the Trim mode, tweak the placement of 
edits precisely without zooming in or moving a lot 
of clips around. You can nudge each edit one 

frame or five frames in any direction; clips expand and 
contract automatically to keep up. 

process that has not speeded up much since 
version 4. Annoyingly, if you just move the 
clips a frame or two and make a new pre
view, Premiere laboriously rerenders the 
effects again, even if there have been no 
changes to the effects themselves. 

Premiere 5.0's new professional features 
and clean, unencumbered interface will 
rope in serious editors put off by tlie high 
price of hardware-based editing systems. 
There's no doubt about it-Premiere 5.0 is 
a winner.-Raf Anzovin 

GOOD NEWS: Pro three- and four- §I.- ' . .. ~ 

point editing. Clean, Adobe-standard ( t· 
interface. Multiple undos. Standard ·~,, 

video lime base. Stereo pan controls. · 

Keyframable fillers. Scrolling text. Instructional 

video. BAD NEWS: Some commands rearranged 

unnecessarily. Playback controls still cumbersome. 

GRAPHIC S & SOUND 
PREMIERE 5.0 p. 42 

FUN & GAMES 
MOK p. 56 

KIDS ' STUFF 
ROCKETT'S TRICKY DECISION p. 61 
FREDDI FISH 3 p, 61 FLASH 3 p. 48 

METASYNTH 2.0 p. 52 
OUICKSTITCH p. 57 
AVID CINEMA 1.2.1 p. 64 

REDJACK: REVENGE OF THE 
BRETHREN p 60 
THE X-FILES p. 62 
KAI'S SUPERGOO p. 65 

KIX PIX STUDIO DELUXE p. 61 

PER SO NAL PRODU CTIVITY 
CONSULTANT 2.21 p. 58 
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reviews 
Apple Studio Display 
HARDWARE 

COMPANY: Apple Computer 

CONTACT: 800-538-9696 or 408-996-1010, 

http://www.apple.com 

PRICE: $1,999 (SRP) 

SPECIFICATIONS: 15.1-inch active-matrix liquid 

crystal display, 24-bit color, 1,024 by 768 maximum 

resolution, composite and S-video connectors 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 7 .5 or later, or Windows 

95 or NT 

Buying a computer monitor used to be a 
lot like getting underwear for 
Christmas-necessary, but hardly a list

topper. All that's changed with Apple's new 
Studio Display flat-panel monitor, which is 
sure to be on every man's, woman's, and 
child's holiday wish list as the lust-inducing 
must-have hardware of the year, despite the 
designer price tag. 

The only stand-alone active matrix flat
panel display to grace the Apple product 
line, the Studio Display's spaceage industri
al design and sleek, translucent-dark blue 
casing catch your eye before you even tt1rn 
on the display. Weighing in at a slight 6 

Audio visual ports: 

pounds, the monitor looks positively 
anorexic compared to the man1moth 40-
pound desk hogs that qualify as the norm 
for most monitors. The Studio Display also 
ships with two convenient options for a 
base: a pressurized, spring-loaded desktop 
stand, which allows you to adjust the 
screen's viewing height by pulling the screen 
up and down; and a picture frame-type 
stand, which takes up even less space and 
can rest on top of your computer. 

11.trn on the monitor and you'll witness 
the true value of the flat-panel display: a 
bright, crisp, flicker-free image that out
shines every computer in the office. The 
bright screen not only makes colors appear 
richer and more lustrous, it also extends the 
life span of the monitor, since screens tend 
to dim as they age. It's a good idea to turn 
down the brightness on the monitor to pre
vent screen burn-in as well as nasty 
migraine headaches, but eventually you'll be 
thankful for the extra wattage. 

Although the 15.1-inch screen is tech
nically smaller than most Cathode Ray Tube 
17-inch displays, you can hardly tell the 
difference between the two. The LCD 
makes it possible for your desktop to reach 
right to the edges of the monitor's bezel, 
which is also smaller than the bezel on 
most monitors and lends to the illusion of 
increased screen size. The dark case 
increases the contrast between the screen 
and the case, making the screen appear 
even bigger and brighter. 

Apple recommends that you jack up 
your resolution to the maximum 1,024 by 
768 to make your screen look its best. The 
deluxe display, which Apple is pitching at 
graphics professionals and video enthusi
asts, offers 24-bit color and new onscreen 
digital controls to aid calibration. Under 

__ _tl~ updated Monitors & Sound control 

HERE'S WHERE IT'S AT. Hook up all your vital 
digital peripherals. 
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panel you '11 find additional controls for 
the Studio Display that allow you to tweak 
the screen position, white and black lev
els, white point, sharpness, and tracking. 
The display's DigitalColor Meter, a sepa
rate control panel found under the Apple 
menu, allows artists even more color con
trol by supplying the exact RGB values of 
any color that appears on the screen. 

£J llfildbJtnnfJWJb}Appla5tudloDesplay~8 

r White Point f Shupness 

~'--+le= ..... =====:·~' I_ [j ~ ~ I 
I Default Settin9s I 

THESE INTUITIVE CONTROLS make monitor 
calibration easy, but if you mess up you can 
hold down Command-Option-a-v while restart
ing your Mac to reset all of your monitor set
tings to the factory defaults. 

Open up the dark gray rubber patch on 
the back of the monitor to access its video 
and audio ports. The display supports 
three types of video: NTSC (National 
Television System Committee), used in 
most North American and Asian countries, 
including Japan; PAL (Phase Alternating 
Line) , used in Australia and most European 
countries (except France); and SECAM 
(Sequentielle Couleur Avec Memoire) , the 
French standard. 

The easy-access ports enable you to 
hook up camcorders, digital cameras, and 
even VCRs so that you can view digital pie-



15.1 -INCH VIEWABLE SCREEN 
with maximum resolution of 
1,024 by 768. 

OSD NAVIGATION opens up 
the Monitors & Sound control 
panel. 

VIDEO SOURCE BUTTON 
allows you to toggle between 
computer and video controls. 

ADB PORTS on the backside 
of the base are for your key
board and mouse. 

tures or full-screen video. If 
you have your cable TV hooked 
up directly to your VCR, it's even possi
ble to hook your monitor up to that con
figuration and use it as a TV screen. The 
display lacks speakers, which means you'll 
have to hook up external speakers with 
internal amplifiers via the Audio In and 

Lookin' Good, Lookin' Good 

Keep your monitor working well and looking 
good with a few handy maintenance tips: 
Keep It dry. Avoid moisture of all kinds. If 
your screen gets wet, leave It in a warm area 
until the moisture evaporates on its own. 
Don't use a screensaver to prevent 
screen burn-in. It's better to use the Energy 
Saver function to darken your screen when 
it's not in use. 
Before you clean your screen, 
make sure it is turned off and that the ADB 
conneetor is disconnected. Clean it with a 
soft cloth and mild soap and water. Do not 
spray any liquid directly onto the screen or 
it could drip into the display and cause 
electrical shock. 

Out ports on the back of the 
monitor to hear your favorite MTV video as 
well as see it. 

After using the Studio Display for only a 
week, it's almost impossible to go back to the 
hulking displays of yore without feeling as 
though you're stepping back in time. The flat
panel screen is brighter, more vivid, lighter 
and lovelier than the old-fashioned CRTs. 
Sure, it has a few drawbacks: It doesn't work 
with some video cards and PowerBooks. 
Plus, within a mere seven days of use the flat 
panel we tested dropped a pixel, creating an 
annoying red zit in the middle of the other
wise unblemished screen whenever it faded 
to black. Most of the time, however, the 
flawed pixel isn't a problem. 

The biggest drawback to the monitor 
isn't a defective pixel or two, but a staggering 
price tag that puts it out of reach for most 
users. Flat-panel screens are notoriously dif
ficult to make, which partly explains the dis
play's steep $1,999 price-but not a totally 

outrageous figure com
pared to similar mod
els. However, as soon as 

MULTISTRIPED APPLE 
LOGO lends air of nostalgia 
to an otherwise modern 
monitor. 

POWER-INDICATOR light lets you 
know when it's on. 

BRIGHTNESS CONTROLS help 
you lighten up. 

RUBBER INDENTATIONS 
on base of stand allow 

Apple released the Studio 
Display, companies such as 
Viewsonic and Compaq slashed 

monitor when not in use. 

the prices on their flat screens. 
Compaq's TFT500 15-inch flat screen, 
which sold for $3,799 in June 1997, 
dropped in price by 58 percent to a current 
low of $1,599. 

One look at the Studio Display and 
you '11 definitely want it. And if you can save 
up enough cash to actually buy the high
priced beauty, you won't be sorry that you 
did.-Nikki Echter 

, 1~~~,~~~;rs:::: .~!;! 
so bright you'll _have to .\IJ_ea_r shades, •. 

'.

0

BAD NEWS: It'll cost you a bundle. And th~~ some. d 
,__ .. ····.··•. . ' .. , ....... · <; 
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reviews 
PowerBook 63 Series 233 
HARDWARE 

COMPANY: Apple Computer 

CONTACT: 800-795-1000 or 408-966-1010, http://Www.apple.com 

PRICE: $2,299 (SRP) 

SPECIFICATIONS: 233MHz G3, 32MB of RAM, 2GB IDE hard drive, 

24X CD-ROM drive, built-in 1 ObaseT Ethernet, monitor out ports, 

12.1-inch passive-matrix display 

We wanted to like it. We really did. 
When the 233MHz PowerBook G3 
Series arrived in our offices, folks 

gathered around to see it when it came out of 
its box, all black and curvy. We opened it up, 
and the interior of the 'Book continued to 
attract. That is, until we fired it up and got a 
good look at its display. 

Unless viewed spot-on, the 12.1-inch pas
sive-matrix PowerBook G3 Series screen has 
horrible gradient problems, and even after 
tweaking the contrast and brightness just 
so-too much and horizontal and vertical 
lines mar the desktop; too little and everything 
looks washed out-the cursor still sub
marines as if on NATO maneuvers. A blue-gray 
haze surrounds the edges of the screen, and 
the Apple on the Apple Menu looks awful. 

It's difficult to get past the poor display 
quality, since the display is the primary way by 
which the 'Book is used. One way to escape 
the display is to use the PowerBook's built-in 
video out port to send the signal to an exter
nal monitor. Here, the PowerBook does a 
good job of driving an AppleVision 1710 dis
play, and provides a crisp image at multiple 
resolutions, although its display is fixed at 800 
by 600. As with previous PowerBooks, this 
display is a mirror-only deal; you can't use the 
external display to show additional real estate. 

Certain parts 
of the 'Book are great. 
The form factor is like noth
ing that's out there, its black, curvy 
lines just begging to be touched. And that 
white crystal apple in the center, well, it's 
just plain elegant. The new expansion bays 
are very cool as well. Each can accept a 
floppy drive (not included) , a CD-ROM 
drive, a battery (two can be used at once), 
or a third-party device such as the excel
lent VST Technologies Zip drive. A Control 
Strip module indicates which peripheral is 
installed in which bay. 

The PowerBook's keyboard is fantastic 
as well, once you get used to the misplaced 
nubbins. On older Mac keyboards, the 
nubbins are located on the D and K keys, 
and after years of touch-typing on key
boards with this arrangement, it's tough to 
get used to the new placement. However, 
besides that unwelcome change (and the 
slightly shifted Option key placement) , this 
keyboard kicks some serious butt. It's 
smooth, quiet, and responsive. 

Too bad the same can't be said for the CD
ROM drive. Whenever a CD is in the drive, it 
vibrates and hums like the magic fingers bed 
in a Motel 6. If you're working in a quiet room 
somewhere, this may drive you nuts (and we 

NORTON UTILITIES SYSTEM INFO 
OVERALL SYSTEM RATING 
The higher the number, the better the performance. 

266MHz 63 Minitower 
Power Macintosh 8600/300 

233MHz 63 PowerBook* 
PowerBook 63 Series 233MHz 

Power Macintosh 9600/200 
* old version 
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won't even get started with tl1e whole lap-mas
sage aspect of the dlive). One other thing that 
bugs us-and this is a tiny thing-is that the 
label that covers the battery and battery port 
during shipping leaves a goopy residue all 
over the handrests and the batte1y casing. 
Other than hand cleaning over time, there 
doesn't seem to be a graceful way to 
remove this putty-rubbing alcohol cer
tainly doesn't work. 

Performance for this sub-$2,300 Mac is 
strong. According to the Norton Utilities 
System Rating, the 233MHz PowerBook G3 
Series holds its own with the previous ver
sions of the G3 PowerBook, and it even beats 
a Power Macintosh 9600/200. 

It's tough to recommend the 233MHz 
PowerBook G3 Series, primarily because 
of its passive-matrix display. The things that 
make the PowerBook c1ool can also be 
found in any of the other new PowerBook 
series computers; the things that drive you 
nuts (namely, the display) are only to be 
found here. If you can't afford to upgrade 
to a PowerBook with a better monitor, or if 
the display quality doesn't matter to you, 
then this Power Book is a great deal. If you 
purchase a PowerBook with the display 
quality in mind, then either spend more for 
a better display, or take a pass this time 
around.-David Reynolds 



reviews 
Mailsmith 1.0.1 
COMMUNICATION 

COMPANY: Bare Bones Software 

CONTACT: 781-687-0700, http://Www.barebones.com 

PRICE: $79, $59 to BBEdit owners 

REQUIREMENTS: 68020 or faster with 8MB of RAM, 

PowerPC with 16MB of RAM, System 7.5 or later, 

BMB of free hard disk space, CD-ROM drive, 

MacTCP 2.0.6 or Open Transport 1.1.2 or later 

E ver met an email client you liked? 
Most of us have tried several, longing 
for a detail-oriented client that didn 't 

seem to exist. Luckily, with the release of 
Bare Bones Software's Mailsmith 1.0 and 
the 1.0.1 update, discriminating Mac 
users may have met their perfect match. 

Mailsmith incorporates the essential 
capabilities of Bare Bones' indust1y-stan
dard text-cruncher BBEdit, which fixes 
problems with text quickly and efficiently. 
If you regularly deal with folks who have all 
sorts of email configurations, you'll love 
Bare Bones' BBEdit capabilities. Your days 
of cleaning up hard returns in your email 
are over. It even supports BBEdit plug-ins. 

Mailsmith's search capabilities are great. 
Its "fuzzy" and grep searches allow you to 
search for a match with as little as 20 percent 
accuracy. Even those of us with bad memories 
can look for an approximate match and still 
often hit pay dirt. Even better, Mailsmith 
stores email in an object-oriented database. 
Consequently, you can perform detailed 
searches through Boolean criteria AND, OR, 
and XOR (exclusive OR) . 

Mailsmith even integrates scripting tech
nologies through Open Scripting Architecture, 
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NOW THOSE ARE OPTIONS! In Mailsmilh, 
you can do an advanced query with many 
different levels. 

which means that it is compat- ~~ 
ible with AppleScript and 
UserLand Software's Frontier. 
Sc1ipting fanatics, you know FIND A 
what to do. Moreover, Mail- DEMO of 
smith is a problem solver. It Mailsmith 
takes multithreading-"coop-

kin 1.0.1 on 
erative tas · g" in Bare Bones The Disc. 
speak-to a new level with 
features specific to an email client. You can 
send, sort, and filter email while you compose 
or edit another message. 1\vo email accounts 
can be active at the same time; the mail con
nection window shows you the status of both 
accounts simultaneously. 

Mailsmith also features filtering capa
bilities, which file your messages where you 
want based on multiple criteria. You can 
autodump all the get-rich-quick spam that 
clogs your mailbox, kill time assigning vari
ous sounds to your regular email buddies, 
or design filters to automatically unsub
scribe you from mailing lists, forward email 
to another recipient, and print hard copies. 

And that's not all: Mailsmith possesses 
additional minutiae you'll appreciate. In 
its three-paned window (similar to 
Microsoft's Outlook Express), you can 
scroll through your inbox and read email 
text without opening each item. It's also 
easier to handle multiple attachments, 
whereas in clients such as Emailer you 
have to start over with each attachment. 

We have one gripe: Mailsmith is inter
face challenged. However, it wouldn't be 
Bare Bones if it were pretty. Attractive or 
not, it's a keeper.-Donna Ladd 

FOR PERSONAL OR 

CORPORATE WEB SITES. 

total~~filil-
Software Inc. 

www.totallyhip.com 

Sales: 
1.888.88lt·3lt47 
E-mail: 
sales@totallyhip.com • 1.800.213.6356 

Recipient of PEI Cool 2 Award for 
"Most Desirable Imaging Products of 1996 & 1997" 



reviews 
Flash 3 
GRAPHICS & SOUND 

COMPANY: Macromedia 

CONTACT: 800-457-1774 or 415-252-2000, http://www.macromedia.com 

PRICE: $299 (SRP), $99 upgrade 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC, System 7.5 or later, 16MB of RAM (32MB recommend-

' 
' ed), 35MB ·of fr.ee hard disk space, Cli-"OM drive, 8-bit color display or better 

FIND A 
DEMO of 
Flash 3 on 
The Disc. 

In Web publishing, designers feel constant 
pressure to produce more-interesting 
graphics, special effects, and animations. 

But every smart Web designer knows that the 
more graphic- or animation-intensive a Web 
site is, the longer it takes the site's pages to 
load in browser windows. 

This is where Macromedia's Flash 3 can 
help. This graphics application enables you 
to create vector graphics and animations, 
including such special effects as sound, 
morphing, transparency, and interactivity. 
You can add the resulting Flash movie files to 
your Web pages to bring them to life. What 
makes Flash especially useful is that you can 
optimize the movies you create to load and 
play quickly, even when they're downloaded 
at 28.8 kbps. 

Flash's interface consists of the Stage, 
where you assemble movie pieces; the 
Timeline, where you specify frames and 
keyframes for animation and interactivity; 
drawing tools for creating graphics and text; 
and a variety of commands and other con
trols for working with movie components. 
You can add each graphic in a movie to a dif
ferent layer, each of which cru1 have its own 
frames and keyframes for motion. This offers 
a tremendous amount of flexibility for setting 

up complex anima
tions. 

When you finish E ~ creating a movie with 

Flash, you can export i m; a g e d i v e ... 
it in various formats, . 
including Shockwave 
Flash, FutureSplash 
Player, QuickTime, USE THE NEW TRANSPARENCY FEATURE to jazz up your pages. To see a 
ruld rulimated GIF, as Web site made entirely in Flash 3, go to http://www.nagafuji.com. 

well as PICT, JPEG, and GIF sequence files. the movie for playing with Java. Include the 
(You can also export individual frames in a necessary Java classes on your site, and the 
variety of formats for use in other applica- movie can play with any browser that's Java-
tions.) If your movie includes interactivity, enabled-even without the Shockwave Flash 
it's best to export it as a Shockwave Flash file. plug-in. Performance, however, is not nearly 
Flash comes with Aftershock 2.0, a as good as it is with the plug-in installed. 
Macromedia utility that composes HTML Flash comes with a good manual and 
code for embedding Shockwave Flash files extensive online help. The online tutorial 
into HTML documents. Using this utility, you walks you through the creation of several 
can set options that control the way the Flash examples, but doesn't exactly explain 
movie plays back to visitors to your Web what each step does. At the completion of a 
pages. tutorial lesson, you will have a good idea of 

One drawback to using Flash is that the what Flash can do, but you're not likely to be 
freely distributed Shockwave Flash plug-in able to perform the same steps for your own 
or ActiveX control is required to view designs.-Maria Langer 
Shockwave Flash movies embedded in Web 
pages. Luckily, Netscape will include the ~ GOOO NEWS: Powerful. Flexible. 

BAD NEWS: Requires Flash plug-in 

or Java-enabled browser. 
plug-in with future versions of Navigator. \ J-l. ) 
One alternative is to use Aftershock to set up 

Creating an Interactive Button TIP: Specify an URL for the button by selecting the Get Uri 
command in the Actions tab in the Instance Properties dialog box. 

"""': IHamtr.uttan CE:J: 
a.11..mr.~=k ! C11nc1tl) 

OMM90111 

1 In a new Flash document, 
choose Create Symbol 
from the Insert menu. 

Name the button in the Symbol 
Properties dialog box, and 
select Button as the behavior. 
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2 Select the Up 
frame in the 
Timeline, then 

use the Type, Pencil, 
and Fill Bucket tools to 
create a button. 

3 Select the Over 
frame in the 
Timeline and 

choose Keyframe from 
the Insert menu. Change 
the font and color of the 
word HOME. 

4 
Copy the word HOME from the 
first frame and increase its point 
size. Create a transparent color for 

the word by dragging the cursor to the bot
tom of the Color menu in the toolbox and 
selecting the button fill1TI. Decrease the 
Alpha percentage by 50, and click New. 

S
Choose Edit Movie from 
the Edit menu. Choose 
Library from the Window 

menu. Drag the button from the 
Library window to the Stage. Finally, 
choose Enable Buttons from the 
Control menu to turn on the buttons. 



Now 
Avoiloble 



reviews 
ix3D Ultimate. Rez 
iif.i;i,Jl,lf.i;i-
COMPANY: IXMicro 

CONTACT: 888-467-8282, http://www.ixmicro.com 

PRICE: $699 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PCl-based Power Mac, System 

7.5.2 or later, 16MB of RAM 

RECOMMENDED: Large-screen, high-resolution color monitor 

D o you crave 'pure pixel-pushing and 
polygon-pumping accelerated graph
ics power for Photoshop, Quark

XPress, Llghtwave, Electric Image, MiniCAD, 
and other high-end applications? Do you 
need fast refresh rates at such absurdly high 
resolutions as 1900 by 1200 to drive your 
pricey 21-inch display? That's just what the 
top-of-the-line ix3D Ultimate Rez from 
IXMicro aims to deliver-and does. 

The ix3D Ultimate Rez is a long-form PCI 
card with 8MB of video RAM, delivering 
128-bit 2D and 3D acceleration at 32 bits 
per pixel (millions of colors) . The power 
plant is IXMicro's 1\vinTurbo 128-3D, the 
company's new 128-bit graphics controller. 
The card has one standard Apple DB-15 and 
one standard VGA connector and supports 
VESA's DBMS desktop power management. 

Stated performance specs for 2D graph
ics are impressive. The ix3D's maximum 2D 
display resolution at 32 bits per pixel is 
1920 by 1080 pixels at 60 to 72 Hertz. If you 
can settle for a mere 16 bits per pixel, the 
Ultimate Rez delivers 1920 by 1200 pixels at 
76Hz-the highest screen resolution you 
can buy for your Mac. As for QuickTime 
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acceleration, the 
ix3D will speed Quick
Time MPEG playback at 30 
frames per second (fps) in large 
window sizes ( 640 by 480 or bigger). 

Benchmarking the ix3D on our 266MHz 
G3 was like road-testing a mid-'80s Jaguar 
XK-silky smooth. We pitted the hardware 
pan and zoom against a 95MB, tabloid
sized, 300 dpi Photoshop image and found 
that scrolling purred along. But like the Jag, 
the board has its quirks. When hardware 
zoom was invoked, we zoomed in all right, 
but we were also bumped to a different layer 
of the Photoshop image. Zooming back out 
took us to yet another layer. (The solution to 
this problem is simple: Just reselect the 
desired layer in Photoshop.) However, we 
had no quibble with the board's screaming 
QuickTime acceleration. In Puffin Design's 
Commotion 1. 5, the ix3D played a D 1 movie 
window at a blistering 54 fps. 

What about the 3D numbers? The ix3D 
accelerates QuickDraw 3D RAVE, but not the 
emerging OpenGL standard. IXMicro claims a 
rate of 1.2 million triangles per second, which 
is serious polygon performance, and boasts 

THE IX30 CONTROL PANEL accommo
dates sync-on-green monitors, which 
many other cards can't handle, and allows 
you to customize 30 settings depending 
on what hardware 30 acceleration fea
tures your 30 application can handle. 

JD Controls =-
~Enable 30 acceleration 

D thsplay fr.am'? ratt indicator 

Changing from default overrides settings used 
by applications . 

Texture f'ilter :I Default ~ ~) 
Double-Suffering : I Default ,: J 

Z-Buffering : I Default ~] 

I Us_e _Defaults 11 Cancel I [L OK IJ 

the pinnacle of performance. 

speedy filtered bilinear rendering (a tech
nique for making smoother-looking texture 
maps) that can generate a maximum of 65 
million texture pixels per second. The card 
supports hardware Z-buffering (where depth 
information about 3D scenes is kept) ; sports 
perspective-correction features (to make 
sure textures actually look as though they 
exist in 3D space); and accelerates alpha
blending (transparency) and fog effects. 
(Note that your 3D program can't necessarily 
deal with these rendering improvements in 
hardware. Only a 3D application entirely 
based on QuickDraw 3D, such as Microspot's 
3D World, is likely to show complete compat
ibility with any QuickDraw 3D accelerator.) 

Real-world 3D applications show that the 
ix3D is very fast, but not quite as fast as the 
numbers suggest. We tested the 3D screen 
redraw using a large Inspire 3D scene with 
more than 100,000 polygons and 38MB of 
texture maps. With 3D acceleration turned 
off, the unaided G3 took 7 seconds to display 
the scene without any textures. With ix3I!) 1 

acceleration, the screen redraw took merely 3 
seconds-a healthy 57 percent improve
ment-and showed most textures accurately. 
In some cases, textures were partially broken 
up, which is perhaps a problem with the 
ix3D's perspective correction hardware. 
More onboard texture RAM might help, but 
there's no option to upgrade the RAM for 
caching more textures. 

Little problems aside, the ix3D Ultimate 
Rez delivers the tweakiest 2D/3D perfor
mance you can buy for under $2,000. If 
squeezing the last squirt of speed from 
your graphics hardware is your top priori
ty, then look no further.-Steven Anzovin 
and Raf Anzovin 
.. ' 

Good News: Top-of-the-line 20/30 .~ ~ ~ 

, pe.rformani:e. Bad ~ews: Hardware ( ' a· 
zoom needs work. \ 

'"-'• 1-· ,, j 



You've Eliminated the English. 
Buried the Babylonians. 

Crushed the Celts. 
Who's Next? 

WITH 1'1.lULTIPLAYBR 

CIVILIZE YOUR FRIENDS 
The imaginary hordes torching your village just turned 
into real people. Challenge a mix of human and AI 
opponents through Internet, modem, LAN, serial or 
hotseat gameplay. Because if you thought Attila the Hun 
was nasty, wait 'til you meet Frank the Dry Cleaner. 

800-229· 2714 

EXPAND YOUR CIVILIZATION 
Includes the best-selling global strategy game Civilization II 
plus over 35 new scenarios in the add-on game packs 
Conflicts in Civilization™ and Fantastic Worlds1M 
Challenge yourself with the American Civil War, Jihad, 
After the Apocalypse, fantasy scenarios and much more! 

Call for a free catalog or vi!it our website at: 
www.wizworks.com/macsoft 

Cl%!8 MicroProsc, Inc. All Rights Rcse1ved. Sid Meier's Civilization and Micro?rose are regifilcn.-d trademarks and Civilization, Civilization II, CIV, CJV ll 
and CIV II Faniastic Wonds are 1rndcnprks of MicroPIO.lC, Inc. or it1 affiliaicd companies .. Ml 01he11rndt"iirks '"' 1he propeny of 1herr respeai1·e holdeo. An Affiliate of GT [ntccactive Software, Plymouth, MN 55441 



FIND A 
DEMO of 
Meta Synth 
2.0 on The 
Disc. 

reviews 
MetaSynth 2.0 
GRAPHICS & SOUND 

COMPANY: U&I Software, distributed by Arboretum Systems 

CONTACT: 800-700-7390 or 650-738-4750, http://www.uisoftware.com or 

http://www.arboretum.com 

PRICE: $249 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC 80MHz or faster, System 7 .3 or later, 16MB of 

RAM, Sound Manager 3.1 or later 

Worlds collide, familiar systems 
explode, and new paradigms are 
born. MetaSynth 2.0 smashes the 

world of graphics and the realm of sound 
together to create an amazing new dimen
sion of audiovisual manipulation. Imagine 
being able to hear any graphic image-and 
to shape and transform it easily. Choose a 
brush and paint color on your screen, then 
blur it a little and emboss the edges. Step 
back and play it. You're painting with sound! 

If you know nothing about music or 
sound design, MetaSynth 2.0 helps you dis
cover the addicting universe of audio with 
the soothing familiarity of graphics tools. 
And if you are an audio aficionado, you can 
generate and manipulate sounds unavailable 
to you before, and make use of cunningly 
designed sample editors, effects, synth mod
ules, and mind-blowing combinations of 
sonic tools, which use the awesome process
ing power of a Power Mac. It's important to 
note that this is a RAM-based program, not a 
hard disk-based audio editor, so the more 

RAM you have, 
the more you can 
do. Also, the 80MHz clock speed is a mini
mum requirement. The faster your Mac, the 
quicker the rendering process, and the more 
likely you can preview work smoothly. 

When you first launch MetaSynth 2.0, the 
space-age black screen and bright futuristic 
icons let you know right away you're not in 
Kansas anymore. If you don't feel confident 
about just jumping in and playing around, 
MetaSynth 2.0 ships with a helpful manual as 
well as several tutorials in KPT QuickShow 
format. These amazingly useful tutorials 
walk you through MetaSynth 2.0's features 
and give you examples of exactly how it is 
supposed to sound. It's fun and simple, and 
when you're done you know a lot about the 
program and how to use it. We wish all tuto
rials were so elegant. 

Most of the sound and image manipula
tion is done through the Image Synth palette, 
which is like a small but limited painting and 
editing program in which each pixel 

METASYNTH OPENS with a sine wave in both 
the Sample Edit and Image Synth windows. 

becomes a sound source. The higher a pixel 
appears on the page, the higher its pitch. The 
longer the vertical line or stroke, the longer 
the sound lasts. A color's intensity deter
mines how loudly it plays. And stereo place
ment is determined by color: Red pans to the 
left, green to the right, and yellow shows up 
in the center. 

Once you've opened a picture, you can 
choose which sound source will play it 
back. Choosing Sample allows you to drive 
the picture with any recorded audio file 
open in the Sample Display Area. Think of 
it as hundreds of tape recorders all playing 
the same sound, but at slightly different 
speeds and times. If you choose the 
Crossfade Sample selection, the sample 
loops indefinitely with a smooth crossfade 
so you can hear long sustained sounds. 
Other sound sources include Instrument, 

IN THE LOWER WINDOW is a picture from The Disc (Feb/98), and above it, in 
the Sample Edit Display, is a representation of the picture's waveform. Notice 
the Hot Filter Buttons (Echo, Pre-Echo, and so forth) in the lower right quietly 
waiting to spring into action. 

THE WAVE TABLE PALETTE is where you create a sound for your picture 
to use as its playback source. As you drag the cursor alter clicking on an 
icon, you can see and hear the relationship between your wave shape 
and timbre. 
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Procedural Synth, and Wave Table (we'll 
get to those later). 

If you don't like the limited graphic 
tools in MetaSynth 2.0, don't worry-use 
any graphics program that allows you to 
save your work as a PICT file, apply filters 
if you wish, and then open it in MetaSynth 
to hear how it sounds. If you already 
understand how those graphic filters 
work, you have an idea how to use 
MetaSynth's sound filters. The best way to 
understand them is to experiment and 
watch what happens when you filter one 
picture over another. 

MetaSynth's ingenious bag of tricks 
also includes Hot Filters. Experiment by 
setting the grid size and choosing a Hot 
Filter; then just watch and listen to what 
that filter does to your picture. As with 
most of the features in MetaSynth, it's eas
ier to understand by doing than by reading 
about it. And there are a lot more mind
blowing, complex mathematical processes 
in this dynamite application, which 
become clear once you apply them and 
see and hear what happens to the picture. 

The Sample Editor in MetaSynth works 
like most audio sample editors. You can 
cut and paste parts of a digitized sound 
wave, loop it, normalize it, reverse it, and 
create various kinds of fades. You can gen
erate interesting noise waves within a part 
of your sample or in an entire sample, 
which gives you an engaging and useful 
palette of sounds with which to work. 

The Procedural Synth and Wave Table 
sound sources allow you to create sounds just 
the way some synthesizers do. The Procedural 
Synth handles Frequency Modulation synthe
sis, in which another wave modulates a carri
er wave. Open the Procedural Synth and press 
the Preview button. Click and hold on one of 
the many icons, then move the mouse to hear 
what you're doing to the sound. It's easy to 
use, even if you've never touched a synthesizer 
in your life. 

THE KPT QUICKSHOW TUTORIALS present 
useful explanations of MetaSynth concepts, 
showing the location of process icons and 
detailing how to use them, and then playing the 
sounds demonstrated. 

THE IMAGE SYNTH PALETTE is the primary 
area for handling sound and pictures. Notice 
how this area has its own pop-up menus along 
the top right. 

The Wave Table palette is a single-wave
sound-source creator with a design similar 
to the Procedural Synth's. Clicking and hold
ing the mouse button starts the sound, and 
as you move the cursor you can see a visual 
representation of how the wave shape affects 
timbre. Note: In both the Procedural and 
Wave Table displays, you can click right on 
the waveform and move it around as if you 
were moving a string, and thus reshape the 
waveform "manually" as it plays in real time. 
This allows you to see and hear your changes 
immediately. You can also open a saved wave 
table, or save the one you just created from 
within the same window. 

Speaking of saving, MetaSynth has no 
dialog boxes that prompt you to save what 
you 've made before quitting, so you have to 
remember to save what you want (PICT, fil
ter, preset, wave table, instrument, and so 
on) and which directory to save it to. 
Because the program is so complex and 
there are so many processes with which to 
experiment, it would be really nice if there 
were a Revert To Saved option that would 
allow you to play with multiple processes, 
and then go back to your original if you 
change your mind. There is unfortunately 
only one level of undo, and it doesn't work 
for all the scaling and mapping changes you 
can make in the Image Synth palette. 

Another MetaSynth sound source is the 
Instrument. If you know how sampling key
boards map multiple samples of lll\ instm
ment such as a piano across the keyboard, 
then you understand the Instrument func
tion. You can actually use MetaSynth as a 
dedicated sampler without having to buy an 
expensive sampler or deal with MIDI. 

MetaSynth can also become a versatile 
real-time effects rack, and it features 

ANOTHER SOUND SOURCE CREATOR, Procedural Synth Is 
a two-operator FM synthesizer with wave table evolution 
between voices A and B. As you make changes, you can 
hear them in real time. 

Transform and Morph functions that do to 
audio what their visual counterparts ·do to 
pictures. Using the microphone in our Mac, 
we recorded a voice saying "Freakin' 
Awesome" and morphed it with a rendition 
of the Mozart Requiem that came with 
MetaSynth. The result was a surreal space 
choir singing "Freakin' Awesome." Awesome, 
indeed. 

MetaSynth is such an intoxicating, 
groundbreaking, and useful program that we 
should create a holiday in designer Eric 
Wenger's honor. Everyone from complete 
audio novices to expelienced sound profes
sionals will love MetaSynth's luminous inter
face, become addicted to its sound-creation 
capabilities, and have their minds- and 
ears-blown away.-judy Munsen 
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reviews 
MDK 
FUN & GAMES 

COMPANY: Playmates Interactive Entertainment 

CONTACT: 714-428-2100, 

http://wWW.plamatestoys.com/ple 

PRICE: $49.95 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC 1 OOMHz or faster, 

System 7 .5 or later, 16MB of RAM, 3MB of free hard 

disk space, CD-ROM drive, 256K of Level 2 cache 

recommended 

MDK, first released for the PC in 1997, 
has found a new audience in Mac 
gamers. Not since the Marathon series 

have we had so much fun in 3D arenas, straf
ing and sidestepping to James Bond-style 
tunes. Many think the phrase "murder, death, 
kill" inspired the mysterious moniker on the 
black box, but the acronym probably stands 
for "Max, Doctor (Fluke), Kurt," the three 
protagonists of this third-person shooter. No 
definitive explanation of the title exists. 

Your mission, however, is precisely 
defined. Uncouth extraterrestrials have 
descended from a rogue planet now orbiting 
Earth, and they will use their gargantuan 
Minecrawler to crush our planet. As Kurt 
Hectic, you must save six cities essential to 
human civilization. While the story is simple, 
MDK's innovative game concept compensates 
for the lack of narrative complexity. 
Throughout most of the game you run with 
guns blazing, but getting into and around 
sprawling cities requires you to parachute, 
snowboard, and fly a bomber, among other 
actions. In addition to dexterity, you need 
guile and stealth to defeat enemies on each 
level. Moreover, you have but one life, so 
tread carefully. · 

Visually, MDK is beUissimo. Our screen
shots do little justice to the graphics that ani
mate this game. The beautiful levels feature 
different themes, including a particularly 

TRY FIRST, CHEAT LATER 

Use Turbo to outrun bullets and belligerent untts. 
Tape Down The Fire Button in arenas. 
Learn To Sidestep if you want to live. 
(You'll find cheats for MOK all over the Web, but only a few 
work in the Mac version.) 
"makemefull" Health once per level 
"blggrenade" Homing sniper grenade once per level 
"kill" Makes Kurt commtt suicide 
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impressive dreamy, futuristic BEHOLD THE SUBLIME 3D ARENA, where reflections of a 
cityscape, which the mirrored cityscape and an enemy boss follow your every step. 
floors and walls reflect with daz
zling clarity. Seamless movement 
and well-drawn enemies-even in 
Sniper Mode-add to the visual 
wonderland. 

MDK features 60 arenas. They 
play out rather linearly, so don't 
expect a high degree of replayabil
ity. In fact, hard-core action game 
veterans will probably zip through 
the levels. The game offers 
humorous moments and surprise
filled props to keep you smiling, 
including the World's Smallest 
Nuclear Explosion, World's Most SNIPER MODE is your view to a kill. Zoom in on your target. 
Interesting Bomb, Dummy Decoy, Bones 
Airstrike, and-particularly endearing to 
Mac gamers-Health in the shape of colored 
apples. Because you have only one life, you 
have to pause the game and save it often, 
which interrupts gameplay. However, you 
should take the time to do this, because if you 
don't you'll be dead and have to start over at 
the beginning of the level. 

MDK's most distinctive feature is its 
Sniper Mode. According to the default set
tings, you invoke Sniper Mode by pressing 
the space bar. Sniper Mode's excellence 
lies in its zoom, which allows you to knock 
off enemy units and their bosses from over 
a mile away. Through Sniper Mode's bullet 
cam, you get the satisfaction of witnessing 
flying bullets, mortar shells, and other 
deadly objects as they strike down targets. 
Sniper Mode appeals to your voyeuristic 
side, because it allows you to watch an 
unsuspecting target in a private moment 
without being seen yourself. If an enemy 
detects your presence, you still experience 
the thrill of being discovered and the ensu-

ing danger of getting shot. It's gameplay on 
the edge. 

MDK is a title worthy of action gamers. We 
tested game performance on both a 225MHz 
603e and a 233MHz G3: Frame rates aver
aged 13 to 16 per second and 22 to 26 per 
second, respectively. Both machines ran MDK 
smoothly. Of course, the G3 had the instruc
tions-per-cycle advantage. We found two 
things about MDK disappointing: It doesn't 
support hardware 3D acceleration-no 3Dfx 
for you!-and it doesn't feature a multiplayer 
option. In today's cutthroat market, a 3D 
game almost has to include those things to be 
competitive. Hopefully, we'll get a 3Dfx patch 
and an expansion for multiplayer games 
soon.-fennifer Ho and Samuel Parker 
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reviews 
QuickStitch 
I 

GRAPHICS & SOUND 

COMPANY: Enroute Imaging 

CONTACT: 650-843-1122, http://www.enroute.com 

PRICE: $39.95 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC, 20MB of RAM, 40MB of 

hard disk space, color monitor 

0 ne of the great things to do with a dig
ital camera is to shoot a series of shots 
and stitch them together into a 

panorama. Hoping to do just that, we tried 
out QuickStitch from 
Enroute, which promises 
to do YR-style panoramas 
that wrap around, as well 
as perspective panora
mas, which allow you to 
stitch together a few shots 
to produce a longer-than
normal image. And if you ,, 
believe the promo litera
ture, QuickStitch can also 
stitch together a two
dirnensional set of images 
to create one monster 
image, and it features a 
great cropping function. 

The program doesn't live up to its billing. 
After installation, we were presented with a 
Windows-like interface, which is slow and 
nonintuitive. However, it does have one neat 
feature-the ability to reorder the 
photos to be stitched. Although the program 
can read some included JPEG files, it wouldn't 
recognize JPEG files downloaded directly 
from our camera, not even after we processed 
them in Photoshop. The mystery finally 
revealed itself when we found that we had to 
add a .jpg or .jpeg extension to the file name 

HERE IS THE FRANKENSTEIN panorama we 
made. It is now ready to be cropped. 

.,e 

THIS IS ONE OF THE SAMPLE IMAGES you can 
stitch to other Images to create a panorama. 

ALTHOUGH IT NEEOS SOME WORK, the 
QulckStitch Interface does allow you to do 
some cool things, such as manually reorder 
Images. 

to get the program to recognize it. Ever hear 
of type and creator codes? 

We did manage to stitch together a couple 
of images (after converting them to Windows 
BMP format) using QuickStitch, and we saved 
the resulting panorama as a JPEG. 
Unfortunately, Photoshop didn't !mow what to 
do with tllatjPEG. Also, later stitchings were 
unsuccessful for indeterminable reasons; that 
is, we pushed the Stitch button and nothing 
happened. If the software had worked as 
advertised, it would be worth the money. 
Perhaps in a later version it will work more 
smoothly. We hope so-it holds a lot of 
promise, especially at such an affordable 
price.-David Reynolds 

This EPS image 
was printed on a 
color inkjet printer 

without StyleScript 

The same EPS 
image printed on a 
color inkjet printer 
with StyleScript 

Smooth the jaggies 
by turning your inkjet into 
an Adobe Postscript printer 
If you 've been using your inkjet to print 
EPS graphics, you've seen the 'jaggies' . 
StyleScript eliminates jaggies by turning 
your inkjet into a genuine Adobe 
PostScript printer. ~ • · 
For only $99, you'll be .,.... 
able to print: Adobe PostScrlpt 
+ crisp clean EPS images 
+ sharp PostScript fonts 
+ improved screen/dither patterns 
+ more accurate color 

StyleScript supports Apple, Canon, 
Epson, & HP printers. 
NOW supports the HP DeskJet 1120C 

~ 
•••• bi"i !Zd MacWEEK 

Call now: 800-665-8680 
or visit: www.infowave.com 

StyleScript,, 
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FIND THE 
30-DAY TRAIL 
VERSION of 
Consultant 
2.21 on The 
Disc. 

reviews 
Consultant 2.21 
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PERSONAL PRODUCTIVITY 

COMPANY: Chronos 

CONTACT: 801-957-1774, http://www.chronosnet.com 

PRICE: $39.95 Internet download; $49.95 on CD-ROM with manual 

REQUIREMENTS: System 7.0 or later, 2.5M8 of RAM, 5MB of free 

hard disk space, 640 by 480 or better monitor 
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I t slices. It dices. It makes sure you 
don't miss your 2 p.m. with Mr. 
Ellsworth. It's Consultant 2.21, the do

all, be-all, and end-all utility for time and 
task management. A longtime user of 
Claris Organizer, I began searching for a 
new personal information manager when 
Claris became FileMaker. My search is 
over. Consultant offers more power than 
Claris Organizer in a package that's as easy 
to use as-well, a Mac. 

On the simplest level, Consultant is a 
wonderful day planner. As the user becomes 
familiar with the application, Consultant's 
power becomes evident. Utilizing a database 
capable of storing 2 billion entries, 
Consultant automatically links appointments 
to contacts, dials your phone, prints your 
schedule in popular appointment book and 
desktop formats and sizes, and allows you to 
open multiple schedule views simultaneously, 
among other great things. 

Consultant offers multiuser support as 
well. Better yet, all users can share the same 
file. The primary user specifies what other 
users can see and modify, and each user has 

"Though llf• Is a JOl.r'f'le\l1 lhclt NOns not 
t.hcil ~ mcio,i not •-11 u,,. n-s along th• 
wo,i. " -JotvlRa"ldolptj 

his or her own access 
password. You can even 
use Consultant across a 
network, which makes 
group sharing a snap THE DA; VIEW Dl~PLAYS to-dos by lime and events by priority. Now 

and facilitates business you can t procrastinate. 

operations of virtually any size. tact database, and links his information to 
You can customize Consultant's interface the appointment. 

via Textures, which range from floral patterns Consultant adds functionality through 
to brick. A button bar offers access to fre- two system extensions, neither of which 
quently used commands. RealHelp, a thin conflicts with my installed software. 
strip providing extra information, pops up at Consultant Activities, represented by a 
the bottom of the screen when you hold the clock icon in the menu bar, allows you to 
mouse briefly over any button or area. In check to-dos, appointments, birthdays, 
addition, the helpful w1itten manual accom- and other information quickly. Consultant 
panying the CD-ROM includes a wonderful Activities also alerts you to upcoming 
25-step tutorial. Chronos offers free email- appointments via a dialog box and/or 
and Web-based technical support and says it audible alarm (you select this option when 
is eager to incorporate new suggestions for you enter the appointment). If 2 p.m. is 
features into its product. approaching and you're absorbed in your 

The Translate feature is nifty indeed: latest issue of MacAddict, the alarm or 
When you type Meet Seth forlunch at noon message warns you about your approach-
next Wed, Consultant schedules an appoint- ing meeting. 
ment on the following Wednesday from The other menu bar item, Consultant 
noon to 1 p.m. with directions to Meet Seth Contacts, provides one-click access to 
for lunch. It also looks for Seth in the con- your favorite contacts. Lastly, both exten

sions allow direct access to Consultant and 
ADDING OR MODIFYING activities is easy with Consultant. Mini-Consultant, freeing up room in your 

Apple Menu Items folder. Mini-Consultant, 
a slimmed-down version of Consultant, 
can check on appointments, create con
tacts and to-dos, and much more. It is 
more fully featured than Claris Instant 
Organizer's menu application, and it pro
vides a quicker, cleaner, simpler method 
for on-the-run tasks. 

., I !" I M A _J Banner ~... I 'Ii Category : Standard ..,,. 
-' '-· ~-Ti-"'-"' -,--_...,.,_ , Fri, 11:1 Jun_ 199~ 9 ~ To-Do '£2 Priority: Highi ,.. 
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' Source: 
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PLAN EXTENDED tasks easily in the popular 
Gantt chart view. 

CONTACT CARDS HOLD all of the information 
about a person you could ever need. 

All said, Consultant is the best person
al information manager I've ever used. It's 
easy to set up and the interface is intuitive. 
About the only thing it can't do is make 
coffee.-ErikJ Barzeski 
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review 
PhotoPC 700 
ii f.i ;I .Jl,lf.j ;I_ 
COMPANY: Epson America 

CONTACT: 800-463-7766, http://www.epson.com 

PRICE: $699 (SRP) 

SPECIFICATIONS: Up to 4MB of internal memory, enough for 50 standard, 

15 fine, or 7 superfine images; 1,280-by-960-pixel maximum resolution; 

24-blt color; 2-lnch LCD display; video out; direct print option 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC, System 7.1 or later, 16MB of 

RAM, 30MB of hard disk space, CD-ROM drive, color display 
THE PHOTOPC 700 is definitely 
PC-photographically correct, that is. 

For a mere $699, the Epson PhotoPC 700 
is a darn nice camera. With its high
resolution capabilities, good color 

handling, and host of funky options, it does a 
lot for the money-an all-in-one camera, 
presentation tool, and printer driver. 

The heart of the PhotoPC 700 is a digital 
camera. It's a strong heart. With 4MB of mem
ory (enough for up to 50 standard images or 
7 superfine images) , the PhotoPC 700 takes 
quality pictures with strong color. It handles 
low-light conditions, and the optional flash 
works as well as a flash should (although the 
auto flash goes off unnecessarily) . 

Although the PhotoPC 700's control but
tons aren't terribly intuitive (the resolution 
button is inexplicably labeled with a five
pointed star), they are easy to use once you 
learn them, and they reveal the camera's 
depth of function. The PhotoPC 700 features a 
built-in digital zoom, as well as a motoicchive 
mode that allows you to shoot two 640-by-
480-pixel images per second for up to five 
seconds. It can send its images out several 
ways-via a selial cable, PC card, or video 
out, or directly to a printer. Now that's a ver
satile camera. 

A couple of rough spots for tl1e PhotoPC 
700: We were unable to get the software to 
properly recognize the camera when hooked 

HERE ARE THREE IMAGES shot at the same time of day in the same location but using the three 
modes offered by the PhotoPC 700. We intentionally shot a bright area with deep shadows to see 
how the PhotoPC handles a wide dynamic range. As these images reveal, the PhotoPC 700 has an 
image-quality setting for every purpose. 

up to a PowerBook, 
although by using the Lexar PC card 
adapter we were able to transfer tlle pictures 
to our 'Book with no problem. Also, we killed 
four battelies in a very short time. (Of course, 
that's not exactly uncommon. Most digital 
cameras will do the same, especially when 
using the LCD display.) 

When we put the PhotoPC 700 through its 
paces, it performed beautifully, except for the 
aforementioned connectivity problems and its 
battery-sucking tendencies. One final hitch: 
When we attempted to shoot a panorama of 
one of the best bathrooms in the world (in 
Eureka, California's Ink People Center for the 
Arts, painted by Duane Flatmo) , we were 
stymied after the fourth take each time we 
shot a se1ies. Perhaps it didn't like the lighting 
conditions--or maybe it was sensitive to the 
subject matter.-David Reynolds 
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reviews 
RedJack: Revenge of the Brethren 
FUN & GAMES 

COMPANY: THQ 

CONTACT: 818-225-5167, http://www.thq.com 

PRICE: $49.99 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC 1 OOMHz or faster, System 

7.1 or later, 24MB of RAM, 65MB of free hard disk 

space, 4X CD-ROM drive 

Avast there, landlubber. If ye be of mind 
to join a pirate band, here's a raunchy, 
roistering crew of rogues and cut

throats who'll test your mettle-and maybe 
spill your guts in the process. 

RedJack: Revenge of the Brethren is a 
bloody tale of dishonor, treache1y, and 
betrayal, set against vividly animated 
Caribbean backdrops. Meet the scum of the 
earth-brigands, privateers, thugs, ghosts, 
and assassins-as you sail to exotic islands 
in search of a fortune in lost treasure. And 
revenge. 

RedJack, the scourge of the Seven Seas, 
has been dead for 17 years, betrayed by one 
of his own men. Now his surviving crew 
have reunited to find RedJack's lost treasure 
and divvy it up, but a mysterious villain in 
black and his army of trained Janissaries are 
killing them off one by one. 

You watch the story unfold through the 
eyes of Nicholas Dove, a young man also 
being hunted by the Janissaries. As you walk 
through the woods one night on an island off 
the coast of England, two dark-cloaked killers 
attack you. To save your life, you must pass a 
pirate test and join the crew of Brethren, tem
porarily in port. Then you sail off with them to 
face a series of hair-raising adventures. 

It isn't smooth sailing, though. You rub 
elbows with some of the nastiest critters ever 
to dance on a dead man's chest, such as Lyle, 

REDJACK'S ISLAND is an eerie place where you 
face many dangers and unearth many secrets. 

a gruff, snaggle-toothed brigand with a potty 
mouth (he may be profane, but he'll save your 
bacon from time to time); Captain Justice, an 
honorable sea captain in spite of his profes
sion; Bone, a skinny bully who wants you 
dead; and Anne, a pirate wench who is pre
tending to be a man. 

As with all adventure stories, RedJack is 
packed with puzzles, most of which fit seam
lessly into the story. If you listen to conversa
tions for clues, you get a fair idea of what you 
have to do. A few puzzles are frustrating: 
Juggling gems to open a gate to RedJack's 
island grave takes numerous attempts, and 
trying to cross a pit of lava without hying to a 
crisp is an exercise in exasperation. 

The answer, of course, is to save often
especially since the game inixes adventure 
with action. You quickly learn to thrust and 
parry in a series of sword fights, fire can
nons at enemy ships, dodge bombs and dag
gers, and brandish a pistol in shoot-outs. 
Framed and jailed in Port Royal for the mur
der of your captain, you must break out and 
blast your way through a whole gaggle of 
British troops. You even take a wild ride in 
a mine car, firing a cannon and dodging 
Janissaries as you go. If you don't learn fast 
enough, you die. Most of these fights come 
up unexpectedly, so without a recent game
save you may get killed and have to repeat a 
lot of ground. 

The graphics and unrestricted 3D panning 
are stunning. The characters are as colorful 
as the backdrops, though the language and 
vivid gore rule out the game for many younger 

A PIRATE WHO BREAKS THE RULES always 
meets a watery grave, particularly when a 
dishonest enemy manipulates the evidence. 

BEWARE OF BONE, the jealous first mate. He 
hates you so much he'll try to frame you for 
the captain's death. 

players. Also, RedJack hogs memory; you'll 
probably have to use virtual memory just to 
keep it running. Because of this, scene 
changes and transitions may be noticeably 
slower, but be patient-they work eventually. 

If you can overlook the stiff memory 
requirements, RedJack offers a rich variety of 
hired assassins, skeletons, troops, and 
Spanish galleons for your battling pleasure, as 
well as a chain of mysteries to solve and a 
massive treasure to claim. You might even ~nd 
up with the girl-if she ever stops pretending 
to be a man.-john Lee ' 



reviews 
Kids' Stuff 
Rockett's Tricky Decision 
COMPANY: Purple Moon 

CONTACT: 888-278-7753 or 

650-526-5000, http://www.purple-moon.com 

PRICE: $29.95 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: 33MHz 68040 or faster, System 7 .1 

or later, 5MB of free RAM, 1 OMB of free hard disk 

space, 2X CD-ROM drive, 256-color monitor 

P urple Moon is racking up points 
with its software, whose cause 
celebre is "friendship adventures 

for girls." Rockett's Tricky Decision, the 
second installment in the Rockett series, 
presents a set of challenging choices to 
girls, who must determine Rockett's path Tricky Decision. 

I 
and the social consequences of her deci
sions. The tricky choice is which party 
Rockett should go to on Halloween. 

We asked our kid reviewer, Maria 
I Kern, what she thought of the adventure. 

She said, "You have to decide which party 
Rockett goes to. Mavis is Rockett's lab 
partner; Rockett really hates lab. Nakili 's 
party has more stuff. I made Rockett go to 
both parties!"-jennifer Ho 

Kid Pix Studio Deluxe 
COMPANY: Brsderbund 

CONTACT: 415-382-4740, 

http://www.broder.com 

PRICE: $29.95 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: 25MHz 68030 or 

faster, System 7.0.1 or later, 3.5MB of 

free RAM, 39MB of free hard disk 

space, 2X CO-ROM drive, 256-color 

monitor 

I M ost Mac users with kids 
are familiar with the orig
inal Kid Pix Studio, acre-

ative software suite. Kid Pix 
Studio Deluxe gives kids and par
ents six unique painting, draw
ing, and animation projects. You 
can draw and paint with Kid Pix; 
animate and play with Stamp
imator, Moopies, Wacky TV, and 
Digital Puppets; and showcase 
your work with SlideShow. How 
much fun are we talkin' about? 
2,500 stamps, over 1,200 graph
ics, cool sounds, special effects, 
and more. 

You can import graphics, 
make Kid Pix read typed words 

THIS FAMILIAR SUITE helps kids 
explore their creative side. 

aloud, export your creations to 
other apps, and add and record 
sound. Our kid reviewers, Malia 
and Olivia Kern, loved the anima
tions that accompany actions and 
tasks-especially the bomb ani
mation that appears when you 
erase work-Jennifer Ho 

Freddi Fish 3: The Case of 
the Stolen Conch Shell 
COMPANY: Humongous Entertainment 

CONTACT: 800-499-8386 

or 425-867-2596, 

http://WWW.humongous.com 

PRICE: $29.99 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: 25MHz 68040 or 

faster, System 7.0 or later, 8MB of 

RAM, 2X CD-ROM drive, 256-color 

monitor 

Freddi Fish, the popular 
children's character, is 
back with Luther. They 

must catch the culprit who stole 
the Great Conch Shell. In Freddi 
Fish 3, you get to meet Rosy 
Pearl, Pierre the Tailor, and 
Nadine the Narwhal. 

The best part is that game
play is different each time. Our 
kid reviewer, 

LOOK AT FREDDI AND LUTHER in this scene 
as they try to locate the missing conch. 

Olivia Kern, loved the full
screen animations, especially of 
the police fish, and the bright 
characters. It was better than 
TV.-jennifer Ho 
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The I-Files 
FUN & GAMES 

COMPANY: Fox Interactive 

CONTACT: 888-369-0031 

http://www.foxinteractive.com 

PRICE: $54.98 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC 603e 120MHz or faster, 

System 7.1 or later, 12MB of RAM, 250MB of free 

hard disk space, 4X CO-ROM drive 

Reports of the death of full-motion 
video games have been greatly exag
gerated. Recently eulogized as a relic 

of pre-3D days, FMV games play out in pre
recorded video segments featuring live 
actors. Most FMV games were deservedly 
maligned as too stiff and restrictive or as 
featuring awful acting-even the best 
games of the genre are often torture to 
play. Fox Interactive's The X-Files has 
changed all of that. Despite some irksome 
issues, it's the best adventure game of the 
year and the best FMV game yet. It repre
sents what FMV can do when quality 
production underlies the game. 

The X-Files game feels real and is as 
deep and challenging as you make it. While 

Save yourself: The game offers only three save slots, 
but there's an undocumented way to do unlimlted saves. At 
the main menu, hold down the Shift key before you press 
Save or Load and you'll have access to a Mac Save dialog 
box. 
Experiment: Something as unremarkable as choosing 
one emotion over another may give you access to entire 
new plot lines. 
Use your tools: Your camera, night vision, and 
binoculars are crucial to certain elements of the game. 
When you can't think of anything to do, try them. 

BE POLITE to the cagey X, or the game is over. 
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MULDER AND SCULLY aren't the stars, but The X-Files game still thrills. 

it's possible to plow straight 
through without doing any seri
ous detective work (a clever in
game hint system allows non
gamers to read the game as a 
story without getting bogged 
down in gameplay) , the inquisi
tive player can do some surpris
ingly realistic investigating. 

At tlle heart of The X-Files is a 
stunningly simple and effective 
interface. Graceful, flexible, and 
meticulously designed, it's easy to REA~T TO OTHERS with specific questions, or pick your 
use and never gets in ilie way of emotional response. 

gameplay. The inventory system is a basic your help in uncovering a conspiracy 
point-and-click affair. Conversation is effort- between aliens and the government. 
less and inventive: You can ask a predefined Numerous actors from the TV series make 
list of questions, click on "idea icons" to appearances both large and small. The 
begin conversations, or react by selecting game even features Lauren Tewes of "The 
from a selies of emotions. Be forewarned, Love Boat" fame in a surprisingly stem 
you must choose your actions wisely; say the performance as a medical examiner . 

. wrong iliing or react inapprop1iately and you While the story line-conceived by 
could be in deep trouble. Say ilie light thing, Chris Carter and edited by Frank Spotnitz-
however, and a new subplot or shortcut is brisk and suitably convoluted, it initially 
appears. The only glitch is ilie save system, feels cobbled together from well-trod %-
which permits only three saved game slots. Files elements. Closer examination, howev-

The production quality makes the game er, reveals subtle new plot elements iliat an 
stand out. The video segments are vivid and upcoming episode will explore, according 
clear, and every frame of foot.1ge was shot to Fox. And like any good X-Files episode, 
specifically for this game-no editing-floor the game leaves several questions unan-
scraps here. Each element of the game, swered. 
including excellent cinematography, natural While flawed, The X-Files game satis-
and interesting dialogue, spare but effective fies both hard-core fans and newcomers 
music, and first-rate acting, speaks of pro- and delivers the promised immersion into 
fessionalism and a11istry. the X-Files universe. All players should 

Despite Fox Interactive's prerelease find it a rousing good time-a very smart 
claims, the show's famous Mulder and game with plenty of action and mental 
Scully don't star here-but they do play challenges.-Greg Kramer 
significant supporting roles. Though this 
may seem a shortcut typical of cheap tie-in 
games featuring celebrities, the game 
compensates fans amply with strong per
formances from the stars. In the game, you 
play Special Agent Craig Willmore, a young 
agent assigned to locate the missing Scully 
and Mulder. Once found, the duo enlists 

'·GOOD NEWS: Outstanding interface. ~' l . ~ 
_Simulates real detective work. ( /t· 
;;Beautiful FMV. Goo~ story. ~ 

. Accessible to nonfans, but satisfying to 

i.hard-co~e ,foll~wer~. BAD NEWS: Story a bit pre

~ictable. ,Terrible save syste111. Four discs don't 

feature Mulder and Scully. · 
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reviews 
Avid Cinema 1.2.1 Choose a Storyboard 

GRAPHICS & SOUND 

COMPANY: Avid Technologies 

CONTACT: 800-949-2843, http://www.avidcinema.com 

PRICE: $139 (SRP) 

Home ' School Office Other 

REQUIREMENTS: Power Mac G3, 32MB of RAM, System 8.1, CD-ROM drive Customer Testimonial 

The new version of Avid Technologies' 
Avid Cinema easily could have been 
named Video 101. For home, business, 

and education users who don't know a head 
shot from an establishing shot, Avid Cinema 
1.2.1 is a one-stop software tool. It is con
veniently divided into four screens, each 
corresponding to a different step in the 
video production process and represented 
by a tabbed folder to facilitate movement 
between windows. 

The first screen, Storyboard, offers 
shooting tips and a list of suggested shots a 
video should have, depending on the type of 
project you want to create. When Avid 

THE EDITING SCREEN is a traditional editing timeline, 
which provides easy access to video clips and transitions, 
as well as additional tracks for titles, voice-over, and music. 
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Cinema fires up, you 
see a selection screen 
that provides lists of 
templates for com

Product overview 
Real Estate 
Sales Training 

( Cancel U Opt;n D 
-
T 

mon videos, broken AVID CINEMA IS AN EXAMPLE of powerful simplicity. Choosing among 
into three categories: these preset templates gets a project off to a quick start. 

home, school, and business. The Birthday desired lengths, rearrange shots just as in 
Party template, for example, begins with the Storyboard editing window, add sound 
a shot of the cake and suggests specific tracks and titles, and insert transitions 
images of guests arriving, presents being between clips. Of all the windows in Avid 
opened, and children enjoying themselves. Cinema, this one is the most like a traditional 
Storyboard offers editing tips based on digital video program, with the clips 
what video you have brought into Avid arranged sequentially in a visual timeline. 
Cinema, and how that video matches up to Unlike most digital video applications, Avid 
the Storyboard suggestions. The editing Cinema's timeline \vindow is incredibly intu
Storyboard also provides a rough way to itive and easy to use, and takes full advantage 
assemble your clips. Each clip, presented as of drag-and-drop transitions and visual cues. 
a thumbnail, can be dragged and dropped The final tabbed window is the output 
into any order you desire, creating a screen, Send Movie Out. After finalizing a 
sequence of clips that you can finesse later project, you can select from Avid Cinema's 
in the Edit Movie screen. preset output options. Presets include CD-

The second tabbed screen is Bring Video ROM, Web, and videotape distribution. 
In, the digitizing interface where Avid Depending on the final display format, Avid 
Cinema captures video from a video camera. Cinema will output video optimized for the 
If you follow the program's suggested shot delivery method. 
plan, you match your clips to the plan for a Avid Cinema's greatest strength is its sim
quick-and-dirty autoedit of the video. Even if plicity. Extensive visual cues, an intuitive 
the shots don't match up, the clips still interface, complete drag-and-drop support, 
appear in the Storyboard's editing function and tremendous help features all make it a 
screen for assembly. powerful solution for users inexperienced 

Avid Cinema's third screen is the Edit with digital video. As wonderful as all this 
Movie window, where you can trim shots to simplicity is, once prospective digital video 

makers master Avid Cinema's tricks, they 
will want to do more than Avid Cinema is 
capable of performing. And unfortunately 
for owners of older Macs, Avid Cinema 
works on Power Mac G3s only. Still, Avid 
Cinema costs hundreds of dollars less than 
competing products, works beautifully, and 
provides an easy introduction to the world 
of digital video.-Rick Sanchez 
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Kai's SuperGOO 
FUN & GAMES 

COMPANY: MetaCreations 

CONTACT: 805-566-6200, 

http://www.metacreations.com 

PRICE: $49.95 (SRP) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC, System 7.6.1 or later, 

16MB of free RAM, 40MB of free hard disk space, 

CD-ROM drive, 16-bit video recommended 

PowerGOO fans, rejoice! The latest 
GOO spawn from MetaCreations has 
arrived. SuperGOO, the successor to 

PowerGOO, extends and improves GOO's 
fun-filled image manipulation features 
while retaining the colorful, easy-to-use 
interface you've come to know and love. 

SuperGOO is divided into two main 
rooms, the GOO Room and the Fusion 
Room. You can share images between the 
two rooms, each of which provides a 
unique GOOing experience. PowerGOO 
enthusiasts will be happy to know that 
many of their favorite brushes have sur
vived the evolution into SuperGOO. The 
GOO Room, essentially a workspace, fea
tures brushes that allow you to pinch and 
bulge, twirl, smear, smudge, nudge, and 
smooth images. And don't forget to add 
effects, including zigzags, waves, ripples, 
and twirls. Meters allow easy control of 
brush size and flow. You can even add 
styled text to your GOOdads, a great fea
ture for adding funny captions. 

The Fusion Room allows you to relive 
your Mr. Potato Head-infested youth. Ah, 
nostalgia. After choosing a base face, you 
can add hair, eyes, a nose, and accessories 
such as hats or glasses. Feel free to resize 
and distort facial features: You can make 

THE FUSION ROOM allows you to relive your 
Mr. Potato Head days. 

THE GOO ROOM allows you to GOO and unGOO 
images of individuals such as Abe Lincoln. Not 
only can you stretch, push, smear, and smudge 
faces, you can also add effects such as ripple 
and zigzag. 

someone's nose gigantic or gracefully 
small, or bug out their eyes to produce 
comic effects. Better yet, SuperGOO allows 
you to mix gender-specific parts to create 
truly unique individuals! It even offers a 
mutate button, which randomly generates 
a GOO-human for you. 

Importing and exporting images is a 
snap. You can use TWAIN to acquire 
images or import BMP, PICT, PSD, TIFF, 
JPEG, FlashPix, or PhotoCD images. 
Images can be exported in any of these 
formats as well. 

Making GOOvies is easy, too. We GOOed 
Abraham Lincoln, one of the images includ
ed in SuperGOO, and created a GOOvie in 
about 10 minutes. This GOOvie, either in 
QuickTime or PICT series format, is then 
ready for use in most multimedia applica
tions. The cool thing about GOOvies is that 
when you play them, you can watch your 
fantastic transformations appear as anima
tions. You can loop GOOvies, too. We can 
only imagine what Dancing Baby GOOvies 
will soon appear on the Web. 

SuperGOO's only drawback is that it 
runs slowly on some machines. We recom
mend a ISOMH~ Power Mac or faster, 
unless you don't mind waiting seconds of 
eternity for something to happen after you 
select a transform action.-Erikj Barzeski 
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The right tip s, how-tos, and interviews to make you a Mac maven . 

GRAPHICS & SOUND 
How to Use the New Features of Photoshop 5.0 
by Steve Anzovin and Raf Anzovin 

A do be Photoshop 5.0 is one of the most significant upgrades of 
the year-if you never upgraded to version 4.0, now is the 
time to move up. But version 5.0's new capabilities and tools 

are complex, and the documentation-though thoroughly profes
sional, as Adobe documentation always is-doesn't scratch the 
surface of what you can do. So we've cooked up a few how-tos to 
get you deeper into the new History palette, Snap-To-Edge Selection 
and Pen tools, Type box, and Layer effects. In addition, we've used 
images included on the Photoshop 5.0 CD so you can work with the 
same material. 

Over the Edge 
You probably spend half of your time in Photoshop cutting 
images out of their backgrounds. The new magnet feature 
of the Lasso and Pen tools can really cut down the time 
needed to do this-as long as you make the right adjust
ments. Here's how. 

Pen Width: [ii] pixels 

2The pen may not 
follow the edge as 

closely as you'd like. 
Open the Magnetic 
Pen Options palette. 
Turn up Edge Contrast 
very high, to about 
100. Make sure that 
Curve Fit is at the mini
mum value of 0.5 pix
els. Higher values give 
you a smoother line, 
but aren't as accurate. 

Frequency: [iLi Edt;leContl"ut: (gQJ H Frequency: liQ:J Edge Contru t: fiQQJ H 

Stylus: 0 Pre!'Wr'i'! 

3 Once you've created the path, you may 
need to adjust some areas slightly by 

dragging the control points. 
1 

StyJu-s; 0Pres:s:ur~ 

[:

Rendering 

Feather Radius: EJ ptxels 

6!J Anti-aliased 

Operation------. 

0 New Selection 

@) Add to Selection 

O Subtrnctfrom Selection 
Q Intersect with Selection 

4This image has some depth-of-field problems-the parrot's left wing is 
slightly out of focus and has a blurry edge. Trace a second magnetic 

path for that area. From the Path palette, choose Make Selection for one 
path. Then choose Make Selection with the Add To Selection radio button 
selected for the other path. For the blurry-edged selection, specify Feather 
Radius as 1 pixel in the Make Selection box to preserve the depth of field. 
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1 Click and hold the Pen tool to select the new Magnet Pen (the one with 
the little magnet). Pick an edge and start drawing a path. Voila-the 

path follows the edge! Try to keep close enough to the edge so the path 
doesn't pick a new edge to follow. Whenever you have to change direction, 
click to force a new point. 

5 Now you can paste the parrot onto a 
new background . 



Changing History 
"Tyger! Tyger! burning bright," 

wrote William Blake-and we 
want this tiger to burn with a 
psychedelic flame. We could 
have done this in earlier ver
sions of Photoshop, but the 
History palette in version 5.0 
makes painting in all the colors 
a lot easier and more control
lable. And did you know that 

you can return to any previous 
state of your work and paint 
into it with any other state, 
either earlier or later, as long as 
you 've got the scratch disk 

space to hold it all? It's kind of 
like being able to manipulate 

history across infinite parallel 
timelines-you know, it's called 
the Sliders effect. 

4 For the yellow halo, use a 
wide brush set to Overlay 

mode (from the Brush Options 
palette} to paint around the tiger. 
Use the Smudge tool to make the 
spiky flares . 

1 Create several versions of the tiger tinted in different colors. Choose Hue/Saturation from the 
Adjust submenu of the Image menu, and play with the sliders until you get the colors you like. 

Black-and-white values are not affected. 

~ Hue/htun.tlon 

~ Hu./S.aturaitlon 

§'l. Hu./S.atuntion 

§'l. Hu./Saturatlon 

2 0pen the History 
palette. Note that 

each Hue/Saturation 
operation has its own 
line. Select each line 
and make it into a snap
shot by choosing Make 
Snapshot from the pop
up palette menu. This 
saves each state as a 
separate file, so you 
won't lose it even if you 
run out of scratch disk 
space. Also choose 
History Options from the 
pop-up menu and make 
sure Allow Nonlinear 
History is checked. That 
way you aren't trapped 
in standard causality. 

5 Let's restore some of the original tiger using the History 
brush. In the History palette, choose the original image 

state, enable the History brush for that state, and carefully 
paint the edge of the tiger back in. Using the brush in 
Overlay mode blends the original image with the spikes. 

--
3 Click the little box to the left of any line in the History palette 

to enable the History brush. It allows you to paint on the 
currently displayed image with the state you select. It's magic! 
Brush the tiger with any Hue/Saturation state to add color. 

&After some final tweaking using Dodge 
and Burn, the image is done. 
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Come Blow Your Horn 
This how-to combines Photoshop 5.0's new 
Type tool capabilities with Layer Effects, dis
placement mapping , and new Color 
Correction features to create a flugelhorn 
refracted through green glass letters. 
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1 Choose the Type tool and click in your docu
ment to open the Type box. Check out the 

new features. Baseline shift! Kerning! Colors! 
When you place the type on the image, it goes on 
its own Type layer. 

2 1n the Layer menu , you'll see a new 
Effects option with various special 

effects. Apply the Inner Shadow, Inner 
Glow, and Emboss layer effects to give 
the letters some depth. 

3 Now create the displacement map for the type, 
which will give you the refraction effect. Flatten 

the document to one layer, if it isn't already in that 
state; the remaining layer will be the type layer. Go to 
the Image menu and change to Grayscale mode. 
Paint a 50 percent gray swatch. Use the new Multiple 
Color Sampling tool (it's a pop-up option for the 
Eyedropper) to sample the 50 percent swatch and 
the center of the H. In the Info box, you'll see that it 
reads 50 percent for the swatch (sample 1) and 18 
percent for the letter (sample 2). That's a 32 percent 
difference. 

4 Using the Levels control in the Adjust sub
menu of the Image menu, change the mid

dle input level to 0.32. The Info box should now 
read 50 for sample 2. If it doesn't, tweak the 
adjustment until it does. 

5 Now open the f\Ogelhorn image and Command
drag the Horn layer (containing the letters) from 

your original document over it. Name the f\Ogelhorn 
layer Flugelhorn. (Makes sense, doesn't it?) Copy that 
layer and call'the new layer Horn Refraction. The order 
of layers must be, from top to bottom, Horn 
Refraction, Horn, and Flugelhorn. 

7 ~~~'~s~h!heRe~~~~ ~~~m=~~ ~!!!! !! n!! ! ! ! !!! !: gm!m!g! ! !! !! !! gg :! ! ! !g !l!!!! !!g !!! !Jilljj !!! !!! !! !g ! ~ !! 
(under Type in the Layer menu). 
This converts the Horn layer from a ~ 

type layer to a regular layer. Now ~ 

extract the transparency informa- ~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;::;;;:;;;;~-:_.....,,~_,.;~~=~~=d 
tion from the image. Do this by 
selecting the Horn layer with the 
Marquee tool , moving it around a 
little to shrink the selection to the 
edges of the type, and inverting the 
selection. Now go to the Horn 
Refraction layer; the selection will 
corne along, too. Delete the selec
tion. This will remove the areas of 
the Horn Refraction layer that go 
beyond the boundaries of the let
ters , so the layer won't affect any 
other part of the image. 
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Horizontal Scale: 

Vertical Scale: 

Displacement Map: 

@) Stretch to Fit 
QTile 

Displace 

OK JI 
Cancel 

Undefined Areas: 

O Wrap Around 
@) Repeat Edge Pixels 

6 Choose the Horn Refraction layer and apply the Displace 
filter (under Distort in the Filter menu). Use a setting of 3 

percent horizontal and -2 percent vertical. Now the image is 
warped as if refracted through glass. 

8 Still in the Horn Refraction layer, make the letters bottle 
green. In the Layer palette, set the mode to Overlay. In the 

resulting image, glassy letters seem to refract the horn behind 
them! 



Aladdin grants you 
three wishes. 

Shipping not included. 

Sruffir Deluxe is the industry-standard 

compression program for anyone who 

wants to upload or download from 

the Internet and rake a lot less rime 
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Flash Back 

How did all this junk get heie anyway 

and how do you get rid of it? Spring 

Cleaning is the assistant that makes it 

happen. Spring Cleaning 2.0, rhe #1 

uninstaller for the Macintosh, performs 

all of the chores you need done . Ir 

quickly and completely uninstalls old 

software, finds duplicate files, fixes 

invalid aliases, removes old preference 
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Your Macintosh will run faster when 
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power up 
DEVELOPMENT 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

How to Learn From the Web Pros 
by Joseph 0. Holmes 

The Page: Levi's (http://www.levi.com) 
The Designers: Levi's brand digital marketing team, with CKS Partners, San Francisco, plus Organic Online. 
The Tools: Production is done mostly on Macs using Bare Bones Software's BBEdit 4.5, Adobe Photoshop, and 
Extensis Portfolio. Maintenance and delivery mainly via Windows NT. Servers are all WinG!ows NT machines. 
The Philosophy: To provide cool, interactive experiences to visitors in ways that are engaging, interesting, 
and highly personal. Content featured on Levi.com revolves around a trio of central themes: discover, create, 
and connect. · 
Why We Like the Site: It's totally unnecessary! 

JavaScript 
The Levi 's page designers threw in some totally superfluous 

JavaScript just for fun. Click on any of the color swatches across the 

top (they appear on all the pages), and the main frame reloads with a 

matching background color (the lime green frame in our illustration) . 

If you're proficient with JavaScript, study the script in the frame 

document found at http://www.levi.com/us/top.asp. We don't have 

room for a full JavaScript lesson here-for that, grab a good 
JavaScript guide such as JavaScript: The Definitive Guide, second 

edition, by David Flanagan (O'Reilly & Associates)-but here's a quick 

look at how it works. 

The onClick Handler 

<A HREF="#" onClick="colorlt('lavender.gif')"><IMG 
SRC-"images/ lave nder.gif" WIDTH="41" HEIGHT-"10" BOR
DER="O"></A> 

Each of the color swatches across the top of the page 

is a GIF image, hyperlinked to the JavaScript event 

handler onClick. Clicking on the link triggers the 

onClick handler. (Remember that only a few 

JavaScript commands, including onClick, can oper

ate outside a pair of <script> tags.) The code 

onClick="colorit('lavender.gif')" makes the onClick han

dler call the JavaScript function colorlt, using the 

argument 'lavender.git'. 

That's how you get from click to the colorlt func

tion. What does the colorlt function do? Check out the 

rest of the script, in the page's header, between the 

< script> tags. 

What's a Function? 
A JavaScript function isn't a gathering of program

mers for a light meal. It's a bit of JavaScript code that 
the script writer defines, and it's meant to be executed 

many times throughout the script. 

The colorlt Function 
The colorlt function is defined in the header, inside the 

curly brackets: 

function co lorlt(theColor) { 
parent.fram es [l] .location m parent.fra mes[l].location. 

pathname + "?co lor""" + theColor; 
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The visitor's click determined which color had 

been selected. This part of the script changes the 

color of the window's second frame. 

The function says to add "?color=" + theColor to 

the target frame's path. (The code parent.frames[O] 

refers to the first frame in the window, whereas 

parent.frames[l] refers to the second.) 

What the heck does changing the frame's path 

have to do with changing the frame's color? Well, 

Levi's keeps a CGI script on its server that looks at a 

frame's path. When it comes across the suffix 

"?color=", it changes the background of the frame to 
the color that follows. 

Now you have a basic understanding of how to 

call a function from a handler. 

Animation -----------Hi'.1---' 

Of course it's not visible here in the magazine, but this 
logo is animated. The word Home rolls up to say 
Levi's. And the red tag, imitating the Levi's tag ort the 
jeans pocket, links to the home page: 

<A HR EF-" http://www.levi.co m/" target=" _top"><img 
src="images/navbar/levi_logo.gif" width 0 20 heightm5l 
border-0 alt.,."www.levi.com" align .. "LEFT"></a> 

If you remember our lessons on frames (Jan/98, 

p84, and Feb/98, p78) , you 'll know that target="_top" 
is a special target command to remove all of the win

dow's frame structure and replace it with the hyper
linked document. This makes the hyperlinked docu

ment load into the entire browser window rather than 
into the current frame only. 



frames, follow these steps: 
Netscape Navigator 
•Click on the frame and hold 

down the mouse button, then 
select New Window With This 
Frame from the pop-up menu. 

• In the window that appears, 
select Page Source from the View 
menu, or select Save As ... from 
the File menu and choose Source 
from the Format pop-up menu. 

•The URL in Netscape's Location 
box will show you the frame doc
umenfs title. 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 
•Click and hold on the frame. 
• Select View Source from 1he pop

up menu. 
•The page's title will show you the 

frame document's title. 

Navigation Design 
There are many ways to help your 

visitors navigate, but none of them 

are useful unless viewers can spot 
the navigation tools. 

These pointers in the corner of the page are hyperlinked 
to other pages, but surprisingly, they're not hypertext-they 
are actually small images. 

The smart Levi's designers, however, chose a link
look-alike typeface and added underlining to make it obvi-

PROOF THAT A SITE can be flashy without 
You can use animation, too, to point out your naviga-

being dopey. Remember, keep your animated 
tion features. Please forget the oh-so-cool animations of 

ous that visitors should click on these words. 

GIFs small, and use as few frames as possible. 
flames, flashing logos, and spinning boxes. Stick with 

simple, small, clear movement that serves a purpose, 
such as the four rolling arrows the Levi's page uses to 
direct visitors ' attention to the four navigation buttons on 
the Men's Living Denim page. 

Frames 
We've all seen horrible examples of 
overused frames, but here's a site that 
uses five, count 'em, five frames and still 
manages to look clean . The secret? 
Absolute minimal use of borders and 

scroll bars. Whereas many pages use 
table cells for layout, Levi 's uses frames 
so that each part of the page can be 
manipulated separately. 

WE MESSED WITH THE HTML lo create this 
view of the hidden frame structure. 

What's the price? Levi 's loses all those 
visitors with older and text-only browsers. 

The site doesn't even offer text-only or 
no-frames options. 

That's a decision each Webmaster has 

to make, but in some cases, a flashy and 
cutting-edge Web site is the whole purpose 
of the site. After all, the Levi 's Web site isn't 
critical to Levi 's business; it's just fun. 

If your Web site is your main interface 
with the rest of the world, you can't afford to 
do this. If your site is just eye candy, then by 
all means, go wild. 

If you'd like to see a particular Web page 
deconstructed, drop a line lo Professor 
Web at professor.web@pobox.com. Please 
remember that the Professor can't per
sonally reply to every query. 
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power up 
DEVELOPMENT 
How to Add Sound to a Web Page 
by Buzz Zoller 

In the early days of the World Wide Web, 
everything was comprised of text and 
static images, which made for some 

pretty boring Web pages. Seeking to add 
some life to their site design, disgruntled 
Webmasters began to demand more
powerful tools- after all , multimedia was 
the buzzword of the day. Enter QuickTime, 
a wonderful tool for creating multimedia 
for the Web, which quickly cheered up 
those down-in-the-dumps designers . 
Apple's QuickTime technologies are one of 
the cornerstones of computer multimedia. 
It's no wonder that QuickTime is so widely 
used: It's tremendously versatile; it allows 
Webmasters to add moving pictures and 
sound; and it's available cross-platform. 
While QuickTime comes with the Mac OS, 
Windows packages do not include it. 
Windows users can download QuickTime 
from Apple's QuickTime Web site (http:// 
quicklime.apple.com). 

This how-to will teach you how to use 
QuickTime to add sound to your Web 
pages. We'll take a QuickTime movie with
out the movie part-in other words, just 

the soundtrack for a movie- and embed it 
into a sample Web page using a few simple 
HTML tags. 

Aside from the sound file, to add sound 
to a Web page you need an HTML editor. 
The two most popular visual HTML-editing 
programs for the Mac are Claris Home
Page 2.0 and Adobe PageMill 2.0. While 
these are both graphical editors, you still 
have access to the HTML source code in 
case you need to add special parameters. 
We'll use HomePage for this how-to, but 
you can easily adapt all steps in the 
process to PageMill. 

The next thing you need is your movie 
file. Make sure that you name it with a 
.mov suffix, which tells browsers to read it 
as a movie. Finally, you have to decide just 
how you want to present the sound. Do you 
want it to play transparently in the back
ground without any user control, or would 
you rather have viewers click a link and 
then hear the sound? Or perhaps you want 
your viewers to start the sound themselves? 
It's up to you. Now let's put some sound on 
the Web! 
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or sound to work inside your browser 
window, a plug-in must exist for that file 

type. There are many plug-ins that can han
dle all of the common sound file types. To 
find out what plug-ins you have installed in 
Netscape Navigator, select About Plug-ins 
from the Apple menu. If you use Internet 
Explorer, select About Internet Explorer from 
the Apple menu, and then click the Support 
button. Here are three of the most popular 
audio plug-ins: 
MacZllla Plug·ln 

MY _WEBSITE~ m:i l!iJ 

(http://maczllla.com) This popular plug-in ban· 
dies many audio and video formats. 
Beatnik Plug·ln 
(http://www.headspace.com/beatnlk/plug
in/lndex.html) This relatively new plug-In han
dles most audio formats. 

1 Organize your site. A well-organized Web site structure 
makes maintenance a breeze. Dedicate a folder (or directory) 

to your sounds. That way you' ll always know where to find your 
sound files. 
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QulckTlme Plug·ln 
(http://QulckTlme.apple.®m) lbe Quicklime 
plug-In comes Installed wlth Netscape 3 and 4 
for the Mac. You can reasonably assume that 
your viewers wlll have this plug-IQ. 

CJ ~~ ~-_,,__;!g!.,_. __ .,.. _ _.,_._. __ ,.-J\: _._ . .,._. __ ~_ ---_.~ Addlng_Sound.html --=--- , _._._,__ •• ,!'!_ --·- .· --" ~". -• eJS 

l!l~ l~I [ii I EJJl~lrml l.i.19'1 \&l-lml mill 
\Normal • ll1=l:=l l~l~l \.-la•l lfilill]1£1 

~lllitil~~ 
~ 

Us Ing qulckti ma 
To odd soll1ld to a vebpage using Claris Homa Page, simply drag the movie file into 

the HomaPage brovser vindov. It viii give you a litUe box like this . 

• 

-;-
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2 Launch your HTML editor and drag your movie fi le into your 
browser window. The visual HTML editor automatically embeds 

the sound fi le for you, creating a little placeholder square to represent 
your sound visually. 



I ~ websounds I ~ - I 9 Homer HD 

~ Eject 

Desktop 

L New !::l: I 

Newflle name: Cancel 

lsound.mov 

You can nnbld an AIPP fU. m1 m.... tbt UwA\lfjo plua-in bmdlt tbt 
atd.io. ll wes basicallytbtsmm TAGSm:a quickliml movie. You can't 
drq an AIPP ftlt into Homt Paat, tbt HTML must be enttrat by bml. 
Here is U. actual HTML for embeddina an AIPP a\lllo f111 to h1V8 it 
autoplaym:I. to nothawacontr<iller. 

Save !I 
u can do this with 

<EMBED SRc-·wabsounda/blep.aUr WIDTR-100 
HEIGHT· IOO HIDDEN•TRUE AUTOSTART-TRUE 
LOOP- PAU:E:ioj 

O Save normally (allowing dependencies) 
Erttm1ttd ffl• slz:•: 1 k 

f) Make movie self-contained 
E1tlm1tt d flit rlzt : I Sk 

Ii!' Playable on non-Apple computers 

MoviePlayer, which is Installed 
as part of Quicklime. If you're 
using Quicklime 3.0, you'll need 
to upgrade to the professional 
version. 

You'll have to hand-code the HTML 
when embedding an AIFF file, because 
HomePage can't handle them. The 
HTML for embedding an AIFF file with 
HTML looks remarkably similar to the 
code used to embed a WAV or 
QulckTime movie: 

<EMBED SRC- "websounds/ beep .aiff" 
wid t h- 100 height- 100 hidden-true autostart- true 
loop- false> 

~youcQg •rtoHomePage, you jltst Qt! 1 lllll< lo tile Ille 

""""""' wtllch you couWI Mlt lti. • ay 

Cllcl! twii t9h..,.o honld 

or you can Mlt OIOHtML, an• l "9I D01on10. 

• · You must flatten Quick11me movies to make them work on the Web. Mac files 
have two parts: a data fork and a resource fork. This effectively makes most Mac flies 
too wide to travel the Internet. QuickTime movies often have both of these forks as well, 
which makes them unusable on the Web. Flattening them eliminates the resource fork 
and puts everything Into the data fork. You can flatten a QulckTime movie by saving It 
froin ,MoviePlayer as Playable On Non-Apple Computers. For more In-depth informa
tion on sQ,und and the Macintosh, check out MacAddicfs "Know It All about Sound" 
(Mar/98, p82). 

What about adding a 
WAVfile? When you drag 
a WAV file into Home
Page, the program 
Inserts a link to the file 
that plays the sound 
when clicked. Alterna
tively, you can embed 
WAV files using the fol
lowing HTML: 

To tmt.daWAV l'ill, -U.-HT\.CL.-•for111 All'P. 

d MBID 111.c- · ... i.oaablmu ... ..-111:1,w-1 00 • ldda- 100 
11:14Mo-"9 .-mmt-in. ioo,-t•• 

<EMBED SRC- "websounds/ honk .wav" 
height- 100 width• lOO hidden- true autostart- true 
loop- false> 

Cl ~Addlng_Sound2.html~E!l8 

~ ~ IEEIG3liml l.i.IGJol ltal-lml ~ 
!Norm al •1 11::1:::11~ 1 -:r l Ha•! @Z[!J!kl 

~LMt!I~~ 
using quicktime 

Select the litUe box vi th your mouse, aD1 double click it or select · shov Ob,iect 
Editor" from the WiBiov Menu. 

w1•U1: CL:]~ I ReaolStze I 
Htt1ht: CL:]~ 

LHp: !No ... ) OA11to-pl91 

P~.:::·;::: :=:::::,,=:11=,.,,::::,,:::.,mo=.,..:::'..e~~ple-.,-m--~ 
Extro HTML: 

3 Select the box representing your sound file , and then 
choose Show Object Editor from HomePage's Window 

menu. Or you can just double-click the square to call up the 
Parameter window. 

O ~'%\!Addln1_sound3Jrtml~~me 

~ ~ IBllt<!!Uml ~ it.Hml ~ 
'""""'' ·1m m !!Fl l!JZill~ 

~~~f3mmtll 
using qulcktlme 

This is vhere you select the different ptU1U'llllters for yoW' 
soundJmoYie. - Wllflll: CI![] !Ph:1b Tl I Rt:MtSln I 

tt.t1~t : ill::)~ 
Height and Width are bov mu::h spoce it takes up; L• • = I No ... 1181 Airt• - •••• 

since it is o.soimi the size is not important -::-:~~===~=-==----
Loop is vhether or not the sourd viii keep repeating v cntn11er: lvn ... 1 

itself. P19fl• hp: i http:/ /gutclr:tlmupple.com 

Auto-play is vb:lther or not the soimi viii begin 
playing by il.s:elf. 

Controller is vh:lther or not the stl!.Man:i QuickTilIE: 
controller bar v iii be visible. 

E.x tro HTHL : 

4 1n the open Parameters window, enter all of the parameters 
for your movie. The Width and Height tags are visual only; 

they determine how much space the movie placeholder takes 
up on the page. 
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0 ~:::::= M¥±Addlng~Sound6.html L_ __ & ~ 8 

~ lill:i!I ~ ~ 
using quicktime 

This method vorks the same for PageMill; hov ever the movie information must be edited in 
the source code. 

<EMBED SRCci "vebsound.s/sound. moY" VI DTH .. "120" HEIGHT•" 32" 
ALIGN .. "BOTTOM" PLUGINSPAGE=http : / /quicktime .apple . com CONTROLLER .. TRUE 

1 
LOOP•FALSE AlJI'OPLAY .. TRUE> 

Or use the "Inspec tor" to add NAMES and VA LUES. 

Lfall: To: 

S You can do the same thing in PageMill, 
but here you also have the option of 

using an Inspector to do the job. 
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~~ IAifill ~ ~ 
using quicklime 

This is what my settings look like in a real browser. 

I It played as soon as it loaded . 

&Finally, check out your work in a Web browser. If you 're inter
ested in understanding how the parameters change the movie 

in the Web page, tweak a few, save your work, and then reload the 
page in your browser. 
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We haven taken Voodoo just this little bit further. In fact VillageTronic is the first and only hardware developer on the planet to make 

the impossible happen: We tamed the insanely fast Voodoo hardware and forced it's output into a 20 window. Yes you 're right! 

30 Overdrive is the only way to get every important 30 API you want and need in one board. Period . 

• RAVE for your favorite 30 apps and games, 

• GLIDE for incredible graphics with games as well as 

• OpenGL to be prepared for whatever the future will hold . 

So if your beloved Win Tel buddy is around again , why not driving him nuts by showing off your new hardware? Oh and by the way 

please don't forget to tell him that 30 Overdrive is -of course- ... MacOS only! 

What do the industry pundits say? 

"30 Overdrive is the only 3Dfx card on the Mac that actually works!" 
says Brian Greenstone, Engineer of the Quickdraw3D developer team at Apple Computer, Inc. and CEO of Pangea Software. 

Expect the impossible from the Masters of Voodoo ... to be continued ... 

/J.'ta'....,lr- @ Software Hut Inc. • toll free: 800-932-6442 • www.softhut.com/mac 

Artifice, Inc. • toll free: 800-203-8324 •voice: 541 -345-7421 • www.artifice .com 

Manufacturer: Village Tronic Marketing GmbH 
Tel. : +49 (0)5066-7013-0 • www.villagetronic.com 

School , Government and Fortune 1000 Purchase Orders Accepted• Dealer Inquiries welcome email macsales@softhut.com or call 800-848-0079 



& power up 
FUN & GAMES 
MacSoft's Al Schilling talks gaming strategy 
by John Lee 

Al Schilling, former musician and 40-
year-old father of eight-he refers to 

his kids as his own focus group and beta
testing army---'got into the software busi
ness four years ago as one of only three 
people working for MacSoft. The business 
has grown, and he's now the senior prod
uct manager of one of the busiest Mac 
gaming houses in the 
country. 

In the last year or 
so, you 've turned a good game 
company into what may be the best 
Mac game publisher. Your list of 
recent titles reads like a gaming 
Hall of Fame-Civilization II, Quake, 
Duke Nukem 30, Shadow Warrior, 
Master of Orion II, Unreal. To what 
do you attribute the rise to promi
nence? 

Several factors have contributed to our 
success, but I think the primary reason for 
our rise to prominence is the attitude of 
everyone here at MacSoft. We didn't just 
get together and decide, "Hey, there's a 
market opportunity for Mac software
let's make some money." Everyone here 
from the top down is a real Mac person. 
We all use Macs because the Mac OS is our 
platform of choice. We are successful in 
the Mac industry because we understand 
the Mac software market. 
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Most of your new titles are ballyhooed 
PC games brought over to the Mac. Is 
MacSoft phasing itself out of the origi
nal Mac game market? 

No. We would actually like to phase back 
into the original Mac game market. When we 
made the decision to become a developer as 
well as a publisher, we intended to do our 
own games. The fact is that there were a lot 

of great games being made for the PC, 
and no one was porting them to 

the Mac. In bringing all of these 
great games to the Mac, our 

hope is that people will rec-
ognize the viability of the 
Mac as a game platform, 
which will in tum result 
in more sales and more 
retail space for our 
products. 

How do you decide 
which games to bring 

over to the Mac? 

There are so many PC titles to 
look at. The first step is to wade 

through the junk to find the really 
good titles. In general, we won't even look 

at a title if it's not in the top 2 5. After 
selecting titles to go after, it becomes a 
matter of making a deal with the original 
developer or publisher. 

Most Mac owners firmly believe that 
the Macintosh is the better platform. 
So games, even PC ports, should be 
better, too . What do you do to 
improve PC-to-Mac ports? Better 
interfaces? Add features? 

One of the primary reasons the Mac is a 
superior platform is the Mac look and feel. 
Of course we try to introduce as much of the 
standard Mac interface as possible-save 
and open dialogs and so on. Often the major 
interface elements are actually part of the 
game code, so it is difficult to change them. 
When possible, we will try to introduce new 
features or fun stuff. The on-the-fly resolu
tion-switching in Quake and the Mac-only 
Easter eggs in Duke are examples. 

Who does your porting? Is it done in
house, or do you farm it out to 
groups such as Mark Adams' team at 
Westlake Interactive? 

We are very fortunate to have some of the 
best talent in the industry working on our 
ports. Mark Adams and his group at 
Westlake are incredible! Mark did the 
Duke Nukem port, as well as Shadow 
Warrior and now Unreal. He also does the 
maintenance upgrades for Quake. It's this 
kind of dedication that has made Mark one 
of the better known programmers in the 
Mac community. 

Also, Varcon Systems has done a lot of 
stuff with us-both ports and original con
tent. They secured Amandeep Jawa to do the 
Civilization II port, and it was fabulous! 
Finally, we've got some wonderful talent 
working in-house. Alan Nelson, Kirk 
Sumner, and Brian Nesse do fabulous work. 
Their most recent efforts have been Master 
of Orion II, Top Gun, and Deer Hunter. 

Has the buying public supported the 
recent increase in MacSoft titles? 

We are delighted with the response from 
the buying public. When we were acquired 
by GT, we knew we'd have to prove to them 
that Mac software was a viable business. 
Duke was our first big post-acquisition 
release, and it was hot right out of the 
chute. I believe that Peter Tamte has been 
quoted as saying that Duke made a profit 
the day it was released. Our sales doubled 
(again) last year, and we're continuing to 
expand this. 

Which new titles have been most 
successful so far? 

Civilization II has been our best-seller. Duke 
and Quake have both done very well. Back on 
the strategy side, so has Master of Orion II. 

How do you see the future of Mac 
gaming? 

We're not going to see a huge increase until 
the Mac user base grows. That said, I think 
the Mac market is on the rebound. 



M th II. Soulblighter 
Bungle Software: 800-295-0060, http://www.bungie.com 

an Myth II: Soulblighter possibly be as brilliant as the original? 

Good question. The Mythsters at Bungie have some tan
talizing answers. King Alric is back with his Warriors and 

Berserks, ready to do battle with a new set of enemies. 

The sequel will contain the eye-popping visuals of 

Myth: The Fallen Lords, plus these attractions: fortifi

cations, animated drawbridges and windmills, 

indoor battles, powerful magic spells, 3D fire that 

sears the landscape and injures troops, and a terrain 

mesh four times more detailed than the original. 

Look out for exploding chickens and other livestock! 

Start recruiting bomb-tossing dwarves and deadeye 

archers for another bloodbath. Myth II : Soulblighter will hit 

stores late this year.-John Lee 

Total nnihilation 
MacSoft: 800-229-2714, http://www.wlzworks.com/macsoft 

otal annihilation-one of the most celebrated real

time strategy games ever made-is coming to the 

Mac sometime this fall. The game's cool features 

include lush 30 landscapes and terrain; various ecosys
tems; more than 150 different vehicles and structures; 

combat over land, sea, and in the air; more than 25 mis

sions per political affiliation; an advanced enemy Al 

worthy of the best players; scalable battlefield views; 

and a customizable game interface. You can annihilate 

your friends in network multiplayer mode via LAN, " 
modem, and Internet. To top it all off, Total Annihilation ". ·. 
will fill your ears with its original musical score, per

formed by a 95-piece orchestra.-Jennifer Ho 
GET READY TO COORDINATE multiple units 
and attack enemy ships and buildings. 

new units. 

et ready, brainiacs. Sega is releasing a new 

simulation game called Yoot's Tower. 

Developed by Yoot Saito, the creator of the clas
sic SimTower, Yoot's Tower is an exercise in 

strategic thinking and high-rise management. The 

object is to build a five-star resort structure with 

limited funds-not an easy task! Not only must 

you select the perfect site and plan every step of 

construction, you also have to keep your renters 

happy. The Al is so advanced that game charac

ters actually get stressed. They'll check out of 

hotels with bad service, boycott stores with high 

prices, and generally make your life miserable. 

Ambient sound adds to the realism. You'll 

hear horns and traffic, humming elevators, 
------------------------------------' uncontrolled kids running through the hall-

Double Alight: 7111-782-6842, ldtJrJtwww.doubleaught.com 
reated by Double Aught, Duality is a first-person bang-bang with a difference. 

Abandoned in ancient ruins on a distant world, you are rescued from an alien lab by 

the underground and must fight your way past enemies to discover the secrets of the lost 

builders. But you'll need more than firepower to win in this story-driven shooter. The 

many enemies and weapons will satisfy your bloodlust, but part of the game's appeal is 

determining who your potential allies and foes are. Duality's developers, many of whom 
worked on Marathon Infinity, have packed the game with cinematic cut scenes, moral 

ambiguities, and puzzles that require strategy.-John Lee 

ways, and even splashing waterfalls. You'll also 

find lots of Easter eggs in the Mac version. 

Yoot's Tower ships this fall.-John Lee 
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FIND THE 
SHAREWARE 
and freeware 
programs 
mentioned 
on The Disc. 

ASK US 

We answer your 
technical questions, 
no matter how 
simple or complex. 

Q I recently upgraded to a Power Mac 
G3 and I love the speed , but I'm having 
trouble with my printer, which worked 
fine on my old Mac. The printer is con
nected via LocalTalk to the G3 's printer 
serial port. When I cl ick the printer driver 
in the Chooser, the printer name does 
not show up in the window on the right 
side where I used to be able to select 
the printer. What gives? 

A Mac OS 8.1 installed on Power Mac 
G3 models comes with an extension called 
LocalTalkPCI, which is a PowerPC version 
of the LocalTalk driver. This new driver is 
supposed to provide improved perfor
mance with LocalTalk, but it has been 
found to cause problems, such as the 
"invisible" printer you're experiencing in 
the Chooser, loss of connection during 
print jobs, and difficulty sharing serial 
printers over a LocalTalk network. To rec
tify any of these situations, remove the 
LocalTalkPCI extension from your System 
Folder, or use Extensions Manager to dis
able it. You will be able to print without the 
LocalTalkPCI extension installed, but you 
won't get the speed gains that it was 
intended to deliver. 

Q Suddenly, my Performa 6200 has 
been generating a high-pitched tone 
during startup that stops once the 
Finder shows up. I haven 't noticed any 
other other unusual problems or errors 
after startup. Cou ld th is be a vi rus, or is 
it something else? 

A Apple has confirmed that it has 
received numerous reports of similar 
behavior on certain Macs running Mac OS 
8.1. For some reason, it only seems to hap
pen when the speaker volume is set to an 
odd number. Apple is working on a fix, but 
in the meantime, open the Monitors & 
Sound control panel and change the 
Computer System Volume up or down a 
notch; then choose Restart from the 
Finder's Special menu. 
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Q Is there a shareware or freeware pro
gram that will defragment a hard drive? 

A Any time you want to find noncom
mercial software for the Mac, I recommend 
you surf over to http://www.shareware.com 
and search its huge database of files. 
However, I'm not aware of any shareware 
defrag utilities, nor was I able to locate any 
at this site. 

Defragging, also called optimizing, takes 
the bits and pieces of files that are scattered 
over a volume and rewrites them into con
tiguous blocks so that they can be read more 
efficiently. Theoretically this improves per
formance, but in practice the improvement 
is hardly noticeable unless your drive is 
severely fragmented witl1 little free space 
available. If you want to try optimizing your 
disk anyway, FWB's Turbo Too!Kit (650-482-
4800, http://www.fwb.com) contains a 
defragger called TurboDisk, Symantec's 
Norton Utilities (800-441-7234, http://www 
.symantec.com) includes one called Speed 
Disk, and ALSoft (800-257-6381, http:// 
www.alsoftinc.com) makes a stand-alone 
program called Disk Express. If you want to 
defrag for free, back up your entire hard 
drive, reformat the drive, and then immedi
ately restore from the backup. That will 
write all of the files contiguously and leave 
you with a current backup (a very good 
thing to have under any circumstance). 

Q Do new Power Mac G3 systems 
come from Apple with their hard drives for
matted as HFS or HFS+? 

A According to Apple, up until this 
spring all new Macs came with Mac OS 8.1 
on hard drives formatted with Mac OS 
Standard Format (also known as 
Hierarchical Filing System, or HFS). 
However, it appears that units now ship 
with Mac OS Extended Format (HFS+). If 
you want to convert from one format to 
another, start by backing up your entire 
hard drive. Then boot from the provided 
Mac OS 8.1 CD-ROM, select the hard drive, 
and choose Erase Disk from the Finder's 
Special menu. In the dialog box that 
appears, choose the format you want, then 
click OK. When the formatting is complete, 
use your backup to restore the files to the 
hard drive. To avoid this extra work when 

converting to HFS+, use ALsoft's PlusMaker 
(800-257-6381, http://www.alsoftinc.com). 

Q I downloaded an AVI movie from the 
Internet. Is there any way to play it on my 
Mac with Quicklime, or have I just wasted 
my time downloading a worthless piece of 
Windows junk? 

A Audio Video Interleave (AVI) is 
Microsoft's file format standard used for 
Video for Windows. To view AVI files on a 
Mac without QuickTime 3.0, you need Video 
for Windows, a free Mac utility that converts 
movie files between QuickTime and AVI for
mats. QuickTime 3.0 has built-in support for 
AVI files, so there's no need to convert them 
before viewing with MoviePlayer. 

However, that's not to say that if you 
have QuickTime 3.0 installed you can 

engo.avi Info El 

I Video Track f ;]~ I Format ::::J ; f~ 

Width: 160 

Height: 120 

Co lo rs : M;mons 

Data Format: Intel lndeo® V;deo R3.2 

With MoviePlayer 3.0, you can determine 
which codec was used to compress movies. 

watch any AVI file. The video must have 
been compressed with a compatible codec 
(compressor/decompressor). AVI movies 
are commonly compressed using Intel's 
Indeo Video codec. If you try playing an AVI 
movie that was compressed using a differ
ent version of the Intel Indeo Video codec 
than the one you have installed on your 
computer, an alert box informs you there 
may be problems and you'll likely see noth
ing but a white screen (although the audio 
may play correctly). If this is the case, open 
the AVI file with MoviePlayer 3.0. Choose 
Get Info from the Movie menu. In the win
dow that appears, choose Video Track from 
the left pop-up menu, then choose Format 
from the right pop-up menu. The name and 
version of the codec used is listed beside 
the Data Format heading. Codecs are not 
necessarily backward compatible. So if you 



have version 2. 0 of a codec installed, it 
doesn't mean you can view movies com
pressed with version 1.5 of the same 
codec. To view a movie, you must have 
installed the exact same codec that was 
used to compress that movie. 

Once you know the name and version of 
the codec used to compress the movie, surf 
over to http://www.terran-int.com/Codec 
Central/ to see if it's available for download. 
Many codecs are available for free, but some 
are commercial and must be purchased. 
Once you've properly installed the codec 
used to compress your troublesome movie, 
you should be able to view it with 
MoviePlayer. 

Q I have a Performa 6360. The owner's 
manual says that it can handle a 256K 
level 2 cache, and yet your magazine has 
advertisers selling 512K and 1 MB caches 
for this model. Can my machine really use 
an L2 cache bigger than 256K, and if so, 
will my Mac take advantage of the entire 
thing? 

A According to the knowledgeable folks at 
Newer Technology (800-678-3726 or 316-
943-0222, http://www.newertech.com), the 
Performa 6360 uses the same L2 cache as 
the Performa 6400. Apple says you can use 
only a 256K L2 cache in either machine, but 
some vendors do indeed sell larger modules 
you can install. You will see moderate 
increases in performance with larger mod
ules, but Newer cautions that you also 
increase the likelihood of instability, since 
you're pushing the Mac beyond its specifica
tions. If it's greater performance that you 
seek, I recommend purchasing Speed
Doubler from Connectix (800-950-5880, 
http://www.connectix.com) instead. Speed
Doubler is a great addition to any Power 
Mac (even one \vith an L2 cache aheady 
installed) , and it's remarkably stable. 

Q Is it possible for me to use USB 
peripherals on my Power Mac G3/266 
Minitower? Do all USB peripherals work 
with USS-compliant Macs, or do you need 
specific drivers? 

A USB stands for Universal Serial Bus. It's a 
new technology for attaching peripherals that 
is gaining acceptance in the Wintel world. It 
made its premiere in the Macintosh commu
nity on the new consumer iMac, where two 
USB ports replace ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 
SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface) , and 
serial ports for connecting external devices 
such as keyboards, hard drives, and modems. 

ere's an insidious worm wiggling Its way through the Power Mac community 
called the Autostart 9805 worm. It replicates itself as an invisible program on any 

volume it can locate by taking advantage of the CD-ROM AutoPlay option introduced in 
QuickTime 2.0. Symptoms include unusually heavy disk and network activity, plus 
unexpected system restarts. Once the worm is in place, it overwrites certain types of 
files, and the only way to recover from an infection is to eliminate the worm completely 
and restore damaged files from a backup. 

The simple preventive action to take is to open the QuickTime Settings control panel 
(available with QuickTime 2.5 or later), choose AutoPlay from the pop-up menu, and 
then deselect the Enable CD-ROM AutoPlay check box. Just as the other check box in 
this control panel allows the Mac to begin playing audio CDs when inserted, the CD
ROM AutoPlay option can be used to launch an application or open a document when a 
CD-ROM is inserted. However, this works only if the publisher of the CD-ROM has 
included special instructions in the disc's block zero. In my experience, very few CD
ROMs actually take advantage of this feature, so you're unlikely to lose much function
ality by disabling this option, but your Mac will be safe from future infections by the 
Autostart 9805 worm. You may leave the Enable Audio CD AutoPlay check box selected, 
as It doesn't provide any known loopholes that worms, viruses, or Trojan horses can 
exploit. 

If your Mac has already been infected by the Autostart 9805 worm, disabling the 
CD-ROM AutoPlay feature will not stop the worm from replicating-it transforms into 
an invisible extension after the initial infection. If you suspect your Mac has been 
Infected by this worm, run James W. Walker's freeware antidote WormScanner, or 
check with the developer of whatever commercial antivirus utility you rely upon to see 
if there's an update that addresses this worm. 

Quicklime"" Settings 

:-J AutoPlay 

Iii Enable Audio CDAutoPlay 

Plays audio CDs in sequential track order 
automatically when inserted. I• 

11 

D Enable CD-ROMAutoPlay 

Allows some CD-RO Ms to start automatically 
when inserted. 

USB has several advantages over older 
bus technologies, including the ability to con
nect up to 127 hot-swappable devices, but it 
may prove too slow for certain applications, 
such as when you need high-speed hard disk 
access. Nonetheless, USB is poised to become 
the new Wintel standard, and I wouldn't be 
surprised to see Apple include it on models 
other than the iMac in the near future. 

For users of older Macs, Keyspan (800-
986-9146 or 510-222-0131 , http://www. 
keyspan.com) has announced plans to 
release a sub-$100 card with two USB ports. 
It should work with any USB peripheral, 

II 

provided the device manufacturer includes a 
Mac driver. The Keyspan USB Card was slated 
for shipment concurrent with Apple's 
release of Mac OS 8.5 (code-named 
Allegro) this summer. It requires a PCl
based Mac running System 7.6 or later. 

Owen W. Linzmayer (askus@macaddict.com, 
http://www.netcom.com/-owenink) is a San 
Francisco- based freelance writer and the 
author of The Mac Bathroom Reader. Please 
submit technical questions or helpful tips 
directly via email or c/o MacAddict, 150 North 
Hill Drive, Suite 40, Brisbane, CA 94005. 
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> 230-240MHz 
> lMB Backside 

cache@160MHz 
frxon/y 

$699'!686 

JaZ" 1GB Drive 
Blo'IN'OUl.I 

Sf 8999
#1sa13 

> External SCSI 
> 1 Year Warranty 
Factory Refurbished. 

~~~ 
$9991 each 

PowerBook G3/233MHz/32MB RAM/2GB Hard Drive 
20X CD-ROM/EtherneV12.1" STN Passive-Matrix 

!Z299t, .. 
AJsa Available from ftlacMal/ 
#32520 NEW! PowerBook G3/233MHz/32MB RAM/2GB Hard Drive 

20X CD·ROM/Ethernet/FDD/56K Modem 
12.1"STN Passive-Matrix 

#32521 NEW/ PowerBook G3/233MHz/32MB RAM/2GB Hard Drive 
20X CD·ROM/FDD/Elhernet/13.3" TFT Active-Matrix '2,999 

#32522 NEW/ PowerBook G3/233MHz/32MB RAM/2GB Hard Drive 
20X CD·ROM/FDD/Elhernet/14.1" TFT Active-Matrix 13,499 

#32523 NEW! PowerBook G3/250MHz/32MB RAM/4GB Hard Drive 
20X CD·ROM/FDD/E1hernet/56K Modem/13.3" TFT 
Active-Matrix 13,899 

#32524 NEW/ PowerBook G3/292MHz/64MB RAM/8GB Hard Drive 
20X CD·ROM/FDD/E1hernet/56K Modem/14.1" TFT 
Active-Matrix 

Upgrades 'or your 
PowerBook G3 
11Yot~t~~ 

Don't Forget Memoryr 
#3 1437 111Me~63- ,65" 
#31438-~ ... 
#31440 - '95" 

64MB .......... G3Sertes 1 17599 

• #88261 
When purchased In 10-Pack 
after $20 mail-In rebate. 
Limit two 10-Packs per customer. ~ o 

Papetl'orl vx Scanner 
scans documents In 6 seconds. 
Factory refUrblshed. 1 Year Warranty. 
While supplies /ast l 

SAlf"l99 
~ #84549 

NEW!Adobe 
Photashop 5.0 
Now with editable 
text and new 

~ ~EErmJ 
with any text layers, a ! 

multiple undo 
history palette 

ra"s~; t'::.;'1~netic 
frx only AdobePhotoshop 5.D 

Sf•'999 ·----
1; #30885 

Upgrade CD PowerMac 

drive or a.~ 'uneUp comP.uter v, .. ,, 

punmase 
#31099 
Shipped in 
promotional 
packaging. 

Norton Antl"Vi111S 5.0 
frx only $"A99 
~ #28475 

Price reflects S40 mfr. mail-in upgrade 
rebate for SAM and NUM users. 

· . . ~ -~ J~ • MacOS8 • 

~"l!o/TI®'~ -~~~ NEW . ·~'a'N• 
Matf OS 8.1 [~~.::.:::-- !~ Kai's SuperGOO 
on,/4999#2

7064 
Si995 l~~-M-et-aC~-ea-tion~sJI 

Price reflects $30 mfr. mail-in upgrade #32175 
rebate. Reg. Price $98.99 #27189 ..__,.....,..... ............................. .....,...;.i 



WAS 5.1,-999 

Now Sf,699/ 
233MHz PowerPC" G3132MB RAM 
4GB Hard Drive/24X CD-ROM (monrtorsold separateM #32510 (desktop) 
Also Available from MacMall Model shown is #32513 
#32512 Power Macintosh G3/233MHz/32MB RAM/4GB Hard Drive 

24X CD-ROM/ 56K modem/Mini Tower was '1,999 Now '1,849 
#32511 Power Macintosh G3/266MHz/32MB RAM/4GB Hard Drive 

24X CD-ROM/Zip Drive/Desktop model 
#32513 Power Macintosh G31266MHz/32MB RAM/6GB Hard Drive 

'1,999 

24X CD-ROM/ Zip DriveNideo In & Out/Mini-Tower '2,499 
#32514 Power Macintosh G31266MHz/128MB RAM/4GB Hard Drive/24X CD 

100Base-T/8MB EDO VRAM/Mini-Tower was '3,499 Now '2,999 
#32515 NEW! Power Macintosh G3/300MHz/64MB RAM/4GB Hard Drive 

24X CD-ROM/6MB SGRAM/Mini-Tower '3,359 

BUY FRONI THE 
I( Fastest Overnight Delivery. Order Until 

10pm-Get It Tomorrow By 10:30am! 
t( Over 45,000 Products! 
t( 51.8 Billion In Available 

I( Open Accounts and Leasing! 
I( Custom Configuration! 
I( Volume Discounts! I 

Inventory! 

Wamn ArtPad I 
4"x5' Reflriished 
Graplics Tablet 
>- Pressure Sensitive Pen 
>- Includes Pen Tools 2.0 
>- 1 Year Warranty 
only 

s4999 #33396 
~W!3:•1A\1 

I( 1st Apple Authorized 
Catalog Reseller 

> 600dpi, 8ppm #84083 
> 3MB RAM, 35MB max 
> Adobe" Postscript" L2 
> Factory refurbished, 1 Year Warranty 
While supplies last! 

233MHz iMac G3 
PowerPC G3/32MB RAM/4GB Hard Drive 
24X CD-ROM/33.6Kbps Modem/15" Built-in Display 
#31979 While supplies last Pricing, technical specification and availability are all 
subject to change from the manufacturer. 

Exclusive Deals from MacMall! 
Astra610s 
30-bit Scanner 
> 300 x 600dpi optical resolution 
> 4800dpi maximum resolution 
> 8.5" x 11.7" max. scan area 
> Includes Adobe" PhotoDeluxe 
> Factory refurbished 
> 1 Year Warranty 

1~~-he_!-'_a-gi-~-tf Co_X_lor~~ , 

canon BJt:-4550 

#32198 
> Prints on paper up to ll 'xl7" 
> Prints Sppm B/W and !ppm 
> Photo-realistic color printing 

with optional Photo kit (#82929) 
> Optional AdobeTM PostScript 

Level 2 software (#32433) 
> Mac & PC compatible 
> Factory refurbished 
> 1 Year Warranty 



G3·266mhz w/1024k 2:1 Cache ................ 759 
G3·300mhz w/1024k 2:1Cache .................... 999 

~@NN@r ~ 
Sonnet Cresendo G3 Upgnules ~ 
For the PowerMac 6100/7100/ 8100 & 8115; 
Performa 6110/6112/6115/6116/6117 /6118; 
Workgroup Server 6150/8150/9150; Radius 81/110. 
G3·225mhz w/512k2:1 Cache .................... ~485 
G3·250mhz w/1024k 2:1 Cache ................ 675 
G3·266mhz w/1024k 2:1 Cache ................ 765 
XLR8 MachSpeed Adjustable G3 Upgrades 

For the PowerMac 7300/7500/7600/8500/ p,.."4.,........-! 
8515/8600/9500/9515/9600; Workgroup 
Server 7350, 8550, 9650; Power Computing 
PowerWave; UMAX J700 & S900; and DayStar Genesis 538. 

G3·220mhz w/512k 2:1 Cache .................... 1489 
G3·233mhz w/512k2:1 Cache .................... 555 
G3·266mhz w/512k2:1 Cache .................... 735 
G3·300mhz w/512k2:1 Cache .................... 885 
G3·300mhz w/1024k 1.33:1 Cache ...... $1395 
Get the full details on accelerating your 

Macintosh On Our Website ! 

Level 
256k L2 61/71/8100 PowerMacs erformas 15 
1Mb L2 61/71/8100 PowerMacs/Performas 99 
512k L2 73/.l5/.l6/85/86 & Compatible Clones $59 
1Mb L2 73"/'15"/'16/85/86 & Compatible Clones $119 
512k L2 6360/6400/6500; Starmax; and PowerBase $49 
1Mb L2 6360/6400/6500; Starmax; and PowerBase $169 

""""""' 1000 

• 24HR. ONLINE ORDERING & PRODUCT INFO • 
• DAILY UPDATED PRICES & SPECIALS • 

Mac Batteries 
3.6v Lithium Clock/ 
PRam Battery 
for Mac II Series/LC 11,111,400 Series/ 
Quadra 475,610,660av,700, 
800,840av, 
Most PowerMacs. $9.95 

4.Sv Lithium 
Clock/PRam Battery 
Quadra/Perlorma/LC 
630,631 ,635,637, 
638,640s, PowerMac 
4400s. $15.95 

SCSI Acceleration Cards 
lntio Miles PCI UltraSCSI Card 
Supports SCSI II / 111 Narrow and Wide for all PCI PowerMacs. 100% G3 $ 209 
Compa6ble. UltraWide Cable and Conley SoftRaid U61ity included ........ . 

G3 PowerMac S stems 
Call for Best Price 
on all New G3 PoweriVlac Min\Towers, 
Des~ops and PowerBooks. 

BIG SOUND " 
StvV\U. PRICE 
UNBEATABlE SOUND 
UNBEATABLE DEAL! 

Ultimate Sound Loud Speaker System 
Atlantic Technology MulliMecla 50 Wt 
3Pc Subwoofer I Loudspeaker System .. l1.·· ... 
Deep, Clean Sound for Music & Explosive Gaming ON , 

Other World Computinn 
224 West Judd St, Woodstock, IL 6009'"8 

International: !815l 338-8685 
Fax: 815 338-4332 

Prices, avaJlabity, and specification Sll!jed IO dlange witl'1UI notX:e. Items not covered by 30 Day Money 
back guarantee subject lo 15% restoddng fee~ returned forcrecit. Returns IOl'crecil.aa:epted v.'ithin 30days of purchase onlif. 



W ' ""'I ' ' ¥ 

~_;- I 
- -

G3 SDRAMs 
SDRAM 32 MEGABY'IE. ........... $41 
Modules for 64 MEGABm ............ $81 5v 168 PIN DIMMS 2K Refresh 60ns 

II G3 128 MEG.•nm $155 for Ap.Ple5400/6360Lq400/7200/7300/7500/7600/ I Mii .. 8500/9500 & (o!!J~ble PowerComputing & Umax Computers. 
PowerMacs 256 MEGABm .. $579 16 MEGABYTE .................................................. $27 

32 MEG .......... $38 64 MEGABm .... $65 
C-.0 4 MEG G3 Video SGRAM 128 MEGABm ............................................ $239 

Video RAM 
Video Ram Memory Upgrades 
256k PMac 7100/GNacfraB00/650 ................ 115 
512k PMac 8100/auadra's/LC's .................... 25 
1 MEG PMac 72/15/76/8500 & Comp. .......... 19 
1 MEG PCI Dos Carel Qpgrade ........................ 25 
4 MEG Motorola StarMax/ 4400 PMac ...... 49 

Mac Stora e 
4.5Gig $255 
Quanhim Viki~g Internal 

• 7200 RPM SCSI 
• Sms 
• 512k Cache 
• 5 Year Warranty 

External:$299 Mac<Nl 
~ m FWB HD Tool Kit v2.5.x HardDrives Include 

llKluded with all Hard Drives SYSTEM 7.1 INSTALLED ! 30MB OF FREE SOFTWARE. 
30 Doy Money Bock Guarantee EXTERNAL VERS~N FEATURES PLATINUM CASE WITH DUAL 
Full Manufacturer Worron~ SCS PORTS, PUSll-BUTTON SCS 10 ANO 411 WATT POWER. 

SCSI hard drives Int. 
2.2gb Quantum 1 ng nro-pms121cCocheemsl)T 169 
3.2gb Quantum FireBall SE s.mpn 128lc Coche9ms3yr 249 
4.3gb Seagale Banacuda 7200rpn J024k Coche8msl)T 259 
4.5gb Seagate Medalist Pro ST34520N 7200/51 21c/9.5mi 3yr $349 
6.4gb Quantum FireBall SE s.mpn 128lc Coche9ms 3yr $359 
8.4gb Quantum FireBall SE s.mpn 128lc Coche9ms3yr $459 
9.1gbFujltsu ~mk ~;.: · ~. J. . 4 

Ext. 
219 
299 
309 

$399 
$409 
$509 

$549 

799 

5v EDO DIMMs 
5v EDO 168 PIN DIMMS 2K Refresh 60ns 
for Apple 5500/ 6500/8600/9600 PowerCOl!lP,Utiqg Povter8ase, 
& Umax C500[C600 Computer.s Will Also work in air machines 
utilizin9_~n-eilo 5v memory dimms_e_x_£e_et _!\Eel!flOO. 
16 MIG $29 32 MEGABm .......... $37 
64 MEG $64 128 MEGABm ........ $249 

Int. Ext. 
Iomega Zip 1 OOMB SCSI Wi 1 Carti1 ge 119 149 
Iomega Zip Plus External With I Cartridge c:::mrnJ $189 
Iomega Ju 1 GIG SCSI External With I Cartridge $279 
lometa Ju 2GIG SCSI External With I Cartridge $449 
Ilp miil .Im Medla: Iomega Jlp c.trWgeo $12 ioch. 10kr $95 
I Gli Jm Cartridges $83 each. 5 kr 5399 t 2Gli Im Caitridges $89 eo<h. 5 kr $425 
Yamaha CDRW4260 

2XCD ReWriloble/4X Reconloble/ 6X Read w/I cdr, I cdrw, Toast 3.5 $549 $599 
Verbatim 74 Minute Gold COR Media w/Jewel Case 

$~. 501cr$99 100lcr$185 

2.5 Gig Quantum 
Fireball IDE 

F IR.E • Ii s 159 : ~~re IDE , B~,UJ • 3 Year Warranty 

Internal 

IDE hard drives 
2.SG Quantum Fireball Eclipse 9ms 3yrvmm1y 
5.1 Gb Quantum Fireball Eclipse 9ms Jyrvmm1y 
7.6Gb Quantum Fireball Eclipse 9msJyr........iy 
10.2Gb Quantum Fireball Eclipse 9ms 3yr ........iy 

Int. 
159 
199 
275 
369 

• 24HR. ONLINE ORDERING & PRODUCT INFO • 
• DAILY UPDATED PRICES & SPECIALS • 

PowerBook Memory 
WallStreet/ MainStreet G3 -
PowerBooli: Memory Upgrades 
32 MB$69 64 MB..$109 128MB .. $189 

PowerBook 3400 & Ori inal PBG3 
PBoo 3400 G3 16 MB ........ 99 
PBook 3400/G3 32 MB ........ 79 
PBook 3400/G3 64 MB ...... $149 
PBook 3400/G3 96 MB ...... $229 
PBook 3400/G3 128 MB ...... $299 

PowerBook Duo Series 
Duo Series 20 MB...... 139 
Duo 2300 24 MB ...... 139 
Duo 270/280/'l'JOO 28 MB ...... 149 
Duo 2300 32 MB ...... 149 
Duo 280/2300 36 MB...... 159 
Duo 2300 40 MB...... 169 
Duo 2300 48 MB...... 179 
PowerBook 190/ 500/ 5300 ispeci&I 
24MBS79 32MB$99 48MB'S149 

•5300QNLY 

owe is~ !echwarks Authorized Reseller. IUMlllllU'fi\d 
Call or VISlt www.macsales.com for the I 
best prices on Techworks Brand Memory. fln1t771>fufon11" 

HOT BUYS on PowerBook 1!1.1 
SCSI and IDE Hard Drives~ 
SCSI PowerBook hard drives int. 
IOr PoWer&Ok 100 series lextept 150), 520)540(c), & Duo Series (except 23001 
160Mb Apple 2.5" with90DayWaJTC~ $89 

IDE PowerBook hard drives 
for PowerBook150)190(ts)/5300)1400/3400 Series 
2160Mb Hitachi 42001JX11 1961< 12m1 ""wili 3Ya WllT. 
3.2Gb Toshiba 42001JX111 28lc 13ms .-. wili3YaWllT. 
3.2Gb Hitachi 44361JX11196lt 12m1 .run wiliJY .... warr. 
4Gb IBM 42001JX11128k 13ms "" v.ilhJYe<rWllT. 
SGb IBM 42001JX111 28lc 13ms NmHlm wiliJYecrW!IT. 

Other World Computinn 
224 West Judd St., Woodstock, IL 6009ti 

International: (815l 338·8685 
Fax: (815 338-4332 

Int. 

Prices, availability, and speci!ication subject to change without notice. Items oot covered by 30 Day Money back guarantee subject to 15% restocking fee if returned for credit. Returns for credit accepted within 30 days of purchase on~. 



OS)> seagate 
MEDALIST PRO 

---------- ----- ---- - ---..:.:::::;:::::::-;· = ® 

ULTRASTAR 9ZX 

9.IGB 5549 9.IGB 5739 
1200 ll'M Bare 1000 ll'M Bare 

OS)> seagate OS)> seagate 
BARUCUDA 9LP BARRACUDA 

Fast & Wide 

c ...-... Sf 9.IGB 5699 18.2GB51259 
OWi 7200 IPM Bare 1200 IPM Bare 

Description 
Ultra SCSl-3 
2.1GB Stratus SE 
3.2GB Stra tus SE 
4.3GB Stratus SE 
4.5GB Viking 
6.4GB Stratus SE 
B.4GB Stratus SE 
9.1GB Atlas Ill 
18.2GB Atlas Ill 
UltraWide SCSl-3 
4.5GB Viking* 
9.1GB Atlas Ill 
18.2GB Atlas Ill 
IDE Drives 

@@@ 
Quantum Stratus drives carry a 3 Year Warranty 

Quantum Atlas & Viking drives carry a 5 Year Warranty 
Model Access RPM Bare 

OM321 60SES 1 Oms 5400 '209 
OM33240SES 10ms 5400 '239 
OM34320SES 10ms 5400 '279 
QM34550VKS 8ms 7200 '199 '269 
OM36480SES 1 Oms 5400 '359 '429 
OM38420SES 10ms 5400 '479 
OM309100TDS 7.8ms 
OM318200TDS 7. 8ms 

OM34550VKSC 8ms 7200 1199 1289 
QM3091OOTDLW7.8ms 7200 1779 '869 

QM318200TDLW ·~o8p\ll ~cA ~~,~~Ii;~ ~~~:1d1~t~r 

2.5GB Fireball EL OM302500ELA 
5.1GB Fireball EL OM305100ELA 
7 .6GB Fireball EL OM307500ELA 

1 Oms 5400 '139 
1 Oms 5400 '169 
10ms 5400 '259 

CLUBMAC TAPE BACK-UP 
4-BGB DDS-2 DAT Drive w/ Retrospect ......... s7 49 
12-24GB DDS-3 DATDrive w/ Retrospec1..s1079 
15-30GB DLT Drive w/ Retrospccl... ............ s2599 
20-40GB DLT Drive w/ Retrospect... ........... s2899 
35-70GB DLT Drive w/ Retrospect... .......... s5399 

t 

10.2GB Fi reball EL QM310200ELA 10ms 5400 '339 ---- I lf BONUS OFFEaff 
fil) se1~n:1te ~ 1i' Borroculo & Chee~h dmes car~ a 5 Yoor Warmn~ r&'lj All ClubMac Tape Back- up 
OlJ U~· ~ ~ Meclolotdmes car~ a 3 Yoor Wonan~ P Products are bundled wit 
Ultra SCSl-3 ~- aerrospecr 4 .0 
4.5GB Medalist Pro ST34520N 9.5ms 7200 '329 '399 RETROSPECT 4.0 
6.5GB Medalist Pro ST36530N 9.5ms 7200 '429 Relrospecl 4.0 Retail Single user ... 
4.5GB Medalist Pro ST39140N 9.5ms 7200 Relrospecl 4.0Remote10 user license 
9.1 GB Barracuda 9LP ST39173N 7.1 ms 7200 Retrospect Network Kit 4.0 (w/to User license) 
9.1GB Cheetah ST19101N 7.7ms 
18.2GB Barracuda18 ST118273N 7.1ms 
UltraWide SCSl-3 
9.1GB Barracuda 9LPST39173W 7.1ms 
9.1GB Cheetah 9LP ST39102LW 

s349s 

CALL 



SONY 
Multiscan 1110ES 15: 1280x1024, 25nm .. 
Multiscan 100GS 15'. 1280>1024.on screen disp ... '339 
Mu\\iscan 200ES 17'. 1280xl024. 25mm .............. '499 
Muttiscan 200GS 17'.1280x1024. on screen dO!> ... '629 
Multiscan 400PS 19', 1600x1200 ....................... '899 
Multiscan 521JGS 21 ', 1600xl200 .................... '1299 
Multiscan 500PS 21', 1600x1200 ................... '1399 
APPLE 
Multiple Scan 15AV 15', 1024x768 ............. '379 
Apple ColorSync 17" ............................. '789 
Apple ColorSync 20' ............................... '1519 
RASTER OPS 
MC621517', 15.9viewable 1024X768 .......... '479 
MC751519', 1600x1200 .. ........................... '849 
SuperScan MC801 HR 21', 1600x1280 ...... '1399 
NEC 
A500 15', 1024x768 .28 dol pirch ................... '229 
M500 15', 1024x768 .28 dol pilch ... .. .... .... '369 
M70017', 1024x768 .28dolpilch .................. '599 
E900 19', 1280x1024 .28 dol pilch ................. '879 
E110021', 1280x1024 .28dolpilch ............ .'1199 
P115021', 1360x1024 .28dolpilch .......... .'1349 
VIEWSONIC 
EA 77117'. 112aox1024 .. 25dotpitch ............ .'479 
GT775, 17' 1280x lll24, BOHz, .25 dot pirch ....... '599 
G790, 19' 1600x1200 .. 25 dot pilch ................. '779 
PT 813, 21' 1600x1200, 85Hz, .28dot pitch ... .'1429 
P 815, 21· 1800x1440, 76Hz, .25 dot pitch .... .'1379 

Nexus GA™ 8MB 20 & 30 Pro PCI 
XClaim VRr• 4MB PCI graphics card 
XClaim TV™ Tuner ................................ '82.00 
IXMICRO 
Mac Rocket 20/30 wNideo Out ............... .'209 
Pro Rez 20/30 128 bit 8MB PCI ............. .'299 
Twin Turbo 128M 4MB PCI ...................... .'269 
Twin Turbo 128M 8MB PCI ...................... .'399 
Ultimate Rez 20/30 8MB PCI. .. .. ....... .'499 
Turbo TV... .. .......................................... .'79* 
TECHWORKS 'Price aller $20 mail-in rebate. 
Power 30 (PCI) ......................................... .'146 

~ 
UNI 111YABH PRICISf 

Stylus Color 600 1440 OP/ .. . 
Stylus Color 850 1440 OP/ . ............... '379 
Stylus Color Photo 700 6 COLOR . ...... .'249 
Stylus Color 3000 17"x 22" 1440 OP/ . . .'1999 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
HP LaserJet 6MP ................................... '878 
HP LaserJet 4000N .............................. '1496 

U.S. ROBOTICS MODEMS 
Courier V.Everything 56K V90 Mooem 
GLOBAL VILLAGE MODEMS 
Teleport V90 56K Fax/Mo<lem w/ OS 8.1 .. $169.99 
Teleport V90 56K Fax/Modern .................. $159.95 
56K PCMCIA Combo Card.... .. ............ $299.00 
E-TECH MODEMS 
56K Bullet External Fax/Mo<lem ................ $119.95 
GOLD 56K 
Gold 56K External Fax/Mo<lem .................... $99.00 
MEGAHERTZ MODEMS 
Cruise Card, XJAEM 33.6 lor PowerBooks $299. 00 
56K X-JackPCMCIA... .. ......................... $224 .99 

GRAPHIC TABLETS 
WAC OM 
Pen Partner 4x5 ........................................ $79 .95 
ArtPad II 4x5 Tablet..... . .................. $129.00 
Artz II 6x8 Tablet..... . ........... $298.95 

NEWER TECHNOLOGY 
MAXPowr G3 6100 240MH!/160 Cache ........... '699 
MAXPowr G3 7100/81110 210MH!/105 Cache . .'599 
MAXPowr G3 71110/81110 240MH!/125 Cache .. '799 
MAXPowr G3 220/110 PPG 750 upgrade ............ '549 
MAXPowr G3 250/125 PPG 750 upgrade ............. '649 
MAXPowr G3 300/300 PPG 750 upgrade ......... .'1989 

APPLE 
~~~~l1 CD ... 
Il lustrator 7.0 upgrade ........................ .'119.95 
Photoshop 5.0 upgrade ............. '179.00 
PageMaker 6.5 upgrade ........................ .'89.95 
~ ~rn~~~E~ "F~ta.de ..... ....... ...... ........ •119 .oo 
FileMaker Pro 4.0 ............................... .'181.95 
~XMio~~~~ie 3.0 ............................. '39.95 * 

FreeHand 8 upgrade... .. ..... '149.00 
FreeHand 8 ......................................... '379.00 
Director 6.5 Multimedia Studio upgrade ...... .'499. 00 
Director 6.5 Mullimedia Sludio .................. .'925 . 00 

SOFT 
Standard ............................... '449.95 
Slandard Upgrade ................ 1263.95 
BLIND 

MYST............... .. .......... .'22.95 

VJSIONEER 
PaperPortVx (Grayscale) 
PaperPort Strobe COIORI relurbished 
AGFA 
Agla SnapScan 310 30 bit Scanner.. ...'199 
Ag la Arcus II Desktop Pro Scanner. ........ .'1299 
UMAX 
UMAX Astra 610S ........................................ 199 
UMAX Powerlook II w/lrans. adapter ....... .'1295 • 
MICROTEK 'Allers:!OMaiHnRe!Ja!eendsOOl/!ll 
Microtek Scanmaker Ill w/lrans adapler ... .'1189 
Microtek Scanmaker V600, 30bit.. ............. .'129 
Microtek Scanmaker V310, 30bit ................. .'79 

Journeyman 3 ....................................... .'27.95 PowerMac 63 OIMMs 
Riven .................................................. .'42. 95 ..... .'139 16MB .... '49 32MB ....... '8S 
CONNECTIX 64MB .. '239 64MB .... .'239 
Virtual PC 2.1 w/Windows 98 ............ .'169.95 4MB ..... .'15 32MB .. .. '85 PowerBook 3400 
SYMANTEC 16MB •45 128MB •449 16MB '75 32MB '135 
~~~~~ ~~l:~iii~s3s5oU~r;de , :~~:~~·· 168 pin DtMMs 64MB .. '299 128MB ... '299 

' $50 Mail-in rebate-ends 12131/98. Ask sales rep for details. 8MB '35 16MB '49 Powe rBook 1400 
"'$40 Mail-in rebate-ends 8/31/98. Ask sales rep for details. 32MB .... 199 64MB ... ' 195 16MB ... .'75 32MB ..... '139 

IE] 
NO 

SURCHARGE 

ClnbMiC· 
Sales & Customer Servi ce Corporate/Educatlonal Sa les 
24 Hours a Day, 7 Oaysa Week ..... (800) 217·9208 M - F Sam - Spm PST.. .... .. .... (800) 258·2621 

E·Mall: ClubMac Sa les ...... . cmsa les@club-mac.com 

Customer Service .... cuslsvc@club·mac.com 
Inquiries & lnternallonal Sales Technical Support 
M - F Sam • 9pm PST.... .. .. (949) 768-8130 M • F Sam - 9pm PST .................... (800) 854-6227 Technical Support .. .. techsup@club-mac.com 

24-Hour Fax... .. .. .. ..... (949) 768-9354 Mall : ClubMac ... ..... 7 Hammon d, Irvine, CA 92618 



Order vvith 
Confidence! 
~ Guaranteed Low Prices! 

Computer prices change all the time. If you find any item 
advertised for less in a current national catalog or publi
cation, we'll match their in-stock price. Call for details. 

~ A trusted Mac source since 1986! 

One of the largest Computer Direct Marketers, today 
we have over 2 million customers throughout the U.S. 

J'I If you don't see it, call! 

We offer a wide selection of 45,000 quality products .. . 
everything you need from a single source! 

J'I Expect a great experience 
every time you shop! 

We have hundreds of Sales Advisors. Each one is 
trained to give you the courteous service you deserve 
and help you make the best choice every time. 

J'I Order 24 hours a day, 7 days a weel<. 

Got a question? Need to order? We're always here, 
ready to help when you need us. 

G3 PowerMacs as low as $1699! 
Apple® 
Power Macintosh® 
G3/233MHz Desktop 
• 233MHz G3 processor 
• 32MBRAM, 

exp. to 192MB 
• 4.0GB hard drive 
• 2MBVRAM 

Monitor sold 
separately. 

• 24X CD-ROM drive 
• 3 PC! Slots 

® 
Authorized 

Catalog Reseller 

Exp 
Lovv Prices• 

Removable Media Drives 

• 
ll 

Jaz Drives 

New 
Zip100 
Drive 

#07299 VST G3 Charger . . . . . . .. .. . .......... $148.98 
#70739 VST Zip for 3400/63/190/5300 w/Bonus Dsk .. . . $229.98 
#70737 VST Zip 100 Drive for Powerbook 1400. . . ..... $229.98 

neu..ert:echnologyi 

Increase your processing speeds 
200 to 800%! 
63 Upgrades 

.. 
.~ ·: ",i .--- AS LOW AS 

..... '- _; _ ~ _ $~gges 
#51755 Jaz 2GB Ext SCSI Drive with 2GB Cartridge .... $499.95 #60415 Newer MAXpowr G3 f/Mac6100 210MHz/512K ...... $499.98 
#51756 Jaz 2GB Int SCSI Drive with 2GB Cartridge ........ $499.95 #60416 Newer MAXpowr G3 f/Mac6100 240MHz/1MB ...... $699.98 
#25659 Jaz 1 GB External Drive . . $299.95 #60417 Newer MAXpowr G3 f/Mac7100 8100 210MHz ...... $599.98 
#25658 Jaz 1 GB SCSI Insider Drive . . ........ $299.95 #60418 Newer MAXpowr G3 f/Mac7100 8100 240MHz ...... $799.98 

Zip Drives 

#70412 ZipPlus Parallel SCSI ..... 
#73832 Zip 100 SCSI Insider Platinum with Zip 
#70411 Zip 100 SCSI .... 

JAZ Media 

. ..... $179.95 
... $119.95 

. .... $11 9.95. 

#03512 Newer NuPowr G3 250MHz f/PowerBook 1400 .. . ... $999.98 

r ~ ~- Upgrade 
Adobe Todtty! 

#73835 Jaz 2GB Cart Preformatted for Mac .. . .. $124.95 
#73836 Jaz 2GB Cart Preformatted 3-Pack for Mac. . . . $279.85 Photoshop 5.0 
#81235 1GB Jaz Disk Pre-Formatted for Mac· ........ .. .. $99.95 

Upgrade • •As low as $89.95 each when you buy 6 or more 

ZIP Media Mac Formatted 2-3 Adobe Photoshop· s.o With " ' : 
~--------- FREE · '" 

lntellihance! sgg Value 

#71048 Photos hop 5.0 Full Version with Free lntellihance .... $619.98 

UMAX" Legal Size Scanning! Palm Ill 
The Magic of Color" 

Astra 12008 
SCSl-2 
Color 
Scanner 

• 30bit 

#53949 UMAX Astra 61 Os Flatbed Scanner . . 

RAM 
UPGRADE! 

64MB 
SD RAM 

DI MM 8x64 
1 OOMHz 3.3 Volts 

ONLY 

$10898 

#54482 

~- with MacPac 
• New infrared feature 
• New easy-to-read screen 
• Additional 2MB RAM 

.... $119.98 #03869 PalmPilot Pro with MacPac with Slim Leather. . . ... $279.98 

SYMANTEC. 
Complete System 
Protection for Your Mac! 

Norton 
Utilities 3.5.3 

Upgrade 
$4898 
#93976 

Norton 
AntiVirus 5.0 

$2398* 
#0011 6 

Even more speed, 
flexibility and 
Internet power! 

• • Macoss· Mac os 
! .... m 8.1 ': Upgrade 
• • ONLY 

~ ..=----==-=-! $6898* 
#60602 

•After $40 Mfr. Mail-in Rebate. Low Zone Price $63.98. One per customer. Otter expires 8/31 /98 • After $30 mfr. mail-in re bale for version 
#04890 Norton Util ities 3.5.3 for Upgraders.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $98.98 7.6 owners. Low Zone price: $98.98. 

Corporate and Government bids welcome! Fax to 1-800-684-8080 Source Code 
MA809 www.maczone.com I A NAmDAq• COMPANY Ticker Symbol: MZON J 



Selection • Ex:pertise 

Printers 

• Highest resolution: 1440 dpi 

• Up to 8 ppm black text, 7 ppm color 

Printers 
Epson Stylus Color 800 
Epson Stylus Color 600 
Epson Stylus Photo 700 
Epson Stylus 850 
Epson Stylus Photo EX 
Stylus 3000 Color Inkjet 

DPI 

1440X720 
1440X720 
1440X720 
1440X720 
1440X720 
1440X720 

Max. Paper 

8.5X14' 
8.5X14' 
8.5X44' 
8.5X44' 
11.7X44' 
17X22' 

Your best bet for multimedia 
and presentations on the go! 
Apple® PowerBook® 63/250 

• 250MHz G3 processor 
• 4.0GB IDE hard drive 

• 32MBSDRAM 

• 13.l"TFfXGA 
active-matrix display 

20X CD-ROM drive 

• Bui.II-in K56flex modem 

• S-video output connector 
lets you connect an external 
monitor, video projector 
or TV for presentations 

Apple PowerBook G3 Series 
Processor RAM HD (GB) Display 

G3/233 32 2.0 12.1 ' FSTN 
G3/233 32 2.0 12.1' FSTN 
G3/233 32 2.0 13.3' TFT 
G3/233 32 2.0 14.1'TFT 
G3/250 32 4.0 13.3' TFT 
G3/292 64 8.0 14.1 ' TFT 

Item# ONLY 
#56710 $2,299 
#56730 $2,579 
#56740 $2,999 
#56770 $3,499 
#56750 $3,899 
#56780 $5,599 

#54478 64MB RAM Upgrade for Apple PowerBook G3 .......... $189.98 

Item# 

#80668 
#80667 
#00575 
#00576 
#00583 
#40940 

• 
!%- LOWEST 

PRICE 
EVER! 
on the 
Viewsonic 
E771 1711 Color Display 

ONLY 
$299.98 
$199.98 
$279.98 
$399.98 
$499.98 

$1,999.00 

Monitors 
Viewsonic E771 17' 
Viewsonic Optiquest 053 15' 
Sony Multiscan 100ES 15' 
Sony Multiscan 200ES 17' 
Viewsonic G790 19' 
Princeton E090 19' 
Hitachi RasterOps Mc7515 19' 

Dot Pitch Viewable Item# 

0.27 16' #51069 
0.28 13.8' #40996 
0.25 14' #46785 
0.25 16' #46791 
0.25 18' #46781 
0.26 18' #47445 
0.22 18' #76535 

32MB 
DIMMS 

AS LOW AS 

ONLY 
$347.98 
$194.98 
$289.98 
$559.98 
$639.98 
$649.98 
$799.98 

Apple 
iMac 

yours 
today! 

• 233MHz G3 processor • 15" (13.8" viewable) ctisplay 

• 4.0GB IDE hard drive • 24X CD-ROM d1ive 

• 32MB SD RAM • 10/lOOBase-T Ethernet 

iMac price, availabi lity and technical specs are subject to change 
by the manufacturer without notice. Call for details. 

Outpeiforms 
Windows version! 
Microsoft Office 98 1JffiCegg 

MaclntoshEdltlon Macintosh 

Ii------~ Edition 

AS LOW AS 

$25998 

Microsoft Office 98 Mac Ed. Upgrade Version . . $259.98 
Microsoft Office 98 Mac Ed. Full Version ...... .. $449.98 
Microsoft Office 98 Gold Ed. Upgrade Version . .. . $359.98 
Microsoft Office 98 Gold Ed. Full Version . . S539.98 

GLOBAL VILLAGE 

Memory 
Upgrades s549s Call 

for your COMMUNICATION 

Professional Publishing Made 
Easy ... with this dynamic print 
& multimedia design bundle! 
QuarkXPress 4.0 & 
Quarklmmedia 1.05 Bundle 
#95320 QuarkXPress 4.0 ..... $698.98 
#82500 Quarklmmedia . . . . . . . . . . . $657.98 
"Regular price $1,356.96 when purchased separately. 

for PowerBook G3 
Upgrade Item # ONLY 
32MB Upgrade #05057 
64MB Upgrade #05059 
128MB Upgrade #05061 

CALL OR 1.0G ON 
1.INE FOR LATEST 
PRICES ON MEMORY. 

FREE 
CATALOG! 

Stay on top of the latest 
computer products! 

Expect 
the Best!™ 

Low Prices• Selection• Expertise 
If for any reason you are not Satisfied, 

please call our N o Excuses H o tline: 1-800-258-0270. 

1•800•304•0286 
© 1998 Copyright Multiple Zones International l~c . All rights reserved. Unauthori~ed duplication is a vio lation 
of applicable laws. Apple~ the Apple logo, Macrntosh® and PowerBook<ll are registered trademarks of the 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
Not responsible for typographical errors. 



1-800-533-9005 
Check out our Web! 
WWW.COMPO-AMERICA.COM 
•Updated Daily •Color Photos •International Sales 
•Online Ordering •Complete Specs •No Wait! No Hold! 
•Stock/Availability •Shipping Estimates •Completely Accurate 

POWERMACS! 96001200 .... 32/4GIG/CO ........... CA LL PERFORMAS POWERBOOKS NEW G3 POWERBOOK! 
Gl/lOOMT . .. 128/2-4GW/24X/6VR ... .3899 
Gl/lOOMT ... 64/4G/24XCO .... . .... . 2799 

8600/lOO. · ·. l2/4Gi24XCO/ZIP · · · · · ·1599 6400/200V ... 16/2.4G/CO/MOD ....... CALL 3400C/240 . .. 16/2G/CO/MOD . .... .... 1999 Gl/233 .. . ... 32/2G/20X/12.1STN ..... 1999 
8600/250 .... 32/4GIG/12XCO/ZIP ..... 1399 6400/200 . . .. 16/2.4GIG/CO/MOD ..... CALL 3400(/200 . . 16/2G/CO/MOD ..... . .. 1799 G3/2ll ..... . 32/2G/20X/12.1STN/56K .2399 

Gl/266MT ... 128/4GW/24X!ZIP/6VR .. 2699 
Gl/266MT ... 32/6G/24X/ZIP .... ... . 2199 

8600/200 . ... 32/2GIG/12XCO/ZIP ..... CALL 3400C/180 16/lG/CO/MOD 1599 
7300/PEN ... l2/2GIG/CO/PENTIUM ... 1099 6400/180 .... 16/lGIG/CO/MOD ...... CALL .. · .. ...... · Gl/233 .. . .. 32/2G/20X/13.lTFT .. .. . 2599 

Gl/266DT ... 32/4G/24X/ZIP ........ 1699 7300/200 .. .. 32/4GIG/CO . .......... 999* 6360/160 .. . . 16/lGIG/CO/MOD ....... CALL 2400C/l 80 ... 1612G/CO ............. ·1299 Gl/233 ..... 32/2G/20X/14.1TFT . .. .3099 
7300/180 16/2GIG/CO 899• W kG S 1400C/166 ... 16/2G/CO ..... ... .. .. . 1499 Gl/233MT ... 32/4G/24X/MODEM .... . 1599 

Gl/233DT ... l2/4G/24XCO ...... .. .. 1399 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · or roup ervers 14oocs1166 . . 1612G/CO .. . 1499 G312so . ... . 3212G120X112.1 sTN/56K .2599 

6500/300 .. .. 32/4G/C0/33.6f/AVID .:: :!~:: Gl/233 ...... 64/4GIGUW/CO/SHARE .. 2999 1400C/133 .. 16/lG/CO .. .. .......... 1199 G3/250 . .. .. 32/4G/20X/13.3TFT/56K .3449 
9600/350 .... 64/4G/24XCD/ZIP .. .... . CALL 
9600/300 . ... 64/4G/24X/ZIP ......... CALL ;;~~;;;~ : ::: ;;;;~;~~13.3.6.:::: . . .. .799• Gl/266 ...... 128/2-4GIGUW/CO/SHARE3999 1400CS/133 . . 16/l G/CO .. . .. . . . ...... 1099 Gl/250 ..... 32/4G/20X/14.1TFT/56K .3899 

9600/200MP. 32/4GIG/CO .. .. CALL 4400/200 .. .. 16/2G/CO/KEY .. .. .... . . 699* Gl/300 .... . 128/2-8GIGUW/CO/SHARECALL 5300C/100 . . . 16/750 .. ... . ..... .... 979* Gl/292 ...... 64/4G/20X/13.3TFT/56K .4199 

9600/233 .. .. 32/4GIG/CO ......... .. . CALL 4400/200 .. .. 32/GIG/CO/PENT ......... 999 9650/233 .... 64/4G/CO/SHARE/DAT ... 2499 5300CS/100 . 16n5o ... ... .. ... .. . .799* Gl/292 ... .. 64/8G/20X/14.1TFT/56K .4999 

PressView 21SR ........... . 
PrecisionView 21 ..... .. .. . 
Colormatch 1920 .. ......... ... .. .. 2299 · · · .. 379/429 
PhotoDV PCI W/FIREWIRE ......... .... 369 V9SN1 15 .. · .... -.. .. .. ...... .599/949 
Thunder Power 30/1920 ...... 649 G7l1/G773 .. .. ............ .... 379/439 
PRECISION COLOR 24/1600 .. .. .. .479 GT775 /G790 · ............ .539/679 
VIDEO VISION STUDIO 2.0 .. .. .. .. CALL P775/PT775/PT771 . .. .. .499/549/549 

l
liAC"'r 0 I G810/P810 ................... 979/1 079 
IV\) i Eru PS PT8l3/P81s ............ . .. ... 1249/1249 

Superscan MC-620 .. .. .. .. ..549 
Superscan MC-6315 . . .449 
Superscan MC-7515 . ......... '. ...... .799 
Superscan MC-20" .. . ................. 899 
Superscan MC-801/801HR ........ 979/1199 

STYLUS COLOR 700/850 . . . . .269/349 

29GA . .. .... . 1649 
VIEWSONIC VWPAN VPA 138 ............ 799 
VIEWSONICVWPANVPA 145 .. . ...... . 1049 
VIEWSONICVWPANVPA 150 ..... . .. .. 1249 
PROJECTOR 800 .............. .3199 

F//ij'9 HEWLETT" 
~£,a PACKARD 

Sony 20SEll ................ .. ...... 1099 
Sony W900 .. .. .. .. .. .. . CALL 
Sony lOOES/lOOGS . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . 279/329 
Sony 200ES/200GS/200PS ..... 529/579n29 
Sony 400PS 19" ...................... 899 
Sony lOOSF 20" . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .999 
Sony 500PS 21"..... .. .1249 

l
··EC· INECM500 15" . ..... 299 
• • . NEC M70017" .. .. .. 649 
~---~NEC P750 17" ....... 649 
NEC E700 ........................... 549 
NEC EllOO .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. • .. .... 949 
NEC P1150 ....... .. ..... . .......... 1049 

STYLUS COLOR 600/800.. .. .. ..199/279 5000N . .. ............. CALL GCC ELITE XL-608.... .. ........ .. ... 1499 
STYLUS COLOR Photo-EX . . .. ..... .... .469 4000N/4000TN ...... 1349/1449 GCC ELITE XL-1212 .................. 1099 
STYLUS PRO-XL . ........ .. ... ...... 299* 6MP ...................... . ... . .. . 839 GCC ELITE XL-616 ........... . ...... . . 1699 
STYLUS COLOR 1520/3000 ........ 699/1629 4MV .......... · .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..1799 GCC ELITE XL-808.... . .. .... . 2899 
EXPRESSION/636/EXEC .... ... .739 IU M A JCI GCC ELITE XL-1208/Plate Maker ... 2899/3499 

EXPRESSION/636/ART.. . .. .. 949 I a.aea. ....._lsNAPSCAN i 10 .119 
EXPRESSION/636/PRO .............. . 1299 VISTA Astra 610S-Photo Deluxe .. .. . ... 149 ~ y SNAPSCAN 600 . .329 

·Tuktronix 
/ 

VISTA Astra 1200-Photo Oeluxe/pPR0249/449 SNAPSCAN 600 ART LINE ............. .379 
VISTA Astra POWERLOOKll/ 111 ..... 1249/CALL ARCUS II SOLO .............. .. ...... 11 99 
VISTA Astra POWERLOOK 3000 .. .. ..... CALL ARCUS 11 W/FULL PHOTO . . . . .. . ... . .. 1399 

PHASER 350 COLOR LASER ........ ... . CALL Mirage llSE w/Trans .. .. .. .. .. .3699 EPHOTO 1280 ....... .... ............ 849 

PHASER 380.. ..·.·.·.·. ·. ·.·.·. ·.CCAALLLL I MINOLTA I 
PHASER 450.. .. .. .. .. .. . _ 
PHASER 480X ... CALL DIMAGE V ......... 
PHASER 560 COLOR LASER . . . . ... CALL DIMAGE SCAN . 
LASER 600WIDE FORMAT .. 11 999 QUICKSCAN JS .. 

...... .495 
.. . . .. ... CALL 

... CALL - -

JADE .. .. .. .. . 449 
SAPHIR ...... 1389 
SAPHIR ULTRA CALL 

OPAL .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... CALL 
OPAL ULTRA.. .. .. .. .. CALL 

: 11 

H95'1J~I 
Global Village Plat 56K EXT ...... .. ... . 149 MaxPowr Gl 250 ..................... 699 
Global Village Gold II PCM 14.4 .. . ..... . .49 MaxPowr Gl 266 . . . . .. .... . ........ . 899 
Global Village Gold II 14.4EXT ............ 49 MaxPowr G3300/150 .... .. .... . ... . . 1049 
Global Village 56.6 PCMCIA ............ 249 MaxPowr G3 300!_300 ............. 1799 
Global Village 56.6 ETH/PCM .......... .349 Bookendz 500 senes .... .. ....... .. .. 115 

Bookendz 500 series with Ethernet ... ... 139 
~ Seagatf Bookendz5lOOand 18Dseries .......... 149 

Cheetah 4.lG SCSI/Wide ...... . ... .4991499 Bookendz 1400 senes . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . 149 
Cheetah 9.lG SCSI/Wide .......... . 799m9 Bookendz 3400 series . . . .... 149 
Barracuda2.2G SCSI/Wide . ....... 3491379 NuPowr 18lmhz for 1400 series ....... .399 
Barracuda4.5G SCSI/Wide ........ 3991399 NuPowr 183mhz for 500 series . . ..... . .429 
Barracuda9.1G SCSI/Wide . . . 749m9 MaxPowr Citation 200mhz .... . .339 
Elite 23G SCSI/Wide .... 149911599 MaxPowr Citation 2llmhz ............ 429 

~\'/·!!!. ]{~ 
ARTZ II 6 X 8 . ..269 
ARTZ 11 12X 12 ................ .. ..... 379 
ARTZ 116 X 8 W/PAINTER .............. 549 
ARTZ 1112 X 18 ...... . 629 

PROCESSER UPGRADES 
APPLE POWERMAC 132MHZ ............. 99 

• 1omega. 
ZIP DRIVE 100 MB .139 
ZIP DRIVE PLUS ... 189 
ZIPCARTlOPACK .1 09 

APPLE POWERMAC 150 MHZ ........... 149 IOMEGA BUZ ........... .. . . . . ...... 189 
APPLE POWERMAC 200MHZ ............ 189 
APPLE POWERMAC 233MHZ ............ 289 

Quantum 
3400 Auto Adapter .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 69 

Atlasll 2.2G SCSI/Wide .. .. .. .... . 225/225 Exp.Bay Power Adapter ........ . ...... 139 
Atlasll 4.5G SCSI/Wide ........ . .. .329/349 3400 5 Hour Battey .... ...... .. ....... 129 
Atlasll 9. lG SCSI/Wide ............ 649n49 1400 Zip Drive .... ... . ............... 249 
Stratus l.2G/4.3G .. .. .. .225/279 3400/5300/190 Zip Drive .............. 329 
Stratus 6.4G/8.4G ... . . .. . .. ...... 349/449 1400 Bundle Charger/Adapter/Battery ... 199 
EXTERNAL CASE .. . ......... .. .. .79 3400 Bundle Charger/Adapter/Battery ... 249 



T H E 

For millions of computer users, Macintosh is synonymous with 
increased productivity and innovative technology advances. 
Come to San Francisco-home to a "think different" community 
-for the latest technologies and trends that will change the way 
you work, play and learn now and in the future. 

At MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco, you'll demo, touch, see 
and feel all the hot new products-from more than 400 leading 
vendors. Learn time-saving productivity secrets through in-depth 
workshops, advanced and user-level conference programs. Hear 
from the brightest stars who are shaping the future of the Mac 
universe at the much-anticipated keynote address. 

MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco has the latest solutions for: 

• the Internet 

• digital content creation, 
management and delivery 

• multimedia 

• software development 

• small business 

• remote worker programs 

• connectivity 

• graphic design 

• publishing 

• education, research 
and development 

Take advantage of money-saving specials when you buy 
products right on the show floor. 

Owned & Produced by: Sponsored by: Managed by: 

IDG 
WORLD EXPO 

~IDG Macworld 1$jHQMiii$ii£ii 
C 0 M I ' /\. NY 

·~~~~~~- ·~~L_,.~,~~-·~·La..-~-......,.~-•..._._,"'°"_, 

~·' 
San Francisco, CA 

IEW 
for 

'99 INTRODUCING QUICKWORLDsM: 
The QuickTime™ Developers Expo and Conference. Running 
concurrent with MACWORLD Expo, San Francisco's Moscone 
Convention Center will host the launch of QuickWorldsM: the 
first conference and exhibit focused exclusively on emerging 
QuickTime™ technology. 

Discover what the future holds at MACWORLD 
Expo/San Francisco. Register to attend today! 

v1s1r: www.macworldexpo.com 
CALL: 800-645-EXPO 

YES! PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 
MACWORLD EXPO/SAN FRANCISCO! l'M INTERESTED IN: 

o Attending O Exhibiting ADD 
Name 

Title _________ ___________ _ 

Company ____ __________ _ ___ _ 

Address ___________________ _ 

City/State/Zip ____________ _ ____ _ 

Phone ________ _ Fax ________ _ 

email ____ ____________ ___ _ 

(if you would like to receive information via email about MACWORLD Expo) 

Mail to: MACWORLD Expo, 1400 Providence Highway, 
P.O. Box 9127, Norwood, MA 02062. Or Fax to: 781-440-0357 

THIS IS NOT A REGISTRATION FORM. 



MWAd# s I 
0998CM a es 
(818)787-1054 
MAC, PowerMac,PowerBOOK, & Apple 

logo are registered trade marks of 
Apple Computers. 

~UNIVERSAL """t:;'" Computers, Inc. 

800-977-5665 - -

Fax 
(818)787-5555 

Prices Are Based on C.0 .0. Order & 
Subject to Prior Sales & Change! 

* Factory refurb ished with Warranty B CEJl)I] 
s5a.:';P~i -'II•~-~· www.computerstogo.com rPFOl Leasing 

~Best Rates 
e-mail:usales@universalcomputers.com New Paster MA.CS at Unbelievable Deals! 

PM.16/32/64MB ___ $45179/ 129 
PB.16/32/ 64MB $65/ 115/225 
Appia Design Keyboard $45 
Appia Adjustable Keyboard $89* 
Appia Extended Keyboard $99 

G3 PowerBooks 

AdobrAfterEffectt ll 

Photoshop 5.0 ... ....... ........ $449 PageMill 3.0 ........................ $95 
Illustrator 7 .0 ................. .... $249 AflerEftects 3.1 .... ............. $389 
PageMaker 6.5 ................ $319 Premier 4.2/5.0 ....... . $369/449 

Painter 5.0 ........................ $239 • 

~ MetaCreations ~':!:~~1~:0." .. :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ g~ · 
Bryce 30 ............. ............. . $159 

Macromedia Freehand a ................................ $239 
Macromedia Director MultiMedia Studio 6.5 . $699 
Quark QuarkXpress 4.0 ... .. ... .... ..... ...... ......... $685 
Connectix Virtual PC 1.0 I 2.0 .. .... ....... $99 / 137 
Insignia SoftWindows 95 Ver. 5.0 .. ...... .. .... .. $159 

Printers 

[h~ ~!;;"K~~b· 
SOOON / SOOON 12oodpi, 11x11" $2S4S /1939 
4000N/TN 17ppm $133S/146S 
4000N*/ 4000TN* $1199 / 1299 
SM/ SM*/ 6MP* __ $126S/ 119S / 69S 
DeskJet 1600CM/ 1600CM* $134S/ 119S 
SSIMX/4MV/4MV* _ _ $2S9S/169S/1S9S 

6MPBppm,3MB, SDDDPI, PSL2 __ $745 

DocuPrint 

XEROX p~~~:~s 
Symantec Norton Utilities Ver. 3.5 .. ...... ....... $89 4512N 12ppm, soodpi, Ethr. $1059 

• MS Oflice 98 $349 4511MPS 17ppm, 12oodpi, Ethr. __ $1249 Mictoso'ft· MS Word 98/ Excel 98 __ $159/169 N32 32ppm, 600dpi, Ethr. $2245 
MS Windows Workstation NT 4.0 _ $179 $ <:::11-----------------· C551 Free Scanner with purchase) __ 2895 

TOSHIBA www.toshibadeals.com 
Libretto SOCT, P75, 16/810MB, 6.1 " TFT $699 
Tecra 730XCDT, P150, 16/2.1GB, 12.1 · TFT _ $1429 
Tecra 740CDT, P233MMX, 32/3GB, 13.1' TFT _ $1895 
Tecra 750DVD, P266MMX, 32/SGB, 13.1 ' TFT _$3995 

;[: =~~~ www.ibmdeals.com 
ThinkPad 380D, P15o, 32/2Ge, 12.1 · m _ $1249 
ThinkPad 770, P233MMx, 32/SGe, 14.1 • TFT _ $3545 

COMPAQ www.compaqdeals.com 
Full Line of Desktop & Notebooks 
DeskPro, Proliant, Presario, A,mada~ L TE 

&)>Seagate 
6.4GB Metalist Ultra-OMA, IDE 3.5" $219 
4 .SGB Hawk ST34555N $319 
9GB Baracuda ST39173N /ST39173W _ $729/739 

C D with Toas & CD Creator 
So 

Recordable 



CHARGE IT TODAY & HAVE IT TOMORROW! 
We offer overnight' shipping! 

camauter c enter 
800-689-3933 

450 N . Oak St. 
Inglewood, CA 90302 

Ser v ice (310) 671-4444 
Fax (310) 671 -9565 

5 m inutes from LAX Airport 

RAsTEROPS 
MC751 5 19" .22DP 
1600X1200 M onitor 

$749! 
Mc 620 17" .28dp 1152X870 399. 
Mc 63151 7" .22dp 1280X1024 469. 
Mc 7515 19' .22dp 1600X1200 749. 
Mc 801 21 ' .22dp 1600X1200 979. 
Mc 801HA- 21 " .22dp 1600X1280 999. 
Mc 801 HR 21' .22dp 1600X1280 1199. 
~(!.l!)j' 

'17" -22DP 
1280X1024 Monitor MC6315 

$4&9! 

2'1""' -22DP 
1600X1200 Monitor MC801 

$97'9! 

radhs 
Precision View 21" 
Pressview 21" SR w/o calibrator 
Pressview 21 " SR w/calibrator 
Photo OV PCI w/Firewire Card 
Thunder Power 30/1600 
Thunder TX 1152 
Colormatch Daylight 
Precision Color 24/1600 PCI 
Video Vision 2.0 w/Alter Ellects 

1649. 
1999. 
2199. 

369. 
669. 
899. 

2299. 
439. 

2299. • . - Viewsonic 
EA771 17" 1024x76B w/spkrs .2Bdp 549. 
G771 17" 1024x76B .27dp 529. 
G790 19" 1280x1024 .28dp 669. 
P775 17" 1600x1280 .25dp CALL. 
PT775 17" 1600x1200 .25dp 699. 
G800 20" 1600x1200 .28dp 989. 
P815 21" 1600x1200 .25dp 1449. 
G810 21 " 1600x1200 .28dp 1199. 
P810 21 " 1600X1200 .25dp 1449. 
View Pannel VPA 150 1499. 

Monitors 
Apple® , 5" AV 369. 

549. 
CALL. 

649. 
749. 
799. 

1199. 

TOWERS 
4400/200 DOS 
• 32MB 
• 2GB 
• 12xCD 
• DOS Cord 

• 32MB 
• 2GB 
• BxCD 
• 2MB VIDEO 

$99/F'"" 

8600/200*.- . 
• 32MB r • 4GB 
• 12xCD 
• 2MB VIDEO · • 

$999 j 

7300/200* 
• 32MB 
• 2GB 
• 12JcC D 
· Keyboard 

$1049 
G3 266MT 128/4GB Wide /24x/8MB Video 2699. 
G3 266MT 32/6GB/24x/512k/Zlp 2199. 
G3 266DT 32/4GB/24x/Zip 1699. 
9600/350 64/4G/24xCD CALL. 
9600/300 64/4GB/24CD CALL 
96001300 64l4GB/24CD/Zip CALL. 
9600/233 32/4GJ12xCD CALL 
9600/200 32/4G/12xCD CALL 
9600/200 0/0/CD CALL. 
9600/200MP 32/4G/12xCD CALL. 
9500/150• 16/2G/4xCD CALL 
8600/300 32/4G/24xCD/ZtP 1599. 
8600/300 64/4G/24xCD/zip CALL. 
8600/250 32/4GB/24X 1399. 
86001200 32/2G/CD CALL. 
8500{180* 32/2G/8xCD CALL. 
8500/150* 16/2G/CD CALL. 
7600/132* 16/1.2G/CD CALL 
7300/200 32/2G/CD/KBRD. 1499•. 
7300/180 16/2G/12xCD/KBD. egg• . 
7300/180 32/2G/Bx/DOS Compatible P166 1099. 
4400/200 16/2G/BxCD/KB. 699* . 
44001200 32/2GB/12/DOS COMP. 999. 
6500/225 32/3G/12x/Home 799•, 
6500/250 32/4GB/CDl56K 899•. 
6500/300 64/GG/CD/Zip 1099*. 
6500/300 32/4GB/C0/33.6/AVIO 1599. 
iMAC CALL. 
ALL IN 1 G3'$ CALI... 

NOTEBOOKS 
1400c/166 
• 16MB 
• 2GB 
• CD 

VST 
Powerbook Batteries for 1400,5300, 190 1 19. 
Zip 100M8 For 5300 & 150 269. 
Charger for 1400 w/AC adapter 129. 
Charger for 1400 battery & Apple ac Adapt. 229. 
3400 Mobility Bundle (Charger, AC & Batt) 299. 
3400 Apple Li-Ion Battery 149. 
Auto Adapter lor 3400, 1400 & G3 95. 
Power Adapter 3400,5300,GJ &190 149. 
Charger 3400,5300,GJ &190 149. 
Apple AC Adapter 3400 & 1400 65. 

Storage 
2.1GB Toshiba 2103MAV 12ms 199. 

53oocs 3.0GB Toshiba 3205MAV 12ms 249. 
4.0GB Toshiba 4005MAV 12ms 399. 

: ;g~:ia iornega 
: 1~"ft&bs Jaz2G8DriveExlern~SCSI. 579. 
• 10.4DSTN Jaz Drive Internal SCSI 249. 

$799 ~:gz:1::~1s~;~1 · -. ~::: 
L.----.;;;;..,~,;;_,;;.,;;. __ .. ZipDriveExlern~SCSI 139. 
C: Active Color, CS: Passive Color 
G3 233MHZ 32/2G/20X/12.1DSTN 1999. 
G3 233MHZ 32/2G/20X/12.1DSTN/56K 2399. 
G3 233MHZ 32/2G/20XffFT/13.3TFT 2599. 
G3 233MHZ 32/2G/20XffFT/14.4TFT 3099. 
G3 250MHZ 32/4G/20X/56K/13.3TFT 3449. 
G3 250MHZ 32/5G/20X/56K/14. 1TFT 2999. 
G3 292MHZ 64/8G/20X/56K/DVD 4999. 
1400c 166MHz 16/2G/CD 1499. 
3400c 180MHz 16/1.3G/CD 1599. 
3400c 200MHz 16/3G/CD/Modem 1699. 
2400c180MHz 16/1.2G 1299. 
5300c 16/750 979. 
5300cs 8/500 749. 
5300CS/100• 161750/14.4 Modem 799. 
540c 4/320 Used CALL. 
520c 4/240 CALL. 
520 4/240 CALL. 
DU0250' 12/200/Modem CALL. 
DU0280' 12/240/Modem CALL. 
ouo2aoc• 121240 CALL. 

Ultimate Rez 
BMBVldeo 

card 

Ultimate Rez BMB 
Mac Rotkel wl4M8 SGRAM 
BMB Twin Turbo Video Card 
ProRez BMB 
4MB Twin Turbo Video Card 
Turbo TV 

$469 

Ii 
469. 
199. 
399. 
289. 
149. 
89. 

Zip Drive Plus SCS1 & Parallel 189. 
Iomega BUZ 189. 
3/5 Pack Jaz Catridges 239/389. 
1/10 Pack Zip Cartidges 13/129. 
Single Cartridges for Jaz 85. 

Internal Hard Drives 
Quantum At1as2.1G0scs1a.s 249. 
Quantum stra1a2.1GBSCSl3.s ~-:: 209. 
Quantum Strata4.3G8 SCSI 3.5 ; 289. 
QuantumAtlasll4.5UltraSCSIAV3.S • 399. 
Quantum Atlas 114.S Ultra Wide SCSI AV 3.5 449. 
Quantum Atlas 119.1 u1trascs1Ava.s 599. 
Quantum Atlas 119.1 Ultra Wide SCSI AV 3.5 649. 
Seagate ST34555N 4.5 SCSI 7200RPM 10.Sms 275. 
Seagate Cheetah 4.5 Ultra SCSI AV 10000RPM 559. 
Seagate Cheelah4.5 Ultra w SCSI AV 10000RPM 629. 
Seagate ST34371 N 4.3GB Ultra SCSI 3.5 AV 449. 
Seagate ST34371W4.3GB Ultra SCSI Wide 3.5 AV 499. 
Seagate Cheetah 9.1GB Ultra SCSI AV 10000RPM 899. 
Seagate Cheetah 9.1GB Ultra w SC AV 10000RPM 899. 

Printers 
(r!~~!~i!~ 
HP LaserJet 6l.XV6PXI 
HP UiserJet 6MP/5M 
HP UiserJet 5/5N 
HP UiserJet 4V/4MV 
HP U.serJet 5MX 
HP OfficeJet 590/1150C Pro 
HP4000N 
HP 4000TN 
HP5000 

EPSON 

385./729. 
849./1399. 
949./1199. 

1699./2399. 
3399. 

599./939. 
1349. 
1499. 
CALL. 

:Z'liu; -22DP 
1600X1280 Monitor MC801HR 

Apple® 1710 17" • 
Apple® 720 17" 
Apple® 750 17' 
Apple® 750 AV 17" 
Apple® Color Sync 17" 
Apple® 850 AV 20" 
Apple® Color Sync 20~ 1399. 

Processors 
63601120• 16/1.2G/CD 
6400/200' 16/2.4G/8CD/VE 
6400/200 16/2.4Gl8xCD 
6400/180 16l1.6Gl8xCD 
640/33DOS• 12/500/CD/DOS 
6300/120• 16/1 .2G/4xCD/TV 
6320/120 16/1.2Gl4xCD/TV 
6220/75• 16/1.2Gl4xCD 
6200/75• Bl1.2Gl4xCD 

CALL. 
CALL "-------------"' 

Epson Stylus Color 600/800 
Epson Stylus Color 850 
Epson Stylus Photo 700 
Epson Stylus Color 3000 
Epson Stylus Photo 

199./279. 
379. 
279. 

1549. 
299. 
329. 
249. 
349. 

s-.-.99~ 

:Z'l iu; -22DP 
1600X1280 Monitor MC801HR 
$999~-

SONY 
Sony 1 OOES/GS 
Sony 200ES 17" 
Sony 200GS/PS 
Sony 400PS 
Sony 20SE II 20" 
Sony 500PS 

Scanners 

299./329. 
499. 

599./799. 
949. 

1099. 
1289. 

Agfa Arcus II Full Pholo Shop 1299. 
Agfa Arcus II Solo 1199. 
Agfa StudioStill w/LE Photo 699. 
Agfa SnapScan 600 389. 
Umax Astra 610S w/Photo Dix. 149. 
Umax Astra 1200s w/Photo Dix. 269. 
Umax Astra 1200S w/Pholo full 449. 
UmaxPowerlook II w/ Photo Full 1249. 
UmaxPowerlook Ill w/ Photo Full CALL. 
Umax Powenook 2000 3350. 
Umax Powenook 3000 CALL. 
Umax Mirage II SE w/Trans. Adapter 3699. 
Microtek Scanmaker V310 149. 
Microtek Scanmaker Ill Full Photo/Tra. Ada. 1349. 

LA COMPUTER CENTER IS NOT AN APPLE 
AUTHORIZED DEALER, BUT THE WARRANTY 
IS THE SAME AS AN APPLE AUTHORIZED DEALER. 

r. 

Apple® 132 MHz 604e 
Apple® 150 MHz 604e 
Apple® 200 MHz 604e 
Apple® 233 MHz 604e 
App le® 300 MHZ 604e 

129. 
149. 
199. 
299. 
599. 

Ex 
fedofol Ex :ess 

• WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 
• NEXT DAY SHIPPING 
• SAME DAY SHIPPING 

5400/120* 16/1.6/8xC0/15" built In 
5200/75• 6l6001CD 

CALL. 
CALL 
CALL. 
CALL. 
CALL. 
CALL. 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL. 

SERVERS 
or~ t 

Monitor sold Seperately ~~ ... 11-

G3/233 64/4G UWide/CD/Share 2999. 
G3/266 128/2·4G UWidelCD/Share 3999. 
G3l300 128/2·8G UWide/CDIShare CALL. 
96501350 64/4G/20X/Dal Apple Share 2499. 
9650/233 64/4G/12x/Apple Share CALL. 
Apple, lheApple /ogo, lmageWtitar, LaserWrlter. Mac, Mac OS logo, 
Macintosh, Power Maclritosh, Powerl3oolc, Pertorma, Workgroop 
SeNmandStyleWtiteratetradematksofAppleComputer.lnc., 

reg;,,,:ii~,·~;;.w•n\1 

Artl.4x5 
Artl.6x8 
Artl.12x12 
Artl.12x18 

129. 
279. 
379. 
699. 

T1rmi I Cond/fion1: All pricer'" en/I diicourrfod. Wo •ccep/ VISA. MC. Amex & D/1cover. COD odtr1 wlll be p1yod by C11hltt'1 Check, 9 9 
Money Order, or Ctrllf/•d Check only. Purc/1110 ordofl wfll bo 1cc11ptcd from quallflod comp1n/01 upon approval. Customors must p1y /or 
1// 111/pplng & ln1ur1nc11 fen. Dul to untoresteii ch1rvo1 In l/111 mirktl, prlcu. produc/1 & de/Ivory iro rub/tel to c/1111110 wfthouf rrotlct. 
Nol rr1po11slb/11 for rypogrip/l/cil errors. P1/ctJ1g~n1/ lhe limo of th• rift: art f/t11/. Shfppl11f1, /111ur1r1ce and COO fi:i:r "' no1Htlurrd1blt. 
No rt"1fld1 will be gll-0111//er 3 dlfl. t5% ru/od:fng lee on 11/ rotumr. All rtlum1 mus/ h<tve llT RMA numb or. All r1turn1 mu1/ /l.vo 11/ 
origin•/ p1cklng m1ter/1/1, m1nu111, w1rr1nty c1rd1 & 11/ 1ccouor111. Tradem1rkr •Nt NtafJ/ered wl/lr their rerpec/fve comp1nlt11. 
No rtfund1on1oftw1re & h1rdlll1re. Alk for w1mnty 111d deta/11 a/ thfl time you aro placlrra 1n order. 

All pric es subject to c hange without notice • All Prices reflect cash 

~ Fax 
0h~J!:!:!' Modems 

GV56KTeleport Flex 169. 
GV56K Teleport X2 149. 
GV 56K PCMCIA 249. 
GV 56K Platinum Pro+ Ethernet 349. 
GV 19.2 Mercury PB 500 Series 99. 
GV 14.4 Gold PCMCIA 79. 
Powerport Platinum 33.6 229. 

Epson Stylus Pro XL 
Post Script for Pro XL 
EhertNet for Pro XL 
Apple® 

Apple® Laser 12/640 
Apple® Laser 16/600PS 
Apple® Uiser 8500 
Apple® Uiser Writer 4/600' 
Color Portable 2200 

999. 
1199.' 
1899. 
599. 
299. 

NOW ON SALE!!!! .• 
EPSON Stylus Pro XL 

Prints up to 12.5" x 18" Full bleed. 720x720dpl Photo quality color printing with MlorodotTeohnology. 

jComparabletoEpsonStylus3000) H ndf!! 
- · on a -____, . . d ai1ant1tY 

unitte 

$329* 
Post Script Option $249. 
Ethernet Option $349. 



DESKTOP CD COPIER SPECIALS! 

CD-R MEDIA 

AMC only offers the best in CD-R media. We 
stock la rge quantities of Mitsui, TDK and AMC 
media in gold, silver and pri n table surface - we 
have w hat you need for less! 

I DiscWRITE Blank (no logo) 50-pk w/jewel case ..... 569.99 
Mitsui-Gold 25-pk w/jewel case ........................... •49.99 
Mitsui-Gold 100-pc spindle .. ...... ... ................... •159.99 
TDK Silver 150-pc spindle. ......... . ...... •239.99 
DiscWRITE special formulation CD-R Pens 4-pk ..... 56.95 
Check our website fo r other types, quantities & specials! 

AMC 2-Hi COMBINATIONS 

AMC's 2-Hi 's com bi ne a CD -Recorder & ! GB Jaz 
or 1. 5 GB SyJet Drive for the ul timate CD Maste r 
Station! Software avai lable for Mac or PC's. 

J AMC 4x8 Recorder ...... 
Yamaha 4x2x6 CD-RW 

....... Int. •369. 
.... Int. •499. 

Ext. 5459 . 
Ext. •579 . 

Matsushita 4x8 Recorder ...... . w/Jaz •799. w/Syjet •849. 
Yamaha 4x2x6 Rewritable ..... w/Jaz •849. w/Syjet 5929. 

CD-R PRINTERS 

FRAGO" 
"""""""""""""""'"" 

FARGO SIGNATURE 
COLOR CD PRINTER 

The new Signature 
CD Color Printe r 
from FARGO is the 
perfect way to add 
a professional hig h 
quali ty to uch to 
your CD-R's. 

I Fargo Signature Color CD Printer .. •1, 195. 
AMC 1440dpi Color CD Printer .................... •1 , 195. 

AMC DiscWRITE 
DESKTOP CD COPIER 
The Disk WRITE Desk top is the easiest way to copy 
CD's yet ! Simply pu t your master CD in one drive 

and a blank CD in the 
($1,499.) other and copying 

AMC DiscWRITE 

starts automatically. 
Talk about easy! 
You can also use 
it as an external 

CD Reader 
& Recorder 

combo with 
your Mac or PC. 

Limited Time Offer! 

Order today and save over 5200.00! 

- -
MEDIAFORM CD-2701 

Buy NOW and 
receive up 

to 100 blank 
CD-R's FREE!* 

*Offer .<Jood 011/y 011 select 
McdiaFORM CD-ROM 
Duplicators. Call for dcldils. 

$4,999. 

Simpli fy your CD-R production. The CD-2701 delivers 
both simple operation and unattended duplication 
of up to 50 CD -Rs. Spindle based operations elim
inates any handling by you or production staff. 

I CD-4004 (1-4) CD Duplicator ... ..... starting at 52 ,399. 
CD-5300 (1-4) CD Duplicator NEW! ... ...... starting at 53 ,095. 
CD-2601 36 CD Duplicator ............ new lower price! 54, 199. 

CALL FOR 
OUR FREE 
CATALOG 
TODAY! 
Or request one online at: 
1NllVW'.mwm.amc-direct.com/catalog 



Us 
• Dur salespeople are some of the most 
knowledgeable m the business. They're not 
order takers and they don't push for a one 
time sale. After all, over half our business 
comes from repeat and referred customers! 
•We have 800 line tech support for as long 
as you own your computer! 
• We load over 160 megabytes of useful 
software on every computer. 
• Every Mac"' system is thoroughly bench 
tested, and then personally verified and 
approved by your specific consultant. 
• We will customize your computer any way 
you need, and always with an exact descrip
tion as to what we're including. 
• We give you a free mouse pad with every 
system. 
•We have no voice mail- there's always a 
human being on the other end of the line
for tech, sales and mana~ement. 
• We answer the phone: 'how can we help 
you?" not "may I take your order?" 
• We live in Oregon, where there is no sales 
tax and the people are friendly and polite! 
• Even customized systems usually ship 
within 24-48 hours. 

--w.~:i;:i;c<'<:'i·,·~• ,.,..,_:<_,,. •,,..o;;r.wr:.-<== .. ·.,.-~~ 

PowerMax Hard Drives- Super Savings! 
• Government and corporate purchase You won't find better~rices on complete external su=ems of 
orders normally approved the same day. 'h' l'tyl Al '1 1 ''ast I • We take trade-ins, and we sell every style 11 IS qua I • SO Ca11 Or a qU01e On OUr SUper-1, CU Om arrays. 
of quality Macintosh" possible. Internal External 
• We have COml1etitive prices on over .. Gb Q t F" b II /1 ty $149 $199 20,000 Macintoslf' items. 1WO uan um ire a w year warran . .. .. . .. . .. .. 
•All we do is Macintosh"- our company is Two Gb Seagate 7200 rpm w/90 day warranty ...... $169 .... . $239 
run entirely on Macs" . Two Gb Quantum 7200 rpm w/1 year warranty ..... $179 ..... $229 
•We offer you choices: buy over the phone, Four Gb 7200 rpm Quantum w/5 year warranty .... $279 ..... $349 
over the internet, or in person, all with the 
same great prices and super service! Nine Gb 10000 rpm Seagate w/5 year warranty .... $729 ..... $829 
Them Two Gigabyte Jaz Drive w/cartridge ............. ... ... $498 ..... $519 
• They sell you a box. 24X CD-ROM Drive .... ....... ........................... $109 .... . $139 
• 11 you have a problem, they tell you to call Panasonic 4x8 CD Recorder ... .............. ..... .. .... .. ......... $449 
the manufacturer. And then you get to wait Yamaha 4x6 CD Recorder ..... .. ..... .. .... ....... ............. .... $549 
on hold for a 1ong, 1ong time. RINTER SALE-

You poWERM~ ~29 & INCLU=, 
• Potentially one of the most important srART1~~~7'S AS LOW AS • 
people in the world: our customer. EP50N 

' ' . 
PowerMax Trinitron™ Monitors 

Knowledge is Power 

We'll take your Macintosh 
computer in trade toward 

the purchase of any 
product we sell! Call one of 
our expert Mac" consult· 
ants for complete details! 
Or accelerate your Mae' with 

one of our many upgrades! 
Crescendo G3 215-225 w/512k ... $488 MaxPowr G3 220 w/1 512k ........ $669 
Crescendo G3 240-250 w/1 Mb .. . $688 MaxPowr 63 240 w/1 Mb/160 .... $759 
Crescendo G3 257-266 w/1 Mb ... $788 MaxPowr G3 300 w/1 Mb/150 ... $1329 
Crescendo G3 300 w/1 Mb ....... $1088 MaxPowr G3 300 w/1 Mbf.lOO ... $1949 
Newer MAXPowr Citation 233 .... $288 XLR8 63 233 MHz w/512K/117 .... $649 
MaxPowr 63 210 w/1 512k 6100.$495 XLR8 63 266 MHz w/512K/133 .... $739 
MaxPowr G3 210 w/1512k7100.$579 XLR8 G3 275 MHz w/1 Mb/183 .. $1198 



The Ultimate Upgrade! 
Add G3 Processing Power to Your Power 

Macintosh witfi a Sonnet Upgrade! 

Crescendo G3 Processor Upgrade Cards 
for 6100, 7100, 8100 Power Macs 

lnstallin~ a Sonnet'" 
Crescendo " G3 processor 
upgrade card into the PDS slot 

of your Power Macintosh will give 
you performance that matches or out

performs a new system. Featuring the hot 
new G3 processor and ultra-fast backside 

cache, the upgrade delivers up to 9x overall speed 
improvement. If you have an AV or video card installed in the 

PDS slot of your Power Mac 7100 or 8100, you can order the 
optional video adapter kit to preserve your current video capabilities. 

Fastest G3 Available for Your Mac! Up to 266 MHz! 

Features: 
• Awesome G3 processor with ultra high-speed backside cache. 
• Auto-configuring speeds that adjust to the highest 

possible processor speed. 
• Up to 900% overall speed improvement. 
• Optional video adapter kit supports PDS AV or video card in 

Power Mac 71 00 and 81 00 
{Power Mac 61 00 PDS DOS or NuBus card not supported and 
6100 AV card is currently not supported). 

Compatible Macintosh Models: 
•Power Mac 6100, 7100, 8100, 8115 
• Performa 6110/ 6112/ 6115/ 6116/ 6117 / 6118 
• Workgroup Server 6 1 50, 81 50, 91 50 
• Radius 81/110 

Simple Installation: 
• Installs in minutes with step-by-step, illustrated instructions. 
• Installs directly into the Mac's Processor Direct Slot. 
• Hassle-free installation. There are no switches or jumpers to set. 

Crescendo G3 Processor Upgrade Cards 
for PCI Power Macs 
Transform your PCl-based Power 
Mac to the latest G3 technology 
available! Simply remove your old 
CPU card and install a Sonnet G3 
processor upgrade card. The 
Crescendo G3 incorporates the 
revolutionary third generation 

PowerPC G3 processor and ultra 
high-speed backside cache for unmatched performance, 

delivering up to a 6x overall speed improvement. 

G3 Speed up to 300 MHz for Your PCI Power Mac! 

Features: 
• Awesome G3 processor with ultra high-speed backside cache. 
• Great performance at a low price. 
• Up to 600% overall speed improvement. 

Compatible Macintosh Models: 
• Power Mac 7300, 7500, 7600, 8500, 8600, 9500, 9515, 9600 
• Workgroup Server 7350, 8550, 9650 
• Power Computing PowerWave 
• UMAX J700, S900 
• DayStar Genesis 538 

Simple Installation: 
• Installs in minutes with step-by-step, illustrated instructions. 
• Installs directly into the Mac's Processor UP.grade Slot. 
• Hassle-free installation. There are no switches or jumpers to set. 

Super Charge with PowerPC " 
to Awesome G3 Speeds! 

CHECK OUT THESE HOT REVIEWS ON SONNET CRESCENDO G3 PROCESSOR UPGRADE CARDS! 
"[Sonnet's] G3 Upgrade card is nothing but short of stunning." 

- Macintosh News Network Product Review, May, 1998 

"If you are still the proud owner of a first generation Power Mac, the Sonnet G3 card can be a boon to productivity and gaming. For 
less than $500, you can have a modern, speedy machine that rivals the performance of today's computers." 

- Mac Reviews Product Review, May, 1998 

" ... Sonnet Technologies [has] prices that are low enough and 
performance numbers that are high enough to warrant serious consideration." 

- MacWorld Product Review, July, 1998 

·%!,!, 

**** Mac Reviews 



G3/300 Tower 128/2x4GB SCSI, 24xCD ••• $3555 
G3/300 Tower 64/4GB SCSI, 24xCD •• • • • • $2666 
G3/266 Tower 128/4GB, 24xCD ••••.•••• $2666 
G3/266 Tower 64/6GB, 24xCD, Zip •••• • • $1999 
G3/266 Desktop 64/4GB, 24xCD, Zip •••• $1666 
G3/ 233 MT. 64/4GB, 24xCD, 56K • • • • • •• • $1666 
G3/233 DT. 64/4GB, 24xCD, Kb •••••••••• $1355 
9600 /350 128/4GB, 24xCD, Zip. • • ••••• • $ 2188 
9600/ 200MP 2x Prcsr. 64/4GB, 12xCD •• $1788 
6500/300 64/4GB, CD, Avid Cinema • • ••• • $1195 
4400/200D0S 64/2GB, 12xCD, 256K Cache $995 

Visit Us al Dur Web Sites 
http://www. 

JcoMPAa l~ compaqdeals.com 
~ ibmdeals.com 

jTOSHIBAj_. toshibadeals.com 
I FRJ:::~~~ I_. hpdeals.com 

G3/300 
MINITOWER 
256MBRAM, 
2X4GB SCSI HD, 
24XCD, 

G3/292 64/8GB, 20xCD, 56K .•.••• $4985 VIEWSONIC 21" 

Adobe 
'" ...... ..,. 

. 
-

l 

Photoshop 5.0 •••.••.•••• • ••. $429 
Illustrator 7.0 •••••••••••• •• •• • $249 
PageMaker 6.5 •• • • • ••• • • •••• $299 
Acrobat 3.0.1 •.•••••••.•••••. • $119 
PageMILL 3.0 ••.•••••••••• • ••• .'$95 
Streamline 4.0 •••••••.• • .•••.• $129 
Demension 3.0 • • • •••••• • ••••• • $129 
Premiere 4.2/5.0 •••• • .••••• • $289/449 
After Effects 3.1 • ••••••.•.•••• • $389 
After Effects Prdctn. Bndl. • •• •• •• $1295 
ATM Deluxse 4.0 • •• •••••.••• •• ••• $68 

Quark QuarkXpress 4.0 ••••••• $687 

Painter 5.0 • • $239 I 
Expression . . $189 
Bryce 3D •••• $159 
Detailer •• • • $189 : 

G3/250 64/5GB, 20xCD, 33.6 •••••• $2795 , I-'!!!!""!""'!!'"'!"""-'!" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ "' 

G3/250 64/4GB, 20xCD, 56K •• • • •• • $3495 c.a...o.~ """' G3/292 JiJ Ir----' 

G3/233 64/2GB, CD, 56K, 14.l " TFT . ... . .. $3145 POWERBOOK -.-- . M'=---A· 
G3/233 64/2GB, CD, 13.3" TFT •••• • • ••• • • $2675 Kil'~ll 
G3/233 64/2GB, CD, 12.1 " DSTN •• •• ••••• $2095 128MB RAM, 
3400c/240 64/3GB, co, 1oe1, 56K ••••. • . $2245 SGB HD, 
3400c/200 64/2GB, CD, lOBT, 56K • • •• • •• $1845 
2400c/180 64/2GB, Floppy ....... . .... $1445 20XCD, 

Kai's PowerTools 3.0 .•• $99 

Office 98 MAC .••• •• •• $349 
Excel 98 MAC ••.••••• $169 
Word 98 MAC ••••• • ••. $159 

'..ill 
Zip Drive SCSI ($20 Rebate) $117 
Zip 10/PACK Cartridge ••••••• $87 
Zip Plus SCSI & Parallel • • • $169 
Jez II Drive SCSI ••••• • •• $419 
Jez 3/PACK Cartridge .••••• $207 

1400c/166 32/2GB, CD • •••••.••• • •••• $1495 56K FAX/MODEM 
1400cs/133 32/lGB, 8xCD ••••••••••• • • $1145 $4995 
5300cs/100* 32/750MB, 14.4 Mdm • • • •••• $845* 14.1" ACTIVE TFT 
Duo 2300c 24115oMe ••••.••••••• • •• • • $895* 
Duo Floppy I Adapter ... . . . ...... $175* F4dl HEWLETT 

~~PACKARD 

lSAV 15" Color • •••..•..•••••••••••••••••• $279 
1705/1710 17" Color •• • •••••• • •••••••• • $379/419 
ColorSync 17"/20" Color •••• • •• • •••••• $665/1449 
850AV 20" .. ............. . ............. $1099 
SuperMac 20"/21" DEMO • ••• • •.••••• • •• $199/345 
Radius 19"/21 " DEMO ••••••••••••••• • •• $299/449 
Color LaserWiter 12/660PS ••••••••• • •••••• $3395 
Color LaserWiter 12/640PS ••••••••• • $995 
Color StylerWiter 4100/6500 ••••• $239/395 

~Electron 19" Color, .22 dpi ••• $659 
~Electron 21" Color, .22 dpi ••• $979 

lOOGS 15" Color, .25 dpi •••• $279 .. 
SONY. 200GS 17" Color, .25 dpi •••• $499 g 

• 200ES 17" Color, .22 dpi • ••• $429 ,,.
7 400PS 21" Color, .25 dpi •••• $ 769 

G790 19" Color, .26 dpi ••••• $699 
G810 21 " Color, .25 dpi ••••• $899 

Y!:;.~ P815 21" Color, .25 dpi . •• • • $995 

l.J:'..':'1ITT'nll\W~i;tJ LCD 40 14", 1024x768, 9.9Lbs ••••• CALL 
'"·~·"-"'• 0""""'- LCD 50 15", 1024x768, 11.7lbs ••• CALL 
Diamond Pro 87TXM 17" Color •••• • • • ••••• • $499 
Diamond Pro 91TXM 21" Color •••••• • • ••• • $1059 

l'/Z·M•Y:~ ArtPad II 4x5/ArtZ II 6x8 . . . $117/259 
Artz II 6x8· 112x12· . . .. . . . $195/289 
Artz II 12x18/ Electros . . . . . . $389/449 
Artz II 6x8 with Painter 5 • • .••.• CALL 
Artz II 12x12 w/ Painter 5 ••••• CALL - -""""---=• 4 Button Ergonomic Puck . .. ... $45 

laserJet/DeskJet Printe ~ 
8000N/8000DN/5000N. • ••••• $2595/3049/1935 
4000N/ 4000TN* I 4000TN. • •••• $1349/1295/1465 
4000N* /6MP /6MP• /SM. • •• $1210/775/695/1295 
l 600CM/l 600CM• /340Cbi •••• $1350/1195/325 

EPSON Stylus Color Printers 
Stylus 800 / 850 11 520 ••••••••• $295/395/749 
Stylus 3000 1440dpi, 11x17 •••••••.• • • $1575 

i X M ICRO 

Exclaim VR 30 Rage II 
4MB/8MB .... $259/349 
Turbo TV Card •••••..•• • $69 
Twin Turbo 128M4 •• • ••••• $229 
Twin Turbo 128M8 . • ••• •• • $329 
ix 3D Ultimate Rez •• • •• • CALL 
ix 3D Pro Rez .••. • • • .••• CALL 
ix 3D Mac Rocket .•• • • . CALL 

•• ••• •• $219 
Agfa ePhoto 780 •••••• • $369 
Agfa ePhoto 1280 ••••• • $579 
Kodak DC 210 ••• •• ••• • $589 
Kodak DC 260 • • ••• •• • • $879 
Olympus D600-L ••• • • • • $879 
SONY Movica FD5 ••• •• • $439 
SONY Movica FD7 . . . . . . $589 

0 SyQ"e• 200MB SCSI • • • $137 gg 
SyJet 1.5GB SCSI •• • ••• $269 · · 
Sparq 1.0GB SCSI •• • ••• $189 

SYiOUEST SyQuest 200MB Cartridge .$25 ,g,, 
SyJet/Sparq Cartridges •• CALL 

Quantum
,. Atlas 4.5GB SCSI-Ill • •• • •• $349 

Atlas 9GB SCSI-II •••.•••• $695 

Hawk 4.5GB SCSI-II . • •••. $319 
.fil)SB'"'n"'"'n Baracuda 9GB SCSI-Ill ••• $729 
QlY U!fULC Baracuda 18GB SCSI-Ill .$1495 

Cheeto 9GB SCSI-Ill •••• . $869 

PowerBook 2.5" IDE HD 
TOSHIBA 2. l/3.2GB IDE ••• $179/229 

4.0/5.0GB IDE ••• $279/399 
~ ~_;-=--;_ 6.4/8.0GB IDE • • • $499/589 

Panasonic 4x8 CD· R • • • $339 
Yamaha 4x2x6 CD·RW .$539 

Blank CD· R Media 10 PK ....... . ... . ... . .. $14 

AGFA Arcus II w/Transp . . . $1079 
AGFA DuoScan • • • ••• • •• • $2359 
Hewlett Packard 6100C •• • $695 
Nikon LS2000 SuperCool • •• $1699 
Polaroid Sprintscan 35Plus . . $1349 
Umax Astra 6 lOS •• •• • • ••• • •• $99 
Umax Astra 1200S .••••.•• •• $229 
Umax Astra 1220s • • • • •• • •• • $197 
Umax Astra 1220P •••••••••• $179 
Umax Powerlook II w /Trans. $1189 

www.appledeals.com 

""· -·~ ...... .., .. ..... "'°' ......... ,,. ~··. _ eo ...... I Toll Free 1-800-816-7307 



Accelerators: 
Carrera 040 from $149 

- - ' 
-' ' ' 
04Q . . 

Faster than 
any 040 
stock Mac: 
MicroMac's 

Logic Board Trade-ups: 
71 /7200 to 7500 from$399 
Er.Tomi SPEED Trade-up your 
- slow 601 CPU to 
1100 with 601-60 a fast 604e or to 

IWL-\i! the fastest G3: 
7500 with 604-150 This Logic Board 
Trade-up gives you PCI slots, AN 
capabilities and a changeable CPU. 

Also available: LC575 to PowerMac 
or 1 O other Logic Board Trade-ups. 

Memory Upgrades: 
BigSIMM™ from $179 

-

More memory 
· than ever: 

MicroMac's 64 & l 28MB BigSIMM gives the 
LC475, Q605, 

LC575, LC630-series up to 68MB or 
even 128MB and the 0640 and 
LC580 up to 196MB of RAM. 

Low prices on all Macintosh memory. 

Carrera 040 
accelerator upgrades your Mac llsi, 
llci, Hex, llx up to 90MHz. Wow! 
Internet users: Provides very fast 
screen updates while surfing the net. 
Accelerators available for all Mac models. 

To learn more about 
Mac upgrades go to 

• www.m1cromac.com 
DURABLE, ECONOMICAL, HIGH· 
PERFORMANCE, UTILITY MAC. 

• Identical to StarMax 4000 
• Loaded standard equipment 
• 604e/200MT 64/4G/24x/512k/v4 
•Only$1199 $899+ 
• 604e/200DT 16/2G/12x/v2 
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Reach more than 150,000 
Mac Addicts! 

Over 72% of our readers bought a product/ 
service as a result of reading MacAddict. 
Be sure they see your sales message - -

call today to reserve your space! 

imagine 
,1 new w.ty oi publ.shmg 
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800•673•MACS 
916 • 652 • 1880 FAX 916 • 652 • 1881 800 • 673 • 6227 

gw~c~22~ 
8 / 80 @ 9/80 

13" Color Mir M .3" Color Mtr 
Ext Kybd · Ext Kybd 

MS Works 2.0 MS Works 2.0 

if.mloml M@tdl®mm IT' JEN®~ 
Quadra 650 16/240~herNet (U) 

16/240/Enct 449 · .,. - 13" Color Mi r, 
Ext Kybd, 

Adobe Photoshop 2.5 LE OU icrosort Works 2.0 

Mac SE 41120-kybd & MS Wocks 2.0 ....... 99.00 
Mac SE FDHD 4/120-kyhd & MS wnrk.s 2.0 139.00 
Mac Classic 4/40-kybd & MS Wocks 2.0129.00 
Mac Classic II 4/80-kybd & MS Work.~ 2.0. 179.00 
Mac SE/30 8/80-kybd & MS Wocks 2.0 . 179.00 
Mac LC 4/40-t3" mtr,kyhd&MS Work.s 2.o ... 179.00 
Mac LC ll 4/80-1.J,. mtr,kybd & MS Wks 2.0 199.00 
Mac II 4/40-13" mtr,kybd & MS Works 2.0 ...... 129.00 
Mac Ilx 4/40-13" mtr.kybd & MS Wk.~ 2.u ....... 149.00 
Mac Ilfx 4/80.n" mtr,kybd, i'hotoshop 2.SLE 249.00 
Mac Ilci 8/80-13" m1r,kybd & MS Wks 2.0 ...... 199.00 
Mac Ilsi 17/80-1.i" mtr,kybd & i\·1s Wks 2.o ... 259.00 
Mac Uvx 8/80-IJ"' mlr.kybd & MS Wk.i 2.0 .... 259.00 
C650 8/240-t4"mlr,kybd & MS Wks 2.0 .......... . 349.00 
Q650 8/240-13" mlr,kybd. Pho1oshu11 2.5l, E ...... 449.00 
Q650 8/240.zo" cir mtr,k)'bd, l'hotoshop 1.-5U-: 599.00 
Q700 8/400-14" mlr.kybd. l'hotoshop 2..'iL E ···- 399.00 
Q950 8/0.14" mtr,kybd, l'ho1oshop ?.5LE ·····- ····· 489.00 
WGSSO 8/0.t4" mtr,kybd, Photoshop 25LE ... H. 469.00 
Network Server 500/132-NE W ...... 2950.00 

68k Macintosh , 
Centris 650 8/0 EtherNet (U) 

. • - 8~0~~M$199 
Ether Net 

Ilsi N111\usM11pto r (P) . 19 Mac Uvx 8/80 ... 149 
llci J2k cuchc {P) .. H.-···· 19 C/Q 610 8/0-encl . 189 
SE 2/40-mouse(U) ..... 49 C650 8/0-enct, msc 199 
Mac II 1/0-moll5e (U)29 Q650 8/0-enel, mse 299 
Mac II 2/40-~<(Ul 49 Q700 O/O-~ (Ul .. 199 
Mac Ilx 0/0-o"'(U) 59 Case Parts ... CALL 
Mac Ilcx O/O-~cui59 MotherBoard CALL 
Mac Ilsi 1/0--Ul 79 PowerSupply CALL 
Mac Ilci OIO-~<CUl 99 Memory ....... CALL 
Mac Ilfx 0/0-""''"'99,Jlatteries ...... CALL 
Macintosh PowerBook 540c (U) 

. 12·i~~~~~$599 
"ACTIVE MATRIX 

Duo 2300c-4817so ... 899 PB170-4140 (Ul ......... 299 - Power Macs 
PowerMAC 6100-60 16/240 (U) 

. ' ~ ~ oo'i~~v;~~$429 
Upgradable to G3 

P5200 8/500-15" MultiSciln Built-In (U) ··-·-·-·· 599.00 
P5200 16/500/CD/E-Net-ts" ""'"''"' <Rl 799.00 
PM6100-60 J 6/240-k)·bd, mouse, vidcu cbl(U) 429.00 
P6360 16/l.2G/CD/28.8-kyh<t,wftwm (R) 749.00 
P6400 16/J.6G/CD/28.8-kf""· .,nwm (Rl 849.00 
P6500-225 32/3G/CD/ZIP-kybd,so01<11re (Rl 899.00 
PM6500-250 32/3G/CD-k>bd,.,nwm (Rl 949.00 
PM7100-6616/240-kybd,moo><(U) ............. 549.00 
PM7100-8016/500-kybd , mo~ (U) .............. 599.00 

-HDs & CDROMs; 

J3(f))r "" S!LIE SCSI CDROM (N) 

In~::~r;~$119 
Incl. Cables 

CD/Zip/Removable-Mounting KIL'i ..... CALL 
Apple 2x 300+ CDROM-lntornul (P) .... 49.00 

~/4'~ec1s2i'1~~2~~~-~~1~1:111:1::~7:!~~?.?:~:~~ 
24x SCSI Extcrnal-noot u hlc.sw, c:i bl~{N) J 19.00 
32x Toshiba SCSI [ntcrnal.1n1cch sw .... 119.00 
32x Toshiba SCSI Externnl-sw, Cubics 149.00 
C D External Cases-SCSI chi incl (N) ...... 39.00 
HD External Cases-SCSI chi incl (J\') ..•.. 49.00 
40 MB SCSI-Intcrnnl 3.5" (N) ................... 29.00 
Apple 80 MB SCSI-lntccnnl 3.5" (P) ...... 49.00 

}~Pd'B26°u~u~C~/~i~1~,~~~1 i_;;;Jr,>.::·il~:ii 
4.5 GB Quantum Viking-Int 3.S" (N) ... 199.00 
5.0 GB Pcrforma IDE-I nternal 3.5" (P) 249.00 
Apple FDHD Auto-Inject/Ma nual (N) ...... 99.00 
Apple FDHD Auto-Jnjecl/M11 11ual (P)l(R) 79.00 - Monitors l 

; 

Apple 13" RGB-l'rinitron, Color (U) ..... 139.00 
Apple 14" Color Plus-Coloc (U) ............ 159.00 
Apple 14" RGB-Trinitron, Color (U) ..... 189.00 
Apple 14" MultiScan-Color,S1,cakers (U) . 199.00 

r.r,r~J~.~~~,11~i~,~~::~;:~~:o~~~~ ~~:8~ 
1710AV MultiScan-Trinitron, Color (R) 399.00 
20" RGB·SupcrMudRadius, Color (U) ... 399.00 
20" RG B-Trinilron, Color (U) .................. 499.00 

er.fc~ ~~~;~~·~J.~~:.:;''..~-~1 ll!J iff6~~0 

Other Mac Stuff 1 
I 

Mac OS 8.1 CD (N) 
Available on CD $49 
Complete Install 

8.0 NOT required 

E-Tech 56K Bullet Modem (N) 

Dt~~~X$99 
FREE V.90 

MacOS 8.1 CD .. .. .... 49 5 Por t Hub ENl" I' .. 59 
Mouse, 1 button·N 16.50 9 Port H u b ENET .. 79 
cJ:..gJ...R Mouse <N) .. 19 I O/JOOBT11ub . CALL 
Mouse, 2 bullon (N) •• 25 LC-PDS ENET IN) H• 49 
JoyStick-i\facA ll>· (N) 29 PCI-32bit EN!:.,. (N) 49 
Gamepad-MucAlly-N29 Nu Hus ENET er) ... .. ... 49 
E xt Keyboard (N) ....... 29 TrancciverENET 24.99 
Apple Ext Kybd 1 tU) 25 EtherNct cuh1csCAL L 
Apple Exl Kybd II (U) 29 Phonct mial fo nn . 9.99 
Ap1>le Std Kybd I (U) 25 Style Writer l500(U) 129 
App le Std Kybd 11 (U) 29 Image Writer U (UJ .... 79 
AppleOne Scanner (U)69 l nmgcWriter LQ (U). 99 
ColorOnc Scanner (U)99 Laser-Writer Uni (U) ·149 
65 W a tt-Speaker Set . 29 LuscrWrilcr Unix .. 219 
28.8 PCMClA Mdm . ... 79 LWJ2/600PS (U) 999 
28.8 Ext MODEM ..... 49 LW 12/640 PS(U) 899 
56K Ext MODEM •.• 99 TONER ... IN STOCK 

f!J110 MACIMfOlllJ' 
MACIJCCIJIAMCJi 

The Marketplace for Macs . .. Call us first!! 
IF YOU ARE A BUYER, WE CAN GET IT TO YOU FOR LESS! 

f F YOU ARE A SELLER WE CAN GET YOU MORE THAN ANYONE ELSE! 

I .J I • • 
PowerBooks 
PowerPCs 

, ____ .. r • Older Macs & Parts 
* Reliable Service - * Warranties * Majorcreditcardsaccepted 

• A11,t;u.r.i•a•D welcome! 
---------- --- ------ - - ---------------- - -- -- - ----- ~-visit our new website: www.mistermac.com 

J~~e~~~ee~!~s~;!!~~~~~4 
Ca//:800.304.4639 

Sales/Service.404.315.0897/Fax.404.315.7840 

.in nity~ .com 
2289 Westwood 81.d. 

Lo. Angeles, CA. 90064 

POWER MACS ~ 
G3/233DT32/4GB/24XCD/KB 1539 POWERBOOKS 053 15'/071 199/349 
G3/233MT 32/4GB/24XCD/56K/KB 1849 G3/25032/4G/2DX/56Kl133' 3495 ~~3i(/"/;~15 37

9/
429 

G3/2660T 32/4GB/24XCD/ZIP 1795 G3!29264/8G/20X/561(114.4' 5195 • S::,04S: 
G3/266MT 32/6GB/24xCD/ZIP/AV 2189 G3/23332/4G/20XiETH/14.1 ' 3295 ~~1;.iri1 

229/349 
G3/266MT 128/4GW/24XCD/8MB 3195 G3/23332/2G/20X,/ETH/13.3' 2795 EA77117'/G771 449/399 
G3/300MT 64/4GIG/24XCD/6MB 2949 G3/233 32/2G/20X/56Kl12.1 ' 2495 G77317'/G790 449/779 
G3/300MT 12B/2-4GW/24X/8MB 4195 G3/23332/2G/20X/12.1'0STN 2195 G80020'/GB10 989/999 
9600/350 64/4GB/24xCD/Zip 1895 G3/25032/5GB/20XCD 3395 GT775 17'/P775 579/499 
9600/300 64/4GB/16xCD/Zip 1495 34ooC/240 l6/3GB/l2XCO 2179 PS790 19' 875 
9600/233 32/4GB/12XCD CALL 3400C/180MHzl6/l.3G/6X 1795 P81021 '/P815 1095/1245 
9600/200MP 32/4G/12XCD 1695 l 400C/l65 l6!2GB/8XCO 1795 PT81321" 1345 
8600/300 32/4GB/12xCD/Zip 1495 ~~%J~lb5/2GB/8XCO 1

: VWPAN 138/145 779/1029 
8600/250 32/4GB/CD/ZIP 1445 5300CS 16/750 749 VWPAN VPA 150 1229 
8600/200 32/2GB/12xCO/ZIP 1095 2300C 20/1GIG/14.4' 895 Pr~°:t~cro..3149 
7200/12016/1.2/8XCD 795 2400C/18016/13GIG 1495 
7600/13216/1GB/8xCO' 895 180 14/120/14.4 iax• 595 E090 19' COLOR 795 
7300/200 32/2GB/24XCD/ZIP 1095 Apple Duo Dock II 199 E07017'/E07517' 399/54~ 
7300/18016/2GB/CO/KB 995 P0111JrPort 56k/56l<Ethenel 179/279 E07417'/E071017" 599/529 
7300/18016/2GB/CD/DOA, 1495 VSTZipOrivel.Power8ookG3 ~ 2891339 
7100/808/500 ~~~vo• 495 P RINTERS ~.N 
6500/30064/4GB/12XCO $495. 995 LaserWrilerl2/640 *&95 SlylusColor600/850/850N 195/3491529 
6500/250 64/4GB/12XCD/33.6/ZIP 995 Lase!Writer l2/S40 949 Stylus Color Pro-XL 11117 299 
6500/225 32/3GB/C0/3F/KB CALL Lase!Writer 161600 1195 Stylus Color 1520/3000 72911495 
4400/200 32/2GB/CD/OOS 895 Lase!Writer 121600 1795 Expression 636 Exec/ART 719/919 
5400/18016/1.2/8XCD/15" 895 Lase!Writer 8500 1795 Expression 636 Pro/836XL 1279/2149 
5500/225 32/2GB/12XCD/15" 995 Slylus Photo 700/Pholo EX 279/459 
..-h~ H E W L ETT MONITORS SJUl.l". 
~!!!.- PAC KARO 15"AV/1705 299/349 100ES/100GS 15" 279/319 

LaserJet5MP/6MP 595/819 17101720 445/545 200ES/200GS 17" 539/589 
LaserJet 400'.lN/TN 1329/1409 l50/750AV 795 200PS/400PS 729/929 
LaserJel4MV 1795 850/850AV 1195 300SF/20SE2T20" 1089/1129 
lJlserJet 500'.lN Call ~ 500PSN1900 1295/3395 

[! SOFTWARE AGFAAACUSSll/DuoScan 1129/3049 ~r.l':m~~~Wll'r.l':l':'W1 
Adobe Pholoshop version5.0 349 UMAX 1200S/1200SF. 249/429 
Adobe Illustrator version 7.0 349 Powerlook Ill/Mirage II 33951&695 
Adobe Pagemaker vers. 6.5 349 Po111Jrlook 11/P. 300'.l 1195/6495 
AdobeAlterElfecls 1195 UMAXASTRA 610/E3 119/79 
Ouar1< Express V 4.0 689 Sen Maker 6400XL/9600XI 899/1379 
Microsoft0ffice98packa!J<l 249 ScanMaker5N600 2195/179 
AdobePremier4.2 149 IX MICRO ULTIMATEREZ8MB 4 
•Prices Subject to change without notice I •Business Leasing Availab!le •Visa, MC,Amex o.k. Govt., university & 

corp:orale l?.O.'s welcome. •reflects faclocy. ceconditioned units. G.E oosite seOOc.e pla.QavailbJe<t 



&-the others for som,..,. ..... -

REALbasic,. Great for novice or expert programmers 

Build your interface visually in minutes 
Powerful, yet simple, BASIC programming language 

Modern Object-Oriented BASIC 
Includes game and animation tools 

Retails for $99.95 

Visit www.realbasic.com for a FREE DEMO or 
call (512) 292-9988 for more information 

REALbasic is a trademark of REAL Software, Inc. 

Authorized 
Value-Added 

Reseller 

$ 30 
$ 69 
$ 139 
$ 595 

PowerBook RAM 
500 16 mb 
500 32 mb 
1400 16 mb 

Specials 

168 Pin DIMMs 

1400 24 mb 
1400 32 mb 
5300 32 mb 
5300 48 mb 
G3/34 32 mb 
G3/34 64 mb 
G3/34 f28 mb 

$ 53 
$ 85 
$ 43 
$ 57 
$ 82 
$ 85 
$ 118 
$ 65 
$ 108 
$ 210 

GV 56k PCMCIA $ 190 
Iomega Zip Drive $ 135 
Iomega Zip 10 pk $ 110 
Iomega Jaz cart $ 85 
ATI 3D Xclaim 4mb $ 185 
Quantum 3.2 gb $ 240 
Quantum 4.3 gb $ 280 
Quantum 6.4 gb $ 370 
Quantum 8.4 gb $ 485 

16mb 
32mb 
64mb 
64mb 3.3v 

$ 22 
$ 36 
$ 66 
$ 70 6400/200 (used) $ 825 

WE BUY? SELL & TRADE MAcs! i11~~~~ • 
CALL 800 80-WE-BUY for a quo1:e Ock 

11933 Wilshi~e Boui ll rd, West Los Angeles, CA 90025 Tel: (310) 966-4444 Fax: (310) 966-4433 
University 6 School P.O.'s Welcome• VISA-Discover-MC-AMEX no surcharge 

Note: All prices are su bject to change. Limited to stock on hand. •701 

Order Online at www.macsolutions.com 

(800)873-3RAM 



ORGANIC MODELING MADE EASY! 
Organica makes the process of creating great 

looking organic objects an easy task. If you 
have been fighting your way through various 
3D programs trying to make great looking 
characters for games, internet web sites or any 
other use, you already know organic modeling 
is a task that consumes time and resources. 

Stop fighting and start creating, Organica is so 
simple to use that you will be productive in no 
time at all. 

Organica is a set of Meta Blox, (the ones shown 
below) You simply arrange them like the ones 
to the right and you create the finished head as 
shown at the top. 

Organica is a "Real Time" program, constant 
high speed updating of the mesh allows you to 
see your work as you progress, no long rendering 
times just to see that your time was wasted. 

As yo u can sec from lhcsc ex ample obj ects all you 
have to do is pl ace the Magic Blox next to each other 
and the JD mes h is in slantly created. 
Organic-a is like having a magic sci of building 
blocks a t your command. Organica works with 
almost every JD product on the market today 
making your time more valu abl e and p roducti ve. 
You can rule the JD jungle with the stro ke of your 
mou se. Complete animation capabilty with " Easy 
Key" Set a key frame and O rga nica docs the rest. 

Models created in 
O RGANICA can be 
exported in.DX.F, .J DS, 
.LWO, .FACT and .IOB 
JDM F formats. 
In addi tion, the mesh 
density can be adju sted to 
suit your needs. Thi s 
coupled with intelligent 
Adaptive Mesh Reduction 
means the models will be 
exported wilh lh e 
optimum number of 
faces, and look gre:ll also! 
Try the /re~ demo first, 
1•isit our web site a11d 
r/own/oad Orga11ica to see 
just f1ow easy 11101/efiug 
ca11 be. www.coolfu11.com 

~ Introductory Price 
Get control of your creative powers with Organica 

go ahead and create with the ease and speed of a 3D 
program designed with you in mind. 

We are so confident that you will love Organica we 
make this special offer, Try Organica for 30 days 

IMPULSE INC. 
System Requirements 
Macint osh Power PC 
16 Megs of Ram, Hard Drive 
CD ROM. 

D , •r Cll ?O O on 
.l\.t;;&UIJ. ¥J,,&,,77oUV 

Now$149.00 

if for any reason you are unhappy with Organica, 
simply return it to us and we will refund your 
purchase price, no questions asked. Call direct and 
You can save 50% off the retail price o/$299.00, 
special introductory price of $149. 00. 

7250 Peals Drive Suite 102 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89128 
Toll Free Order une 1-800-328-0184 
Outside USA 1-702-948-1100 
Fax 1-702-948-1104 

Toll free· Med·iaGu·ide Loca111nt'I: (303) 571-1 
• Fax: (303) 571-5 

(888) 368-6693 BUY/SELL/TRADE ~:n~~~~6°~~ 
OLDER MACS POWER MACS MONITORS 

Mac Plus 410 .. .. ................ $49 6100160 8/2gig/CD ......... $449 Apple 12" mono .............. $79 
SE 4120 (800k) ............ ..... $59 7100/66 8/2gig/CD .... ..... $499 Apple 12" RGB ................ $99 
SE 4/40 (FDHD) .............. $99 7100180 8/2gig/CD ......... $549 Apple 13" RGB ........ ...... $149 
SE/30 8/80 ..... ................. $149 7200175 8/2gig/CD ......... $549 Apple 14" Color ............. $179 
Classic 4140 ................... $99 7200/90 8/2gig/CD ......... $649 Apple 15" MS ................ $279 
Classic II 4180 ................ $149 8100/80 16/2gig/CD ....... $599 Apple 16" RGB .............. $299 
LC 10/80 ........................... $89 8100/100 16/2gig/CD .. ... $699 Apple 17" MS ....... .. ....... $399 
LC 1118180 ..... .................. $119 7500/100 16/1gig/CD ..... $899 Apple 20" MS ................ $899 

• Mac II 4/40Nideo ............. $49 85001120 16/2gig/CD ... $999 PRINTERS 
llsi 5140 .... ................... .. .... $79 95001120 16/1gig/CD ... $999 lmagewriter II or LQ ........ $99 
llcx 8/40Nideo ................. $79 73001200 32/2gig/CD ... $1299 Apple Laserwriter ............ $99 
llci 8180 ........................... $119 More Power Macs and Laserwriter llnt... ........... $199 
llvx 8180 .......................... $129 Clones in stock ... CALLI Laserwriter llntx .... ........ $249 
llfJc 8/160Nideo .............. $149 POWERBOOKS LW Ill I llg ............ .. $2991$399 

68040 MACS PB 140 4/40114.4 ............ $199 PARTS & MISC. 
Quadra 605 81230 .......... $199 PB 160 8/80114.4 .. .......... $399 1.44mb floppy .. ....... from $69 
Centris 610 16/2gig ....... $179 PB 165121120114.4 ........ $459 Apple external HD case .. $29 
Quadra 610 16/2gig ....... $199 PB 170 8180/14.4 ... ......... $299 24x external CD·ROM ... $179 
Quadra 630 12/210 ........ $249 PB 180 12/120114.4 ........ $549 Apple 2x ext. CD·ROM ... . $79 
Centris 650 16/2gig ... .... $299 PB Duo's from .. ............. $199 Plaintalk microphone ....... $7 
Quadra 650 16/2gig ....... $349 PB 190cs 81500 .............. $649 6100 DOS card (new) ...... $49 
Quadra 700 20/2gig ...... . $299 PB 520 121240119.2 ........ $649 61016100 Power supply ... $99 
Quadra 800 16/2gig ....... $379 PB 520c 121240119.2 ...... $749 256K L2 cache for 6100 .. $10 
Quadra 900 2012gig ....... $399 PB 540 121240119.2 ........ $7 49 Ethernet cards ....... from $29 
Quadra 950 20/2gig ....... $449 PB 540c 121320119.2 .... .. $899 MANY OTHER PARTS, 
Quadra 660AV 1612gig .. $449 5300 81500 ...... ................ $699 PERIPHERALS, MEMORY, 
Q 840AV 16/2gig/CD ...... $599 1400s / 3400s .. BEST prices! (YOU NAME ITI) IN STOCKI 

BUNDLE SPECIALS: 30-pin SIMMs: 
llci 8/80, 13" RGB, Ext. KB, mouse .... $239 1MB .... . $5 
llsi 9/80, 13" RGB, Ext. KB, mouse .... $229 2Ml;L .. $9 
llcx 8/80, 13" RGB, Ext. KB, mouse ... $209 4MB ... $15 

( Powerbook 5300c BLOWOUT! ) Global Village 

5300c 
24/500 

$849 

5300c 
16/750 

$849 

( Incredible Powerbook Deal ) 

PB Duo 280c Add a Duo Dock 
40/1 gig/14.4 (with lid upgrade) 

Only $699 !! for only $99 !! 

Upgrade ANY Duo to a 280c 
for only $299 

(screen and motherboard replacement) 

PowerPort 
Platinum 28.8 

for PowerBook 1X> 

$159 

MacOS 8 
BLOWOUT 

$39 

Ask us about our 
special 2-year, 

on-site, extended 
warranty .. . 

from only $99 !! 

( HOT Prices on Powerbook Parts! 
1 gig 2.5" SCSI hard drive ..................... $299 Duo Dock power supply .......... $79 (no exc' 
36mb Duo SIMM module ........ .. ..... ......... $99 Duo Dock lid upgrade .................. ........... $! 
Duo AC adaptor .. .................................... $39 Apple 14.4 modem for PB Duo .. ... ...... .. .. $1 
Duo Keyboard ....... ................ ... .............. . $39 Global Village 14.4 modem for PB1xx .... $: 
Duo trackball. ..... .. .... ...... ......... .... .. .... ... ... $39 Global Village 19.2 modem for PB5xx .... $! 
Duo Floppy drive with adaptor. ............. $159 Powerbook 5xx floppy drive .................. $1 • 

E-mail: Sales@MediaGuide.com • http:/ / www.MedlaGuide.com • Prices llsled reflect o 3% cash d iscount · P1ices subJecl 10 change · Returns subject to 15% restocking fee · All sales 111101 • 90 day wa1ranty on most Items llsled 



' . ' 

www.macstuff ;11et 
' ' ' BeSt: Prices on G:t CPUs! . 

Displays • Printers ""VR 
~ Memory....,• Elff)aMion 
Boards ~Scanners., , 

..... ...... ' 
FREE Sl:l lPP.f.NG QN A'll 
ON~LINE O~DERS! 
CALL TODAY! • ' 

' 

..... ...... ..... ' ' 

~ Dl6 ITEK~lnc C.mpil<f lol" & ~m•~mco 
~ www.macstulf.net or cart 888/699-8787 

• Rockford Trust Bldg., 7th Floor ' 
02 W~t State j treet, Rockfor<f."IL 61 lo.I 

lnt' l/local 815/97:9-8000 •fax 815/969-8760 
sale~macstuff.net • Go Digi k@aol~om va,,~ 

A better machine. A better Web site. 

Get 
Addicted 
FJ Links to other key 

Mac sources 

FJ News and 
information ... '~~~-

-· n ... - - • ... ... 
FJ Chat forums n 

e 
3 

I 
FJ Contests -·_J a now way Or pubhslling 

r------------------------------------------, 
Diagnose Internet Connection Problems 
and Manage Multiple Accounts with Ease! 

' 

~~!:'!!!: 
Made Ea syl 

arBox 
There are many potential pitfalls to con
necting online from system-wide Internet 
settings to configure, application prefer
ences to set , and multiple dialup accounts 
to manage. GearBox is your one-stop util
ity for getting online reliably every time! 

FREE 30-Day Demo! at 
www.rockstar.com 

Wtl'_,,..,..............,_ I 

---=1-~...... I 
Mlll lJMl'o:!~.. I 
--!~Vdy-~ 

Mo1 1111111n .......... ,1 ... --.. _,, I 

Macworld 

•••• June 1998 April 1998 

Onboard diagnostics and one-click access to Internet 

1 
settings ensure you'll ... Get Online and Stay Online! 

I 

: 524A Union St.• San Francisco, CA 94133 
' Phone: 415.242.1984 • Fax: 415.263.3144 
I - ~ L ______ :_: ____ "'~'='.".'_"'.~".'~~<~~~~~~:~~~~~~ 

~ 



Genealogy - Family History 

REUNION®5 
"Tlie most comprehen-
1 sive family tree soft

ware available. Create 
large beautiful ancestor, 
descendant, relative and 
timeline charts. Play 
sound and video clips. 
Print mailing, p lace lists, 
birthday, anniversary 
calendars, and various 
book reports - they're great for family reun ions. 
Reunion makes it easy to share your family data 
on the internet, with automatic HTML reports 
and linked "Web Family Cards" with pictures. 

"Spectacular" 

• Leister Productions 
PO Box 289, Mechanicsburg; PA 17055 
phone 717-697-1378 fox 717-697-4373 

e-mail: info@LeisterPro.com 
web site DEMO: www.LeisterPro.com 

To order, call 

~Conn•ctlon 800-334-4444 

Powerbooks 
Great for students. 

Many models avaHable. 
Mention this ad .. . 

&we$50oo 
LIMITED TIME/QUANTITY OFFER 

Computers 
Centris 610 8/230 
Centris 650 8/230 
Quadra 660AV 8/230/CD 
Perfonna 635 8/160/CD 
PowerMac 7100/80 
PowerMac 6100/66 
Powerbooks I Duo's from 

Monitors 

$249 
$299 
$329 
$299 
$599 
$549 
$249 

13" Apple RGB Refinished $149 
14" Apple Touch Screen $159 
16" Apple RGB Monitor $199 
1 7" Apple Multiscan $349 
20" Apple Multiscan $599 

Printers 
Laserwriter IJNT/IJF $199/$379 

· Laserwriter Pro 600 $549 
Select 300/310 $199/$249 
lmagewrtter 11/L $99 

Extras 
Replacement Floppy Drives $59 
Keyboards/Mice from $25 
Power Supply Exchange from $49 

• Much more in stock ! • 

1-888-MACSALE 
Buy • Sell • Repair • Parts 

1-888-622-7253 

Visit our 
Web site e at 
www.macaddict.com 

~ 
A be tter machine . A b • tter maga1ln a . 

BUY • SELL • TRADE 

MEMORY 
·WE CAN BEAT 
ANY QUOTED PRICE 
IN THIS MAGAZINE 
• WE CAN PAV HIGHER 

THAN ANV ONE FOR 

¥OUR OLD or 
BROKEN MEMORY 

L.ifetime Warranty 
on All Parts 

1 •800•4•MEMORV 
HTTP://18004MEMORY.COM 

c.o • , • • • 1XOlcsSiooal$<1.~S:<iltis:\'/ll.l!.'\blelorOU1coipore!eas~a.'lsmal!~s.s~.A~ 
l • ~ COMPUTER DISCOUNTERS se:s tf)ll standard fa: sales and cuslomei Sl.'J)?On.AA outsm 

.Al. · • · , s<.a!lolnxrul~lQme!~pr~are eaQettolldpyooatt':it'.i!!dOUt1&~sha'Mocrns 

10543 Ewing Rd., Beltsville, MD 800•964• 1886 
http://www.computerdiscounters.com 



bookcovers 
Personalize your PB 1400 ! 

wood, leather,aluminium, denim 

800 851-1551 

ac adapters 
For Wallstreet, G3,3400, 1400 iii''"'''""' $85 

Their's~ 
5x2.5x1.5 4.1x1.6x1 

auto adapters 
with in-flight plug $95 w/o $65 --

www.bookwares.com www.madsonline.com 

$14 

Touch pads 
for Macintosh 

Never Use a Mouse Again 

Order Online Today 

www.ontracdata.com 

1-888-370-8687 

24 H,ours Online Order www .eritech.com 

er' tech Q1lL Toll Free l-888-8086242 
INTERNATI ONAL.INC . 

213 N. Orange , Unit C 
Glendale, CA 91203 

Phone:(818)244-6242 FAX:(818)500-7699 
e-ma il:eritech@sprynet.com 

m v/S4· -
Prices are subject 

to change without notice! 

ese hot sites 
VllJJ~ ... J.J!.MJ 
Version Tracker reports the 
current versions of all your favorite 
Macintosh software, revised continually 
as updates roll in. 

~o~Cde~~~~~~~~s ~~~;views, 
special deals, bug reports. how-to 
primers, and the famed MRP 
RAMWatch pricing guide. i. 

O'Grady's PowerPage 
is the ultimate reso urce for 
PowerBook users, with 
notebook news and mobility 
message boards. 

INSIDE MAC GAMES 
Inside Mac Games is a monthly 
CD-ROM magazine devoted to Mac games, 
with its own news· packed Web site. 

MacAddict 
NETWORK 

are just a click away! 
/http://www.MacAddictNetwork.com I , 
--~~--'~' 



Veclor\landerfloot Icky Nlldd Echler Prison Guy Special Edhlon l\lJskral llava Rlr,ololls 
Wilderness Adventure 

G.I. Van Gogh 
Ken Bousquet Doll 

· lfector \Ian 
Look through derlroof'io 
and see the the back of Ad 
Pendent World in res . ams head 
Push the scalable vector ofut1on-inde
/ifefike re button in his b graphics! 
tions as ;:gonses to such ack and hear 

• oes Max Wea stupid ques-
r a dress?" 

Tr• 
Nil<l<i Ecl\\er 

\cl<S 1 to the 
our answe \al Garbage 
once-pO\l~ef\es is sure 
pa1\ 1(1ds . 'th the 

be a hit w1 
to n set. 
Nic\<.e\odeO 'th but\<.et 

\ete WI . I 
corn? \<.. ds 1011e 1t. 
o! goo- I 

Pr· S •so,, Guyr~ 
Pee/al Ed·. 

Now With a •tio., 
break actio ~az1ng iail
Capps grim;· See Rob 
snap his ch ce, roar, 
then run ffams, and 
his head 

0 
to shave 

small ch 'ldand scare 

G.1. Va,, G 
~ousquet ~9t"' lfe,, 
. his realistic o I 
is. ready for g:art director toy 
Wtth his Waco Ph1ca/ action, 
customizabl m Grip and 

~mb,~r thre: '.~x;~re Palette! 
1 ren! 

"o'~ 
et Je.,.,;fer ttitude\ 1a1<.e 

pocl<et p ital pet with a \ and wor\<.. 
\fs the ~~h ~ou to sth~~r to !reC\uent 
\enn1!el t to treat 

ard Rghtin• A . e Avant 
rtist series. 

d n't (orge 
but o ! NIOK\ 
rounds o newcorners 

based on will be 
Co\\ectib\esd \el! \1tterton, ! details 

c no an Looi<. ,o I 
l(ris 'o " ! in ,998. ricing soon. 
re\eased \ate n features and p 
o! their act10 

DISCONTINUED! 
These MacAddict Action Series figures are no longer on 
sale, making them extra collect ible. Be sure not to take 'em 
out of the box and diminish the value of your investment! 

Dangerous Daniel Drew Turner'" 
Jolly Jennifer Gwirtz' " 
Kick-Ass Kathy Tafel'" 
Wacky Wade Albright"' with PC-bashing action 

Mighty Morpllln' Power Man 

N1otp1'i"' 
1'11\91\tY I<'~ 

et 111\lll' . ! poVll \'ne ed1tO 
\rastib\e on i~to a 
trans!orrns tan\<.. and 
ne\itO\lter, VJatth OU 
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(or his rot 
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Because FASTER is always better.rn 
New Machines too much dough? Old 

Machine too doggone slow? Then pull 

your head out (of your shell) and SOUP 

IT UP! Put the flame throwing, fire 

breathing, tire screaming processing 

speed back in your old Mac now. As 

you know, MACh Speed'M G3 processor 

upgrades will take you there. BUT 

WAIT, XLR8™ by Interex gives you 

more bang for your G3 buck. MVP"". 

Just what the heck is MVP? Multiple 

Variable Processing is, in a (nut) shell, 

the fi ne-tuning, the masterstroke, the 

coup de grace in processor upgrades. 

Exclusive XLR8TM MVP" ' technology, 

allows you to tailor the BUS speed and 

BUS ratio of your new G3 XLR8 card to 

maximize your machine's performance. 

Combine MVP with backside cache 

and hold on. You and your new XLR8 

G3 card are about to put the pedal to 

the metal, take it to the limit, go 

ballistic, and check out the fat lady 

because she's singing, SOUP IT UP! 

RHH IO US TO SOUP IT UP? CALL l -888-HLR8 TOR OR SEE OHE Of OUR OERLERS TOO RY! WWW.HLR8 . EDH • SRtfSa1 HtRB. EDH 
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